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Abstract
Co-evolutionary learning involves an adaptation process on some representations (e.g., variation and selection) that is guided by strategic
interactions among competing solutions in the population. It is originally proposed as an alternative to traditional search algorithms for
problems where it is very difficult or impossible to define an absolute
quality measure required to guide the search.
The thesis addresses three important issues to further understand and
develop co-evolutionary learning. First, there is a lack of a framework
to determine generalization performance (e.g., with respect to new,
unseen test cases) in co-evolutionary learning generally and rigorously.
Second, the relationship between generalization performance and diversity in co-evolutionary learning is unclear despite strong claims in
past studies that diversity maintenance can improve generalization
performance. Third, further studies are required to understand how
co-evolutionary learning scales to more complex problems.
The contributions of the thesis are:
1. Establishing a theoretical framework to determine generalization
performance in co-evolutionary learning.
2. Determining the relationship between generalization performance
and diversity in co-evolutionary learning quantitatively and identifying conditions where diversity can be exploited to improve
generalization performance.
3. Studying the co-evolutionary learning of more complex games
to understand how co-evolutionary learning can scale to more
complex problems.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Motivation of Thesis

Problem solving can be framed generally in terms of a search problem. A search
problem is interested with the partitioning of the search space into solutions
and non-solutions. The implementation for such a partitioning involves search
algorithms (Ficici, 2004). A general framework for search algorithms consists of a
representation for the problem domain where solutions exist (i.e., search space),
and measurements that can distinguish between solutions and non-solutions in
the search space so that a systematic process can be applied to search through
the space for the required solutions.
One particular area of search algorithms that has been receiving more interests
is evolutionary computation (EC). EC refers to the study of a broad class of
population-based, stochastic search algorithms known as evolutionary algorithms
(EAs) that are motivated from and emulate the process of natural evolution
(Bäck et al., 1997; Fogel, 1994; Yao, 1994). The strength of EAs compared to
traditional optimization-based search algorithms (e.g., steepest-descent methods)
lies with a particular search process that involves populations of solutions in some
form of representation (for simplicity of presentation, any point in the search
space given by the representation is potentially a solution) undergoing a repeated
application of variation (e.g., generating offspring solutions from parent solutions)
and selection (e.g., choosing solutions to procreate in the next iterative step)
process.
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Here, the focus of the thesis is to study a particular class of EAs named coevolutionary learning. The study of co-evolutionary learning is important in EC
as the approach is originally proposed as a viable alternative for problems where
it is very difficult or impossible to construct an absolute quality measurement
for solutions (i.e., the fitness function) through which optimization-based search
algorithms (including traditional EAs) can be used. Unlike optimization-based
search algorithms, co-evolutionary learning does not require a fitness function
to operate. Instead, the approach applies an evolutionary process on a population of potential solutions (i.e., repeated process of selection and variation).
Co-evolutionary learning has problem solving potential through the arms-race
dynamics of search for increasingly better quality solutions guided only by the
strategic interactions between the competing solutions. This is different compared to classical machine learning approaches such as the supervised machine
learning using a fixed training set in that in co-evolutionary learning, the population itself is a training set, which is not fixed, but changes during the learning
(evolutionary) process.
Although many studies of co-evolutionary learning have shown its viability to
solve a wide range of difficult, real-world problems, there are several important
research issues that have yet to be fully addressed. The most important issue
is the lack of a theoretical framework to determine generally and rigorously, the
performance of co-evolutionary learning with respect to the problems it is applied
to solve. In addition, there is a lack of concerted efforts aimed at understanding
whether diversity has a positive and significant impact to the performance of
co-evolutionary learning even though many past studies have made strong claims
that algorithmic techniques that introduce and maintain diversity can improve
performance. Another important research issue is further studies to understand
how co-evolutionary learning can scale with the complexity of a particular search
problem as many past studies only consider co-evolutionary learning of simple
problems.
This thesis aims to address these three important and related research issues
in co-evolutionary learning. The thesis focuses on games as the problem domain
as they provide a natural example to understand how co-evolutionary learning
works. Furthermore, results from the study have potential implications for general
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problems where performance evaluation can be obtained with respect to test cases
(which can be modelled as games). The main contributions of the thesis are
aimed at addressing the research issues identified above and the organization of
the thesis is presented in the following sections.

1.2
1.2.1

Major Contributions
Theoretical Framework for Measuring Generalization Performance in Co-evolutionary Learning

The first and most important contribution of the thesis is the development for the
first time of a theoretical framework that allows a general and rigorous approach
to determine the performance of co-evolutionary learning with respect to the
problem it is applied to solve. Although many studies have been conducted to
investigate the viability of co-evolutionary learning as a general methodology for
search problems, there is a lack of a general and rigorous approach to analyze the
performance of co-evolutionary learning. The thesis addresses this need through
the framework of generalization (e.g., how solutions perform with respect to new
test cases that they have not been trained with) that is well-defined and studied
in machine learning.
The theoretical framework defines and shows how generalization performance
can be measured irrespective of the implementation of the co-evolutionary learning system or the problem of interest. Two important outcomes from the generalization framework are obtained. First, it is now possible to determine the
generalization performance of a co-evolutionary learning system with respect to
any problem at hand in a principled manner. Second, it is now possible to compare the generalization performance of different co-evolutionary learning systems
through a rigorous, quantitative means, with respect to the problem of interest.
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1.2.2

Determining the Relationship Between Generalization Performance and Diversity in Co-evolutionary
Learning Quantitatively

The second contribution of the thesis relates investigating the relationship between generalization performance and diversity in co-evolutionary learning quantitatively and identifying conditions where diversity can be exploited to improve
generalization performance. In particular, past studies have demonstrated how
co-evolutionary learning can fail to find the required solutions due to the lack of
diversity in the population, and have proposed algorithmic techniques to address
this problem based on the introduction and maintenance of diversity. Despite encouraging results, there is a lack of a rigorous quantitative analysis to determine if
the use of these techniques encourages diversity that can lead to improvements in
the generalization performance of co-evolutionary learning. This thesis addresses
this need through case studies that compare co-evolutionary learning with and
without diversity maintenance where measurements for both generalization performance and diversity can be obtained for the first time.
Results from the case studies show that the introduction and maintenance of
diversity do not necessarily lead to a significant improvement in the generalization
performance of co-evolutionary learning. However, results strongly suggest how
diversity can play an important role in co-evolutionary learning where solutions
to the problem of interest can be obtained in the form of an ensemble. In particular, diversity maintenance that leads to speciation among individual solutions
in the population during the evolutionary process can result in a positive and
significant impact on the generalization performance of co-evolutionary learning
if an ensemble is constructed from the speciated population.

1.2.3

Understanding How Behaviors are Learned for More
Complex Games in Co-evolutionary Learning

The third contribution of the thesis relates to the study of the co-evolutionary
learning of more complex games as it provides avenues to investigate how coevolutionary learning scales to the complexity of the search problem. The focus
of the study is in the co-evolutionary learning of the iterated prisoner’s dilemma
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(IPD) games that are more complex since many past studies only consider the
simple IPD with two choices. In particular, the thesis first addresses the issue of
understanding how certain behaviors are learned through an adaptation process
on strategy representation guided by strategic interactions that are more complex
with detailed empirical studies of two extended IPD games.
The thesis starts with the study of how certain behaviors are learned from
co-evolutionary learning of the IPD with more choices and noise. It is shown
that behavioral diversity is also important for the evolution of cooperation when
interactions involve more choices and are noisy. More importantly, results suggest that strategy representations that allow direct variation of behaviors can
introduce behavioral diversity in the population more effectively to encourage
the co-evolutionary learning of cooperative behaviors.
After that, the thesis investigates how cooperative behaviors can be learned
given that mutual cooperation can be found in complex human interactions.
First, the study finds out precisely for the first time, why with more choices,
co-evolutionary learning of a strategy that plays defection is more likely to be
obtained. It is shown that strategies have more opportunities to exploit others
by playing lower cooperation levels when there are more choices to play, and as
such, are less likely to learn highly cooperative plays. Second, the study investigates an extension to the co-evolutionary learning framework that is motivated
by complex human interactions involving both direct interactions and indirect
interactions by incorporating reputation to the IPD game. The study shows that
the evolution of cooperation can be easily achieved when strategies use reputation to estimate behaviors of future partners and as a means to elicit mutual
cooperation play right from the start of the interaction.

1.3

Thesis Overview

The following thesis presentation materials are organized into five chapters. Chapter 2 provides a literature review for the background study of the thesis. Emphasis is given in the review to the IPD game that is used in the empirical
studies. Furthermore, the chapter provides an overview of EC with emphasis on
the co-evolutionary learning framework. In particular, the review will focus on
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related issues between co-evolutionary pathologies (a term used to describe coevolutionary search dynamics that leads to potentially poor search performance),
diversity, and generalization performance.
Chapter 3 introduces the theoretical framework for determining generalization
performance in co-evolutionary learning. The chapter will also present detailed
empirical studies on the application of the generalization framework to the coevolutionary learning of IPD games to illustrate the importance of the framework
in the analysis of co-evolutionary learning.
Chapter 4 presents the investigation on the relationship between generalization performance and diversity in co-evolutionary learning through case studies
of several well-known co-evolutionary learning systems that implement diversity
maintenance. In particular, detailed empirical studies are conducted for the first
time where measurements for both generalization performance and diversity can
be made for the co-evolutionary learning systems to determine the relationship
between generalization performance and diversity in co-evolutionary learning and
to identify conditions where diversity can be exploited to improve generalization
performance.
Chapter 5 presents the studies on the co-evolutionary learning of more complex games. In particular, the chapter introduces two extensions to the classical
IPD game. The main focus of the investigations is to understand how certain
behaviors (e.g., cooperation) are learned through co-evolutionary learning where
the interactions are more complex.
Finally, Chapter 6 concludes the thesis, with emphasis on the contributions
of the thesis, and with remarks for further studies.
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Chapter 2
Background
2.1
2.1.1

Problem Domain
Games for Co-evolutionary Learning

A game can be defined mathematically as a function that maps strategy behaviors
to some outcomes. For example, in a two-player game, the game is a function
G that maps two strategies of different roles, i.e., the first player i where i ∈ I
and the second player (opponent) j where j ∈ J, to the outcome Gi (j) for i and

the outcome Gj (i) for j (Rosin, 1997). Note that the notation used in this thesis
is different compared to other studies. In (Rosin, 1997), G(i, j) refers to both
game outcomes for players i and j. Here, G(i, j) refers to the game outcome for i
when i plays against j, i.e., G(i, j) = Gi (j) (or conversely, G(j, i) = Gj (i)). This
notation is for the purpose of presentation in Chapter 3.
The mathematical definition is flexible and covers a wide range of games.
However, games can be classified depending on the particular characteristic that
is considered. A typical example is to characterize games in terms of how payoffs
are defined, e.g., whether a game is zero-sum or nonzero-sum. A game is said to
be zero-sum if the payoff that is given to i is taken from j. A game is non-zero
sum if the payoff given to i is not the same as the payoff taken from j. Another
example is whether a game is symmetric or not symmetric. A game is symmetric
if for the two player roles i and j, the respective sets of available strategies I and
J are identical.
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Games provide an interesting and natural platform to study co-evolutionary
learning as the interactions between the co-evolving solutions in the population
can be modelled as game-playing. Games can be used to study two important
properties of co-evolutionary learning, i.e., decision-making and learning (Chellapilla and Fogel, 1999). Decision-making refers to the ability of the evolved strategy to make appropriate responses when given certain stimuli (i.e., the behavior)
in light of specific goals that must be achieved. Learning refers to the ability
of the system to produce (evolve) strategies that can respond to a wide range
of environments (e.g., opponents). The measure of success for a co-evolutionary
learning system with respect to the game can be given by the system’s ability
to evolve strategies to respond to a wide variety of opponents (e.g., learning the
optimal strategy).
In addition, the important advantage of using games to study co-evolutionary
learning is that games can be designed to capture many intrinsic properties of
complex, real-world problems while being simple enough to enable extensive and
in-depth analysis. First, a game has a specific set of rules that constrains strategies to certain behaviors (i.e., playing legal moves), which in turn, simplifies the
problem at hand. Second, a game has goals for strategies to achieve (i.e., to
win the game), with rewards given to strategies that allow them to achieve the
goals under constraints of finite resources (i.e., payoffs for a history of moves).
Third, a game provides enough subtleties for a wide-range of complex behaviors,
represented by a diverse set of strategies (Chellapilla and Fogel, 1999).

2.1.2

The Iterated Prisoner’s Dilemma

The iterated prisoner’s dilemma (IPD) is well-known for abstracting complex
behavioral interactions to study real-world problems (Axelrod, 1980a,b). The
classical IPD can defined as a nonzero-sum, noncooperative (i.e., assumes no
preplay communication), two-player game. Two players engaged in repeated
interactions are given two choices: cooperate and defect. The dilemma of the
game is captured by having both players who are better off mutually cooperating
than mutually defecting being vulnerable to exploitation by one of the party
who defects. Although the IPD game has become a popular model to study
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conditions for cooperation to occur among selfish individuals, it has also received
much attention in other areas of study and is used to model social, economic, and
biological interactions (Axelrod, 1984).
The IPD game can be formulated by a predefined payoff matrix that specifies
the payoff a player receives given the pair of choices played by the player and the
opponent in a particular move. For example, Figure 2.1 gives the payoff matrix
of an IPD game. Here, both players receive R (reward ) units of payoff if both
cooperates. They both receive P (punishment) units of payoff if they both defect.
However, when one player cooperates while the other defects, the cooperator will
receive S (sucker ) units of payoff while the defector receives T (temptation) units
of payoff.
For the IPD game, the values R, S, T , and P must satisfy the constraints
T > R > P > S and R > (S + T )/2. Axelrod in (Axelrod, 1980a,b) used the
set of values given by R = 3, S = 0, T = 5, and P = 1. However, other sets of
values can be used as long as they satisfy the two IPD constraints. The game is
played when both players choose between the two alternative choices over a series
of moves (i.e., repeated interactions).

Cooperate

Defect
R

T

Cooperate
R

S
S

P

Defect
T

P

Figure 2.1: The payoff matrix framework of a two-player, two-choice game. The
payoff given in the lower left-hand corner is assigned to the player (row) choosing
the move, while that of the upper right-hand corner is assigned to the opponent
(column).

For the one-shot prisoner’s dilemma (both players only get to make one move),
the rational play is to defect. However, when the game is iterated over many
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rounds of moves and that players can adopt game strategies where a response is
based on what happened in the previous moves, defection is not necessarily the
best choice of play. Instead, many studies have shown cooperative play to be a
viable strategy (Axelrod, 1980a,b; Kendall et al., In Press; Nowak and Sigmund,
1992a,b). More importantly, later studies showed that cooperative strategies can
be learned from an initial, random population through co-evolutionary learning
(Axelrod, 1987; Darwen and Yao, 1995b; Fogel, 1991, 1993).
The IPD is not limited to behavioral interactions with two extreme choices.
There are many extensions to the classical IPD game to model more complex interactions when the assumption of having two extreme choices cannot be enforced
(Chong et al., In Press). One extension is to take into account behavioral interactions with intermediate levels of cooperation (Darwen and Yao, 2000, 2002a,b;
Harrald and Fogel, 1996; Wahl and Nowak, 1999a). There are other extensions,
which are not limited to the following; a) allowing for the possibility of mistakes
occuring in the interaction (Axelrod, 1988; Bendor et al., 1991; Julstrom, 1997;
Molander, 1985; Wahl and Nowak, 1999b; Wu and Axelrod, 1995), b) spatial interactions (Frean and Abraham, 2001; Ifti et al., 2004; Nowak and May, 1993;
Nowak and Sigmund, 1993), and c) N-players (Axelrod, 1988; Bankes, 1994; Lindgren and Johansson, 2001; Seo et al., 1999; Yao, 1996; Yao and Darwen, 1994).
The IPD game provides an interesting model to study co-evolutionary learning
that emphasizes an adaptation process on strategy representation based solely
on interactions (i.e., game-play), which is different from frequency dependent
reproductions of fixed and predetermined strategies in classical evolutionary game
theory (Sigmund and Nowak, 1999). Here, the IPD game allows the study of two
important issues in co-evolutionary learning (Chong et al., In Press). First, one
can investigate whether behaviors that are learned through the co-evolutionary
process are robust, e.g., the strategy performs optimally with respect to many
possible opponents. Second, one can study the specific conditions in the coevolutionary process that leads to the learning of certain behaviors.
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2.2
2.2.1

Co-evolutionary Learning Framework
Evolutionary Computation

EC is the study of computational systems that consist of algorithms and procedures inspired and motivated from the process of natural evolution. One of the
main areas of study of EC is EAs, which traditionally refer to three broad classes
of similar but independently developed algorithms; genetic algorithm (GA), evolution strategies (ES) and evolutionary programming (EP) (Bäck et al., 1997;
Fogel, 1994). In general, EAs are stochastic search algorithms that operate on a
population of candidate solutions.
The general algorithmic framework for EAs can be described in the following
(Bäck et al., 1997; Yao, 1999b):
1. Initialize the population, X(t = 0)
2. Evaluate the fitness of each individual in X(t)
3. Select parents from X(t) based on their evaluated fitness
4. Generate offspring from parents to produce X(t + 1)
5. Repeat steps (2-4) until some termination criteria are reached
The framework emphasizes two specific features that distinguish EAs from
other search algorithms (Yao, 1999b). First, all EAs are population-based whereby
at any time, an EA is operating on at least a single population of individuals (e.g.,
candidate solutions). Second, there are mechanisms of information exchange between the population from one generation to the next. The information exchange
is provided through selection and variation processes, and is used to guide the
search through the solution space (which is defined by the representation).
Specific choices for representation, variation, and selection can affect an EA’s
performance (Fogel and Ghozeil, 1997; Wolpert and Macready, 1997). There
are many studies that focus on the various choices of representation, variation
and selection operators that are suitable for specific problems. Despite this, the
conceptual simplicity of EAs allows for easy and fast implementations that are
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broadly applicable to many problems such as optimization (Bäck et al., 1997; Fogel, 1995) (including multiobjective optimization problems (Coello, 1999, 2006;
Zitzler and Thiele, 1999)) and classification (e.g., when neural network representations are used (Garcı́a-Pedrajas et al., 2005; Liu et al., 2000; Yao and Liu,
1997)).
There are several advantages of using EAs compared to other search algorithms. Unlike traditional computational systems such as gradient-based optimisation algorithms, EAs are less prone to local optima entrapment. Furthermore,
EAs can be hybridized with other methods (Bäck et al., 1997) and has a potential for self-optimization as well (e.g., parameter settings (Eiben et al., 1999)).
In addition, as a population-based approach, EAs are implicitly parallel and can
be exploited to speed-up the search process (Fogel, 1997). Finally, EAs can be
applied to solve problems that traditional optimization-based search algorithms
cannot be used since it is very difficult or impossible to construct an absolute
measurement of solution quality (i.e., the fitness function). EAs do not require a
fitness function to operate, but only need to be able to differentiate or rank the
competing solutions (e.g., co-evolutionary learning) (Fogel, 2000).

2.2.2

Co-evolutionary Learning

The utility of EAs often depends on how well the fitness function is formulated.
However, there are two potential problems in designing a fitness function for
use in EAs. First, it can be very difficult to formulate the fitness function that
reflects the underlying properties of the problem because accurate measurement to
determine the quality of solutions cannot be obtained. Second, a fitness function
that can determine the quality of solutions does not necessarily guarantee that the
evolutionary process can be guided towards regions of optimal solutions. As such,
the use of an ill-defined fitness function may bias the search towards suboptimal
solutions that do reflect the underlying properties required to solve the problem.
There are many problems where it is very difficult or impossible to design
a suitable fitness function for the application of traditional optimization-based
EAs (Yao, 1994). However, many of these problems (e.g., learning game-playing
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strategies) can be reformulated as test-based problems, i.e., the quality of a solution can be evaluated and determined through the use of test cases (de Jong
and Pollack, 2004). For these problems, co-evolutionary learning is proposed as
a viable alternative search method.
Co-evolutionary learning is a population-based, stochastic search algorithm
that iteratively applies the process of variation and selection on the competing
solutions (in some representations) in the population. The general framework
for co-evolutionary learning is similar to EAs, e.g., early co-evolutionary learning
systems are implemented using EAs (Bäck et al., 1997; Fogel, 1994). The main
difference between co-evolutionary learning and EAs pertains to how the solution
fitness is obtained with respect to other possible solutions in the search space,
i.e., Step 2 of the EA framework (page 11).
Traditional EAs are constructed in terms of an optimization context where
an absolute fitness function is required to assign a fitness value to a particular
solution (Bäck et al., 1997; Fogel, 1994; Yao, 1994). The solution fitness in EAs is
objective and static (assuming noiseless cases), i.e., the fitness value of a solution
is always the same and is independent of the population’s composition in any
generational step of the evolutionary process. With co-evolutionary learning, the
fitness of a solution is obtained through its interactions with other competing
solutions in the population. The solution fitness in co-evolutionary learning is
relative and dynamic as it depends on the composition of other solutions in the
population that can change from one generation to the next.
The mechanism of the search process in co-evolutionary learning depends on
having a positive feedback between the process of providing a gradient in fitness
(e.g., fitness variations) and the process using this gradient to guide the search
towards promising regions in the search space (Ficici and Pollack, 2001). This
can be illustrated by considering strategic interactions between individuals that
assume the roles of testing (e.g., providing test cases that reflect the problem at
hand) and being tested (e.g., providing solutions). It has been shown in principle
that co-evolutionary learning can solve a problem if parts of the population that
provides test cases can approximate the complete evaluation set that provides
the underlying objectives of the problem (de Jong and Pollack, 2004). Others
(de Jong, 2004, 2005; Ficici and Pollack, 2003; Rosin and Belew, 1997) have shown
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that co-evolutionary learning can reliably search for the “best” solution through
monotonic progress in the co-evolutionary process for solutions with increasingly
higher quality (e.g., arms race dynamics).

2.2.3

Classes of Co-evolutionary Learning

Co-evolutionary learning can be classified either as cooperative co-evolution (Michigan approach) (Potter and Jong, 2000) or competitive co-evolution (Pitt approach) (Rosin and Belew, 1997). The original Michigan and Pitt classification
was used for rule-based systems such as classifiers (Yao et al., 1996). With the
Michigan approach, the entire population is a complete learning system, where
each individual in the population represents a part or a rule and that they must
work together to form a complete solution. With the Pitt approach, each individual in the population represents a complete solution. The Pitt approach is
more commonly used compared to the Michigan approach for most problems.
One reason is the difficulty in designing a feasible Michigan-based system where
the contribution of each individual based on the performance of the complete
solution can be easily obtained (Potter and Jong, 2000; Yao, 1997).
As such, Michigan-based system such as cooperative co-evolution is often
used for problems where the complete solution can be naturally decomposed
into different subcomponents. The general framework takes the form of multiple
populations, with different populations of individuals specifically representing
each of the subcomponents (Potter and Jong, 2000). There is no sharing of
genetic information between the populations, i.e., individuals (species) evolved
within their own respective population. Fitness evaluations are made by selecting
an individual from one population that formed collaborations with representatives
from other populations (Potter and Jong, 2000).
In Pitt-based system such as competitive co-evolution, each individual represents a complete solution to the problem. A single population or multiple
populations can be used. For single-population systems, each individual competes with each other for survival (e.g., takes turn assuming the roles of being
solutions and test cases). One example is the co-evolutionary learning of symmetric two-player games such as the IPD (Axelrod, 1987; Darwen and Yao, 1995b;
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Fogel, 1991, 1993). For multiple-population systems, the simplest case is the twopopulation system where one population is used to provide solutions while the
other population is used to provide test cases (Pagie and Mitchell, 2002; Rosin
and Belew, 1997). One example is the co-evolutionary learning of two-player
games where strategy optimality for the first-player is different compared to the
second-player’s (Rosin and Belew, 1997). Note that although the thesis focuses
on the competitive co-evolution approach, both cooperative and competitive systems share similar design motivations with respect to the learning process of the
final complete solution.

2.2.4

Co-evolutionary Learning of the IPD Game

Since Axelrod’s early study in (Axelrod, 1987), there have been many other studies that used the co-evolutionary learning approach to IPD games. A wide variety
and combination of strategy representations, selection and variation operators
have been used in these studies. However, all of these studies emphasize the
adaptation process of IPD strategies in some form of representation through a
repeated process of selection and variation that is guided by strategic interactions (e.g., game-play between IPD strategies in the population) (Chong et al.,
In Press).
In most cases, the design of a co-evolutionary learning system for the IPD
starts with a specific choice of strategy representation to focus the search on some
behaviors. For the deterministic and reactive IPD strategies that were mostly
studied, Axelrod and Lindgren (Axelrod, 1987; Lindgren, 1991) were among those
that studied the look-up table representation with binary string encoding. The
look-up table is essentially a binary decision tree that determines a strategy’s
choice of play given the pairs of choices made by the strategy and the opponent
in previous rounds. A strategy may be encoded with the necessary histories of
previous moves required for responses in the first few rounds. In addition to
binary string encoding, a direct look-up table representation can be used (Chong
and Yao, 2005) that represents strategy responses as a table, where each element
corresponds to a particular response for the pairs of previous moves. The first
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few moves can be specified directly rather than using some fictitious histories to
start the game.
Other strategy representations have also been proposed and studied. For example, Fogel among many others (Fogel, 1991, 1993, 1996; Miller, 1989; Stanley
et al., 1995) studied finite state machines (FSMs) for their capability of representing complex behaviors of IPD strategies. With FSMs, the behavioral responses of
an IPD strategy depend on the state and the next-state transition. In addition,
neural network representations have also been studied widely (Chong and Yao,
2005; Darwen and Yao, 2000; Franken and Engelbrecht, 2005; Harrald and Fogel,
1996). Neural networks are used for their abilities to provide nonlinear inputoutput responses and to process and represent a continuous range of behaviors
(Chellapilla and Fogel, 1999; Harrald and Fogel, 1996).
The next step of the design process is to choose specific variation operators to
provide variations of IPD strategies in the population. In most cases, the choice
of variation operators depend on the strategy representation considered. For
example, a look-up table encoded as a binary string can use crossover and bit-flip
mutation operators (e.g., standard variation operators in GAs) (Axelrod, 1987).
For FSMs, variation operators include altering a next-state transition, adding or
removing states, and altering the output symbol (e.g., the choice) (Fogel, 1991,
1996). With real-valued neural networks, self-adapting mutation operators based
on some probability distribution (e.g., Gaussian or Cauchy) can be used (Chong
and Yao, 2005; Yao, 1999a).
The final part of the design process is to choose selection operators to provide
a process for selecting IPD strategies from the current population for the next
generation. Many selection operators can be used (e.g., selection operators used in
EAs) (Bäck et al., 1997; Fogel, 1994) and are not just limited to the proportionateselection used in Axelrod’s early study (Axelrod, 1987). The fitness of an IPD
strategy in the population required for the selection process usually depends on
payoffs obtained from IPD games. In particular, many studies used the expected
payoff from a round robin tournament where all pairs of strategies compete,
including the pair where a strategy plays with itself, as the fitness.
There are two main issues of study for the co-evolutionary learning of IPD
games. The first issue is concerned with using co-evolutionary learning as a
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search method for effective IPD strategies (Chong et al., In Press). Here, the
main concern is to learn IPD strategies that perform well against a large number
of opponents, e.g., strategies that are robust. For example, Axelrod (Axelrod,
1987) compared evolved strategies obtained from a co-evolutionary learning system with representative strategies obtained from earlier tournaments involving
expert-designed strategies (Axelrod, 1980a,b). Darwen and Yao (Darwen, 1996;
Darwen and Yao, 1995b, 1997; Yao et al., 1996) suggested a machine learning
approach to determine robustness of evolved strategies based on the notion of
generalization.
The second issue is concerned with using a co-evolutionary learning system as a model to investigate how specific conditions (e.g., game rules and coevolutionary learning system setup) can lead to the learning of certain behaviors
through an evolutionary process (Chong et al., In Press). For example, one can
consider the impact of specific IPD game specifications on the learning of behaviors. Here, many studies have been made, and are not limited to different
payoff matrices (Chong and Yao, 2006b; Fogel, 1993), game length (Fogel, 1996),
noisy interactions (Chong and Yao, 2004; Julstrom, 1997), continuous behavioral
responses (Harrald and Fogel, 1996), and the possibility of refusal to interact
(Stanley et al., 1995). Another example is the study of how specific designs in
the co-evolutionary learning system can have an impact on the learning of certain behaviors. Here, studies have been made to understand conditions such
as population diversity that promote certain behaviors (Darwen and Yao, 2000,
2002a,b).

2.2.5

Co-evolutionary Pathologies

Despite the success of co-evolutionary learning in solving difficult, real-world
problems such as games (Axelrod, 1987; Chellapilla and Fogel, 1999; Chong et al.,
2005; Darwen and Yao, 1995b; Noble, 2002; Runarsson and Lucas, 2005; Stanley and Miikkulainen, 2004) (and other problems in the context of optimization
(Hillis, 1990) and classification (Juille and Pollack, 1998; Pagie and Mitchell,
2002; Werfel et al., 2000)), the approach is not trouble-free for all problems. Coevolutionary learning is now recognized to suffer from problems that can affect its
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performance (Cartlidge and Bullock, 2004; Darwen and Yao, 2002a; de Jong and
Pollack, 2004; Ficici, 2004; Rosin and Belew, 1997; Watson and Pollack, 2001).
These problems are collectively known as co-evolutionary pathologies, which include overspecialization, disengagement, intransitivity, and forgetting.
Overspecialization refers to the situation where solutions in the population
focus on some specific properties of the problem rather than solving the problem
as a whole (Darwen, 1996). For a co-evolutionary learning system with overspecialization, solutions overfit to their opponents or test cases (e.g., focusing on
their perculiar weaknesses rather than generalizing to the underlying properties
required to solve problem) that are not robust (Watson and Pollack, 2001). In
terms of the co-evolutionary learning of games, overspecialized strategies can only
defeat specific opponents rather than the game itself (e.g., general strategies can
defeat the majority if not all possible opponents). Several studies (Chong and
Yao, 2005; Darwen and Yao, 2000, 2002a) have identified the effects of overspecialization in co-evolutionary learning, which can be addressed by encouraging
the population to diversify so that each solution is different behaviorally (e.g., artificial speciation). Further studies have proposed a procedure that exploits and
combines the diversified population into a single complete solution, i.e., gating
algorithm (Darwen and Yao, 1997; Yao et al., 1996).
Disengagement refers to the situation when a co-evolutionary learning system
decouples, e.g., there is a loss of fitness variations among the solutions in the
population such that the system is not able to distinguish between the solutions
to determine which are superior (Cartlidge and Bullock, 2004). Disengagement
often arises in situations where there are large disparities of competence levels
among the solutions. For example, in the case of a two-population competitive
co-evolution where all solutions in one population solve all test cases provided
by the other population, the system will be unable to differentiate between the
solutions (and also between test cases) for selection. The system effectively starts
to randomly select the solutions (and test cases) even though in actuality there
may be differences between them. In terms of the co-evolutionary learning of
games, disengagement occurs among the group of strategies that defeat all their
relatively weak opponents (they all have similar fitness values with respect to the
same opponents). Several studies (de Jong and Pollack, 2004; Ficici and Pollack,
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2001; Noble and Watson, 2001) suggested that disengagement is a result of using
fitness values based on the simple average of interaction outcomes, which can be
addressed if fitness values are suitably changed, e.g., treating each interaction
outcome as an objective.
Another problem that can affect co-evolutionary learning is intransitivity in
the relationship between solutions (Watson and Pollack, 2001). In the case of
co-evolutionary learning of games, intransitivity can be illustrated with the rockpaper-scissor game analogy where if A outperforms B, and B outperforms C, it
is not necessary that C outperforms A. For a co-evolutionary learning system
applied to problems with intransitivity and affected by overspecialization, cyclic
dynamics can occur where the population is observed to improve by evolving from
one solution to another, but only to arrive back at the solution the population first
evolved (Watson and Pollack, 2001). Studies in the co-evolutionary learning for
problems where intransitivity exists have suggested redefining how fitness values
are obtained by treating each interaction outcome as an objective (de Jong and
Pollack, 2004; Ficici and Pollack, 2001; Noble and Watson, 2001).
Lastly, co-evolutionary learning can be affected by the problem of forgetting,
e.g., a particular behavioral trait is lost from the population due to the evolutionary process (Ficici, 2004). Forgetting can be due to a number of reasons;
a) there is a strong selection pressure acting against the particular behavioral
trait, b) there is no strong selection pressure acting on the particular behavioral
trait and solutions with the behavioral trait may suffer from drift, or c) there
is a strong bias on the part of variation operators acting against the particular
behavioral trait despite a selection pressure that favors solutions with the trait
(Ficici, 2004). The problem of forgetting can be related to cyclic dynamics in the
co-evolutionary learning process if a behavioral trait found earlier in the population is lost due to the evolutionary process, but only to be found later again.
Studies have proposed the use of memory mechanisms to assist the population in
reinforcing solutions with those behavioral traits (e.g., archive of opponents that
require those specific behavioral traits in solutions to overcome) to address the
problem of forgetting (de Jong, 2004, 2005; Rosin and Belew, 1997).
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2.2.6

Generalization and Diversity

Co-evolutionary learning is proposed as a viable approach for problems where
the quality of solutions can be determined using test cases rather than using
an absolute measure that is very difficult or impossible to formulate. For these
problems, an optimization-based EA may not be the best approach compared to
co-evolutionary learning. The goal of optimization is to minimize (or maximize)
a fitness function. The goal of learning is to obtain the best generalization, e.g.,
how solutions perform with respect to new, unseen test cases. Optimization and
learning are fundamentally different because a solution with the minimum (or
maximum) fitness value does not necessarily imply it has the best generalization
unless one can obtain an accurate metric to measure generalization.
As such, a generalization framework that allows a general and rigorous approach to determine generalization performance of co-evolutionary learning is
required. This allows a principled approach to obtain a performance measurement that is globally defined with respect to the problem. It is noted that most
of the previous studies are restricted to simple problems or problems where the
global view is known in advance (Popovici and Jong, 2005; Watson and Pollack,
2001). Tools introduced for monitoring progress of arms race dynamics (BaderNatal and Pollack, 2005; Cliff and Miller, 1995; Floreano and Nolfi, 1997; Stanley
and Miikkulainen, 2002) are inappropriate or may not be suitably adapted for the
global view analysis because they only provide relative performance information
of solutions between different generations.
Like other learning systems, co-evolutionary learning uses a training set (population) during the learning (evolutionary) process to produce (evolve) solutions.
The main difference between co-evolutionary learning and other classical learning
systems (e.g., supervised machine learning using a fixed training set) is that in
co-evolutionary learning the training set (population) is not fixed, but can be
instances of solutions that are changing (evolving) and are interacting with each
other strategically to guide the learning (evolutionary) process. However, this
also means a lack of an absolute means to differentiate between solutions in coevolutionary learning, suggesting that the process requires a procedure that can
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correctly rank solutions (i.e., ranking with respect to all possible solutions) (Luke
and Wiegand, 2002).
Such a requirement may be difficult to meet, which in turn, may introduce coevolutionary pathologies into the evolutionary process (de Jong and Pollack, 2004;
Ficici and Pollack, 2001; Popovici and Jong, 2005). More importantly, studies
have shown that co-evolutionary learning systems affected by these pathologies
can lead to poor performance (Cartlidge and Bullock, 2004; Darwen and Yao,
2002a; Ficici, 2004; Rosin and Belew, 1997; Watson and Pollack, 2001). As such,
many studies turn to some heuristics to provide the necessary fitness variations
required to differentiate between solutions so that the resulting search dynamics
can approximate the case when such a correct ranking is possible. In particular,
these studies often claim that diversity in the population plays a key role to
provide the necessary fitness variations. For co-evolutionary learning, it is noted
that diversity can be introduced and maintained through the selection or variation
process.

2.3

Conclusion

Further studies are required to understand and develop co-evolutionary learning
as a viable alternative to traditional search algorithms. The thesis will address
three important issues through the study of co-evolutionary learning of games.
First, a theoretical framework to determine the generalization performance of coevolutionary learning generally and rigorously is studied. Second, the relationship
between generalization performance and diversity in co-evolutionary learning is
studied quantitatively based on the generalization framework to clarify previous
claims that the introduction and maintenance of diversity in the population can
improve generalization performance of co-evolutionary learning. Furthermore,
conditions where diversity can be exploited to improve generalization performance
of co-evolutionary learning will be identified. Third, the co-evolutionary learning
of more complex games is studied to understand how co-evolutionary learning
scales with the complexity of the problem.
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Chapter 3
Measuring Generalization
Performance in Co-evolutionary
Learning
3.1

Motivation

Generalization refers to the ability of the learning system to find the solution,
viewed in the context of input-output mappings, that best predicts the required
output for any new input that has not been seen during the training process. In
the context of generalization, one is interested in how the learning system can
realize the underlying properties of the problem from a small sample of training
data to produce the solution. For example, in the case of neural network training,
one is not interested in learning the “exact representation of the training data
itself, but rather to build a statistical model of the process which generates the
data” (Bishop, 1995, p. 332).
Determining the generalization performance of co-evolutionary learning (or a
learning system in general) is important for two outcomes. First, it provides an
absolute measure on how well a co-evolutionary learning system is performing
with respect to the problem. Second, it can be used as a means to compare
the generalization performance of different co-evolutionary learning systems with
respect to the problem. One example is to determine the generalization performance of co-evolutionary learning of games. With most games, what constitutes
optimality is generally not known or measurable in advance. However, following
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the notion of generalization, one can redefine optimality as the performance of a
strategy when it competes with all possible strategies.
Darwen and Yao (Darwen, 1996; Darwen and Yao, 1995b; Yao et al., 1996)
were among the first to explicitly investigate co-evolutionary learning through
the generalization framework from machine learning (others include Rosin and
Belew (Rosin, 1997)). They used a random sample of test cases to estimate the
generalization performance of co-evolutionary learning. There are other studies
that can be related to generalization. Ficici and Pollack (Ficici, 2004) studied the
notion of solution concepts, e.g., a partitioning of search space into solutions and
non-solutions from measuring some properties and establishing some criteria that
a search point is a solution. Wiegand and Potter (Wiegand and Potter, 2006)
studied the issue of robustness in cooperative co-evolution system that requires
performance evaluation of the final complete solution composed of evolved subcomponents. Bowling (Bowling, 2005) studied the notion of regret that measures
performance difference between a learning algorithm with the best static strategy during training. Powers and Shoham (Powers and Shoham, 2003) studied the
estimation of best-response through the use of random samples.
Although previous studies introduced and examined how generalization performance can be measured, they only investigated the issue through an empirical
approach. There is still no formal means of establishing what generalization performance is in co-evolutionary learning, and how it can be determined generally
and rigorously. For example, with the use of a large sample of random test cases to
estimate generalization performance (Darwen and Yao, 1995b; Yao et al., 1996),
it is not known how accurate such an estimation is, i.e., how close the estimated
generalization performance (using randomly obtained test cases) is to the true
generalization performance (using all possible test cases).
This chapter addresses the need to determine in general and rigorously the
generalization performance of co-evolutionary learning for the first time with a
theoretical framework. It is noted that although the framework is presented in
terms of game learning, the theoretical framework is general and applies to all
test-based problems. Generalization performance of a strategy is defined as its
average performance against all strategies. It follows from the definition that the
best generalization performance for a co-evolutionary learning system is the one
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that produces evolved strategies with the maximum average performance against
all strategies.
However, generalization performance can be difficult to determine analytically
or is prohibitively expensive to compute. Instead, it is possible to estimate the
generalization performance by taking the average performance against a sample
of test strategies randomly drawn from the search space. A mathematical analysis is performed that allows one to make a statistical claim on the accuracy of the
estimation. Further analysis is performed to improve the statistical claim that
can be made. The generalization framework is applied to the co-evolutionary
learning of IPD strategies to illustrate the utility of the estimation procedure.
The implication of the framework as to why a small sample of randomly obtained test strategies is sufficient to estimate the generalization performance of
co-evolutionary learning is shown through extensive empirical studies.
It is known that one may be more interested in the average performance
against some specific cases that are more likely to be seen. In the context of
game learning, one is more interested in the generalization performance of coevolutionary learning with respect to a biased sample of “good” strategies, and
not the average performance with respect to an unbiased sample since a large
proportion of strategies in the space can be mediocre. This chapter addresses
the need to determine the generalization performance against a biased sample
of test strategies empirically with a simple but principled approach where the
biased sample is obtained through multiple partial enumerative search of the
strategy space. Each partial enumerative search uses a population size that is
much larger than the total number of unique strategies that can be searched by
co-evolutionary learning. This approach does not require human expertise and
may lead to a more diverse set of test strategies compared to the single partial
enumerative search introduced earlier in (Darwen, 1996; Darwen and Yao, 1997;
Seo et al., 1999).

3.2

Estimating Generalization Performance

In co-evolutionary learning, the quality of a solution is determined relative to
other solutions. This is achieved through comparisons, i.e., interactions between
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solutions. These interactions can be framed in terms of game-playing, i.e., an
interaction is a game played between two strategies (solutions). The game outcome of a strategy i against the opponent strategy j is Gi (j), and conversely,
the game outcome of strategy j against strategy i is denoted Gj (i). Strategy i
is said to defeat strategy j if Gi (j) > Gj (i) (for simplicity, a draw is assumed as
a loss, i.e., a win requires Gi (j) > Gj (i) rather than Gi (j) ≥ Gj (i)). The goal
of co-evolutionary learning for the problem of game-playing is to learn a strategy i that defeats any opponent strategy j, i.e., to have the best generalization
performance. The following presents a theoretical framework for estimating the

generalization performance of co-evolutionary learning. Note however, that the
framework is general, and not restricted to only game-playing (note that even for
the case of game-playing, the framework is general to any strategy representation,
and not restricted to deterministic or stochastic strategies).

3.2.1

True Generalization Performance

The true generalization performance of co-evolutionary learning is defined as the
expected performance of strategy i that is produced after a learning process (i.e.,
co-evolution) against all strategies j in the strategy space S (e.g., the search
space). The true generalization performance of strategy i, Gi , can be written as
follows (Chong and Yao, Conditionally Accepted):
Z
Gi = EP1 (j) [Gi (j)] = Gi (j)P1 (j)dj,

(3.1)

S

where Gi is the expectation of strategy i’s performance against j, Gi (j), with
respect to the distribution P1 (j) over strategy space S (i.e., the distribution with
which opponent strategies j are drawn). Note that this definition of generalization
does not imply having to compare with all strategies that exist. Instead, P1 (j),
which can be specified by the strategy representation (e.g., neural networks), can
be induced to the strategy space S. As such, some strategies j that exist may
not be included to determine Gi because P1 (j) = 0.
There are two difficulties in applying Equation 3.1 directly. First, the analytical form for Gi (j) is not known or difficult to obtain (even for simple games).
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Second, the distribution P1 (j) over S may be unknown (at best we can only
sample from S from a strategy representation that is used).
However, it is possible for these games to have a finite number of possible
unique strategies, e.g., S is discrete and finite, or that we can consider a subset
of S that is discrete and finite by inducing some strategy distribution P1 (j) on
S. For the purpose of presentation and simplicity, we assume a uniform strategy
distribution in S.
One can then compute the true generalization performance of co-evolutionary
learning through a strategy i, which is simply its average performance against
all strategies j, and can be written in the form (Chong and Yao, Conditionally
Accepted):
M
1 X
Gi =
Gi (j),
(3.2)
M j

where M is the total number of unique strategies j that strategy i plays against.
For example, consider the two-choice IPD game with deterministic and reactive

memory-one strategies, where each strategy considers its previous moves and the
2
opponent’s previous move. For such a game, there is only a total 22 +1 = 25 = 32
unique strategies in the strategy space.
However, the true generalization performance may not be possible to compute
using Equation 3.2 as the game increases in complexity. For example, considering
the IPD game above, if strategies can play from n choices (e.g., n-choice IPD
2

game), the total number of unique strategies increases to nn +1 . As such, even
a moderate increase in the number of choices result with a large increase in the
2
total number of strategies. With three choices, there are 33 +1 = 310 = 59049
strategies. As the number of choices increase to four, total number of strategies
2
increases to 44 +1 = 417 = 17179869184, and so forth. Thus, computing the true
generalization performance using Equation 3.2 quickly becomes computationally
infeasible even for a small increase in the number of choices.

3.2.2

Estimated Generalization Performance

Given that the true generalization performance cannot be obtained, the next
alternative is to estimate the generalization performance. Here, generalization
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performance can be estimated by considering the average performance against a
smaller sample of N test strategies that can be computed (i.e., N ≪ M). The

estimated generalization performance of strategy i is given by (Chong and Yao,
Conditionally Accepted):
Ĝi (SN ) =

1 X
Gi (j),
N j∈S

(3.3)

N

where SN is the sample of N test strategies randomly drawn from S. For the rest
of this paper, the notation Ĝi to represent Ĝi (SN ) is used.

3.2.3

Chebyshev’s Bound for Determining the Accuracy
of the Estimation of Generalization Performance

We want to know how close Ĝi , which is obtained using a set of N test strategies
randomly drawn from S of size N, when compared to Gi , which is obtained using
all possible strategies from S of size M (where M ≫ N). That is, we want to
know if the absolute difference between Ĝi and Gi , i.e., |Ĝi − Gi |, is sufficiently

small, i.e., does not exceed a small positive number ǫ (where ǫ > 0). If this is
true, then we say Ĝi is approximately Gi , i.e., Ĝi ≈ Gi .

However, we do not know what |Ĝi − Gi | is because Gi is not known. One
can try to find how likely it is that Ĝi is close enough to Gi . That is, what is the
probability that |Ĝi − Gi | ≥ ǫ if one uses N randomly obtained test strategies to

obtain Ĝi . We answer this question using Chebyshev’s Theorem (Gnedenko and
Gnedenko, 1998).

We want to estimate the difference, DN = Ĝi −Gi , which is a random variable
because the set of strategies SN used to obtain Ĝi is sampled randomly from S.
Note that the mathematical analysis does not assume a particular strategy distribution P1 (j), which can be induced on S by a particular strategy representation.
All that is required is that SN is a set of independent identically distributed (i.i.d)
strategies drawn from S according to P1 (j), e.g., using the same strategy representation. Furthermore, the analysis can be extended to games with probabilistic
strategies as well since DN is a random variable.
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From the definition of DN , we apply Chebyshev’s Theorem (Gnedenko and
Gnedenko, 1998) and obtain (Chong and Yao, Conditionally Accepted):
P (|Ĝi − Gi | ≥ ǫ) ≤

σi2
N · ǫ2

(3.4)

for a strategy i (for full details, please refer to the Appendix section). For the
rest of this paper, we use the notation σ 2 to represent σi2 .
Furthermore,
σ 2 = EP1 (j) [gj2 ]
h
2 i
= EP1 (j) Gi (j) − Gi
h
2 i
= EP1 (j) Gi (j) − EP1 (j) [Gi (j)]
= V arP1 (j) [Gi (j)].

We can bound σ 2 . In general, for the random variable Gi (j) distributed
over the interval [GM IN , GM AX ] (where GM AX and GM IN is the maximum and
minimum of Gi (j), respectively), the maximum variance σ 2 M AX is when half of
the mass is at GM IN and the other half is at GM AX (which results a mean of
(GM IN + GM AX )/2), given by the following (Jacobson, 1969):
σ 2 M AX

!2
!2
1
GM IN + GM AX
1
GM IN + GM AX
=
GM IN −
+
GM AX −
2
2
2
2
!2
!2
1 GM IN − GM AX
1 GM AX − GM IN
=
+
2
2
2
2
!2
GM AX − GM IN
=
.
2

Let R = GM AX − GM IN be the range of the random variable Gi (j). We can
thus restate the Chebyshev’s bound as:
P (|Ĝi − Gi | ≥ ǫ) ≤

R2
.
4N · ǫ2

(3.5)

We note the generality of this framework by observing the following three
points (Chong and Yao, Conditionally Accepted):
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1. The framework is independent of the complexity of the game, since it is independent of the size of the strategy space, and independent of the strategy
distribution in the strategy space.
2. Both GM AX and GM IN are often known a priori as they are specified by
the game, which means that we can always obtain an upper bound on the
probability.
3. The framework is independent of learning algorithms since the bound holds
for any strategy in the strategy space.

3.2.4

Application of Chebyshev’s Bound in the Generalization Framework

To see how Chebyshev’s bound can be used in the framework for estimating
generalization performance, we first need to identify the relationship given by
Equation 3.5 between the probability P (|Ĝi −Gi | ≥ ǫ), the sample size N, and the

precision value ǫ. For simplicity, let ǫ′ = ǫ/R. This lets us simplify Equation 3.5
to:
1
P (|DN |′ ≥ ǫ′ ) ≤
,
4N · ǫ′ 2
which is the same as
1
,
P (|DN |′ ≤ ǫ′ ) ≥ 1 −
4N · ǫ′ 2

where |DN |′ = |DN |/R = |Ĝi − Gi |/R is the normalized absolute difference of

estimated and true values of the generalization performance.
To illustrate the Chebyshev’s bound further, we plot the curve of PN (ǫ′ ) =
1/(4Nǫ′ 2 ) as points in the P -ǫ′ space. Figure 3.1 shows the curves PN for Chebyshev’s bounds for different Ns over a range of ǫ′ s in [0.01, 0.1]. Each curve PN
gives the upper bound for P (|DN |′ ≥ ǫ′ ) when a random sample of test strategies

of size N is used to estimate the generalization performance.
Note that PN (ǫ′ ) is inversely proportional to N and ǫ′ . For any ǫ′ , an increasingly larger number for N is required to obtain lower Chebyshev’s bounds
(Fig. 3.1). Assuming the worst-case, and when all the three values N, ǫ′ , and

PN (ǫ′ ) are known, one can use a statistical argument to claim with confidence or
probability at least 1 − PN (ǫ′ ) that |DN |′ ≤ ǫ′ for a precision value ǫ′ .
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Figure 3.1: Figure showing various graphs of the Chebyshev’s bounds in probability (given by Equation 3.5) PN for different size N of the sample of random test
strategies N in the range of precision value ǫ′ in [0.01, 0.1]. Graphs are labelled
as PN .
In practice, we only need to specify N to be as large as possible for which we
can compute the estimated generalization performance. After that, we have to
make a “tradeoff” between the confidence level (i.e., being more confident that
the estimation is likely to be close to the true result) and precision value (i.e., the
value by which the estimation will not deviate from the true result).

3.2.5

Obtaining A Tighter Chebyshev’s Bound By Estimating the Variance σ 2

Consider a random variable X with the underlying distribution PX taken from a
compact interval of real numbers, i.e., X ∈ [a, b]. For N realizations x1 , x2 , ..., xN ,
the empirical mean is given by:

N
1 X
ÊPX [X] = µ̂N =
xj .
N j=1

The true mean is given by:
EPX [X] = µ
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while the true variance is given by:
σ 2 = EPX

h

2 i
X − EPX [X] .

The maximum variance for a random variable over [a, b] is when half of the
2
mass is at a and the other half is at b, i.e., σ 2 M AX = RX
/4 where RX = b − a.
Applying Chebyshev’s Theorem gives us the following:

P (|µ̂N − µ| ≥ ǫ) ≤

2
RX
.
4N · ǫ2

We want to find out if a tighter upper bound for Chebyshev’s bound (for any
random variable distributed over a compact interval) can be obtained. If we knew
µ = EPX [X], we could obtain an unbiased estimate of σ 2 :
N
N
1 X
1 X
2
=
(xj − µ) =
yj ,
N j=1
N j=1

2
σ̂N

where yj = (xj − µ)2 , j = 1, ..., N, are realizations of a new random variable
2
Y = (X − EPX [X])2 . σ̂N
is the empirical mean of Y based on a sample {yj }N
j=1 .
The true mean of Y is:

h
i
EPY [Y ] = EPX (X − EPX [X])2 = σ 2 .

We can apply Chebyshev’s Theorem for Y and obtain the following inequality:
2
P (|σ̂N
− σ 2 | ≥ δ) ≤

V arPY [Y ]
,
N · δ2

where V arPY [Y ] is the variance of Y .
For yj = (xj − µ)2 , given that the minimum possible value is ymin = 0 (if
xj = µ), and that the maximum possible value is ymax = (b − a)2 (if xj = a and
µ = b), the range for Y is RY = ymax − ymin = (b − a)2 − 0 = (b − a)2 . Again,

trivially, V arPY [Y ] can be bounded by:
V arM AX [Y ] ≤

RY2
(b − a)4
R4
=
= X.
4
4
4

So,
2
P (|σ̂N
− σ 2 | ≥ δ) ≤
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We can thus summarize the following two points. First, with probability
2
of at least c1 = 1 − RX
/(4Nǫ2 ) (with respect to generating many N-tuples of

observations (x1 , ..., xN )), we know that µ̂ is no further away from µ than ǫ, i.e.,
|µ̂ − µ| ≤ ǫ). That is:
2
RX
.
4N · ǫ2

P (|µ̂N − µ| ≤ ǫ) ≥ 1 −

4
2
Second, with probability of at least c2 = 1 − RX
/(4Nδ 2 ), we know that σ̂N
is

2
no further away from σ 2 than δ, i.e., |σ̂N
− σ 2 | ≤ δ). That is:
2
P (|σ̂N
− σ 2 | ≤ δ) ≥ 1 −

4
RX
.
4N · δ 2

2
We would like to use σ̂N
+ δ as an upper bound for σ 2 (when σ 2 is lower than
4
the maximum possible value RX
/4). However, we have assumed that we know µ.
In actual situations, we do not know µ.

We examine the correction required for the fact that µ̂ rather than µ is used
2
to calculate the variance σ̂N
. That is:
N
1 X
2
ˆ
σ̂N =
(xj − µ̂N )2 .
N j=1
2
We know that with probability at least c1 = 1 − RX
/(4Nǫ2 ), |µ̂ − µ| ≤ ǫ.
ˆ 2 underestimates σ̂ 2 (we are interested in the upper
So, the worst case is when σ̂
N

N

2

bound for σ ) because µ̂N is closer to xj than µ. There are two situations where
we get this: (a) when xj < µ̂N < µ (in which case we calculate (µ̂N + ǫ − xj )2 ),
and (b) when µ < µ̂N < xj (in which case we calculate (xj − µ̂N − ǫ)2 ).
With probability (with respect to generating many N-tuples (x1 , ..., xN ) from
2
PXN ) c1 = 1 − RX
/(4Nǫ2 ), (xj − µ̂N − ǫ)2 ≥ (xj − µ)2 . So, with probability c1 , we
can be sure that:
N
1 X
2
2
σ̂N,U =
(xj − µ̂N − ǫ)2 ≥ σ̂N
.
N j=1

4
2
With probability c2 = 1 − RX
/(4Nδ 2 ), we have the upper bound σ 2 ≤ σ̂N
+ δ.
In order to combine the probabilities in a simple way, we must make the events

independent. So, we need two sets of N-tuples of observations. The first set of
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P
1
2
2
2
x11 , x12 , ..., x1N is used to estimate µ̂1N = N1 N
j=1 xj . The second set x1 , x2 , ..., xN is
P
P
N
1
2
2
2
2
2
used to estimate µ̂2N = N1 N
j=1 xj and σ̂N,U = N
j=1 (xj − µ̂N − ǫ) .
Then, with probability:

 

4
2
RX
RX
c1 · c2 = 1 −
· 1−
,
4N · ǫ2
4N · δ 2


2
2
2
2
we have σ 2 ≤ σ̂N,U
+ δ since we know that σ 2 ≤ σ̂N
+ δ and σ̂N
≤ σ̂N,U
(Chong
and Yao, Conditionally Accepted).

As such, one can claim with probability at least c1 c2 that the following inequality holds:
2
σ̂N,U
+δ
.
P (|µ̂N − µ| ≥ ǫ) ≤
N · ǫ2
2
2
However, for this inequality to be of use, we require that σ 2 ≤ σ̂N,U
+δ < σM
AX =

2
RX
/4.
We can apply this result to obtain a tighter upper bound for the generalization framework introduced earlier. With probability c1 c2 = (1 − R2 /(4Nǫ2 ))(1 −

R4 /(4Nδ 2 )), the following inequality is true (Chong and Yao, Conditionally Accepted):
2
σ̂N,U
+δ
P (|Ĝi − Gi | ≥ ǫ) ≤
.
(3.6)
N · ǫ2

3.3

Examples of Chebyshev’s Bound for Estimating Generalization Performance in IPD
Games

The generalization framework can be applied for any game as long as the game
outcomes are defined. The following presents an empirical study of the framework
for some practical games to illustrate how generalization performance can be
estimated using a random sample of test strategies. In particular, the IPD game
with more choices is used given that the complexity of the game can be scaled to
the number of intermediate choices available for play.
Three issues are investigated following the implication that Chebyshev’s bound
is a loose upper bound. First, the study shows why one can obtain a better estimate compared to the theoretical value given by Chebyshev’s bound when considering the worst-case. Second, the study shows how a strategy’s performance
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profile with respect to the strategy space, e.g., the variance σ 2 , can be exploited
through a second estimation to obtain a tighter Chebyshev’s bound. Finally,
the study shows how games can affect the accuracy of the estimation procedure
because they affect the strategy performance profile with respect to the strategy
space.

3.3.1

The IPD Game with More Choices

The classical IPD game can be extended to include intermediate choices. For
this study, one simple example is to consider the IPD with multiple, discrete
levels of cooperation (Chong and Yao, 2005; Darwen and Yao, 2000, 2002a,b; Yao
and Darwen, 1999). The n-choice IPD game is defined by the payoffs obtained
through the following linear interpolation:
pA = 2.5 − 0.5cA + 2cB ,

− 1 ≤ cA , cB ≤ 1,

(3.7)

where pA is the payoff to player A, given that cA and cB are the cooperation
levels of the choices that players A and B make, respectively. For example, for
the three-choice and four -choice IPD games, the payoff matrix is given by Figures
3.2 and 3.3, respectively.

PLAYER B

PLAYER A

+1

0

í1

+1

4

2

0

0

42

1

22

1

1
2

í1

5

3

1

Figure 3.2: The payoff matrices for the two-player three-choice IPD game. Each
element of the matrix gives the payoff for Player A.
Note that in generating the payoff matrix for an n-choice IPD game, the
following conditions must be satisfied (Chong and Yao, 2005):
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PLAYER B
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1

Figure 3.3: The payoff matrices for the two-player four -choice IPD game. Each
element of the matrix gives the payoff for Player A.
1. For cA < c′A and constant cB : pA (cA , cB ) > pA (c′A , cB ),
2. For cA ≤ c′A and cB < c′B : pA (cA , cB ) < pA (c′A , c′B ), and
3. For cA < c′A and cB < c′B : pA (c′A , c′B ) > 21 (pA (cA , c′B ) + pA (c′A , cB )).
These conditions are analogous to those for the classical IPD’s. The first
condition ensures that defection always pays more. The second condition ensures
that mutual cooperation has a higher payoff than mutual defection. The third
condition ensures that alternating between cooperation and defection does not
pay in comparison to just playing mutual cooperation.

3.3.2

Different Definitions of Generalization Performance

For the application of the generalization framework to a game, different definitions of game outcomes reflect different generalization performance. For zero-sum
games like chess, the game outcome for a strategy can be easily defined, e.g., win,
lose, or draw. The generalization performance may refer to winning against as
many strategies as possible. However, for the nonzero-sum game such as IPD,
there is no specific notion of “win” that one defines for a game outcome. The
“best” strategy may refer to the one with the highest average payoffs in a round
robin tournament. Despite this, one can define the generalization performance for
the IPD games from two perspectives to allow a more in-depth investigation as to
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how co-evolutionary learning produces strategies in terms of their generalization,
e.g., whether the strategy generalizes to a specific performance criterion, or that
it generalizes to more than one performance criteria.
3.3.2.1

Generalization Performance in Terms of the Number of Wins
Based on Individual Outcomes

The first generalization performance is defined in terms of the number of wins
based on individual outcomes of games (e.g., a game between a pair of strategies).
This definition of generalization performance follows the notion from zero-sum
games where one is interested in the performance of winning against as many
known strategies as possible. If g(i, j) refers directly to the average payoff per
move to strategy i when it plays an IPD game with strategy j, then a game
outcome, which can either be win or lose, is defined as follows:

CW IN f or g(i, j) > g(j, i),
GW (i, j) =
CLOSE f or otherwise,
where CW IN and CLOSE are constants that can be arbitrarily specified as long as
CW IN > CLOSE . CW IN = GM AX = 100 and CLOSE = GM IN = 0 are arbitrarily
chosen for presentation of results.
Using Equation 3.3, the estimated generalization performance based on a
sample of N test strategies is given by:
ĜW (i) =

1 X
GW (i, j).
N j∈S

(3.8)

N

We use G(i) = Gi to make the notations simpler. We denote GW (i) to represent the true generalization performance for the definition introduced above.
3.3.2.2

Generalization Performance in Terms of Average Payoff

The second generalization performance is defined in terms of average payoff. This
definition of generalization performance follows the notion of average performance
against a population of strategies (e.g., tournaments for IPD games). Here, the
game outcome is the average payoff per move, i.e., GA (i, j) = g(i, j), where GM AX
and GM IN can be determined from Equation 3.7. As such, the generalization
performance refers to the average payoff from a round robin tournament of games.
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However, for simplicity, and since N is a large number and assuming there is
always a j = i in SN :
1 X
ĜA (i) =
GA (i, j),
(3.9)
N j∈S
N

so that it is straightforward to use the Chebyshev’s Theorem to obtain the Chebyshev’s bound. We denote GA (i) to represent the true generalization performance

for the definition introduced above.

3.3.3

Chebyshev’s Bounds in IPD Games

For the two definitions of generalization performance, the Chebyshev’s Theorem
can be applied to obtain their respective Chebyshev’s bounds. However, it is
known that the Chebyshev’s bound is a loose bound, e.g., in most practical situations, σ 2 is less than R2 /4. We investigate this empirically here. For simplicity,
we restrict the investigation for the IPD game with deterministic and reactive
memory-one strategies that consider their previous moves and opponent’s previous moves, and assumed a uniform distribution of strategies in S. Given that the
analysis requires computation of the true generalization performance, the threechoice IPD game is considered since it is not possible to compute for the case of
the four -choice IPD game, while it is trivial for the two-choice IPD game.
3.3.3.1

Chebyshev’s Bounds for Different Definitions of Generalization Performance in IPD Games

Experiments are conducted for the two definitions of generalization performance
introduced earlier. For all the experiments, the estimated and true generalization
performance are determined for 4000 strategies that were randomly sampled. The
proportion of the 4000 strategies where |DN |′ > ǫ′ is determined. This proportion

can be considered as a rough estimate of the actual probability P (|DN |′ ≥ ǫ′ ).
Experiments are repeated for 50 samples of random test strategies SN for different

Ns (rough % of M) at 10 (0.02%), 50 (0.1%), 100 (0.2%), 500 (1%), 1000 (2%),
5000 (10%), 10000 (20%) that are drawn independently (we verified for each
sample SN that no strategy is obtained more than once).
Figure 3.4 shows the results of the experiments for the generalization performance defined by GW (i) and estimated with ĜW (i). From the figure, it can be
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Figure 3.4: Figures showing the probability that |DN |′ > ǫ′ where the sample of
random test strategies SN of size N is used to compute ĜW (i) for the three-choice
IPD. Each graph is obtained by averaging from results of using 50 independent
samples SN with error bars representing 95% confidence interval. PN gives the
curves for the Chebyshev’s bounds with different Ns.
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Figure 3.5: Figures showing the probability that |DN |′ > ǫ′ where the sample of
random test strategies SN of size N is used to compute ĜA (i) for the three-choice
IPD. Each graph is obtained by averaging from results of using 50 independent
samples SN with error bars representing 95% confidence interval. PN gives the
curves for the Chebyshev’s bounds with different Ns.
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observed that the probability P (|DN |′ ≥ ǫ′ ) (roughly estimated by the proportion
of 4000 samples of |ĜW (i) − GW (i)|/R, i = 1, ..., 4000) reduces as N increases

from 10 to 10000 for ǫ′ in [0.01, 0.1]. The empirical probability curves are observed to be lower than those given by Chebyshev’s bounds. Similar observation
is also made for the generalization performance defined by GA (i) and estimated
with ĜA (i) in Figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.6: (a)-(d) shows for four different strategies i, the normalized absolute
difference, |DN |′ , is obtained for each definition of generalization performance
(e.g., GW (i) and GA (i)) for the three-choice IPD. Each graph is obtain by averaging from results of using 50 independent samples SN with error bars representing
95% confidence
interval. Each subfigure also contains the curves of precision value
√
′
ǫ = 1/ 4NPN obtained from Chebyshev’s bounds that are labelled according
the probability PN used.
Experiments show that normalized |ĜW (i) − GW (i)| is usually larger for all
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Ns compared to normalized |ĜA (i) − GA (i)| (e.g., Fig. 3.6). This can be explained by analyzing the distribution (histogram) of G(i, j) − G(i) for individual

strategies (that we randomly picked) against a sample of test strategies (that
we also randomly picked from many samples). Figures 3.7 and 3.8 show for four
strategies, the distribution of GW (i, j) −GW (i) and GA (i, j) −GA (i), respectively,
for a particular sample of SN for N at 50, 5000, and 10000. On the one hand,
the distribution of GW (i, j) − GW (i) is always bimodal, i.e., having two separate peaks, which may lead to higher σ 2 . On the other hand, the distribution of
GA (i, j) − GA (i) spreads over an interval, leading to lower σ 2 . Considering the
Chebyshev’s bound from Equation 3.6, it is more likely |ĜW (i) − GW (i)| ≥ ǫ for
higher values of ǫ when σ 2 (which can be estimated with respect to SN ) is higher.
In addition, another observation is that for the two definitions of generalization
performance, the distribution of G(i, j) − G(i) is quite similar for different sizes

of SN starting from a small N of 50 (Figs. 3.7 and 3.8). These results indicate
two implications for the estimation of generalization performance for IPD games
investigated here. First, the estimation from using a smaller SN is as accurate as
the estimation from using larger SN s. Second, the estimations are stable in terms
of varying sample sizes starting from a small SN (Chong and Yao, Conditionally
Accepted).
3.3.3.2

A Tighter Chebyshev’s Bound

2
2
The Chebyshev’s bound assumes the worst-case and takes σM
AX = R /4 to

upper-bound the probability. We have earlier provided a mathematical analysis
to find a tighter bound that requires the estimation of σ 2 so that rather than
2
2
2
using σM
AX > σ , σ̂N,U +δ is used instead, with some probability c1 c2 that can be
determined. Note that to have a high probability c1 c2 where c1 = 1 − R2 /(4Nǫ2 )

and c2 = 1 − R4 /(4Nδ 2 ), we want c2 to be as large as possible by having a larger
value for δ (which is where this tighter bound is useful because we are hoping
2
2
that σ 2 is small and that σ̂N,U
+ δ < σM
AX even for a larger value of δ).

2
Chebyshev’s Theorem is applied for the random variable |σ̂N
− σ 2 | to investigate empirically how good is the estimation of σ 2 when using a sample of test

strategies for the three-choice IPD game (we can actually compute the exact value
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Figure 3.7: (a) - (d) shows for four different strategies i, the distribution of
GW (i, j) − GW (i) for N at 50, 5000 and 10000 for the three-choice IPD.
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Figure 3.8: (a) - (d) shows for four different strategies i, the distribution of
GA (i, j) − GA (i) for N at 50, 5000 and 10000 for the three-choice IPD.
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of σ 2 for this game):
R4
.
4N · δ 2
2 ′
2
We can simplify the above by letting |D(σ̂N
)| = |σ̂N
− σ 2 |/R2 and δ ′ = δ/R2
so that we now obtain:
2
P (|σ̂N
− σ 2 | ≥ δ) ≤

2 ′
P (|D(σ̂N
)| ≥ δ ′ ) ≤

1
.
4N · δ ′ 2

Experiments are conducted for the two definitions of generalization performance to determine the probability (proportion) of 4000 random strategies where
2 ′
|D(σ̂N
)| > δ ′ for 50 samples of SN from 10 to 10000 that are drawn uniformly
and independently (note that although σ̂ˆ 2 rather than σ̂ 2 is computed, results
N

N

ˆ 2 overestimates σ 2 in most cases). Figures 3.9 and 3.10 summarize the
show σ̂
N
results, which show that generally the empirical probability curves are lower for
estimation of σ 2 for GA (i) compared to the case of GW (i). More importantly,
2 ′
results show that one can claim with a high probability that |D(σ̂N
)| ≤ δ ′ if a
large precision value of δ ′ is considered.
Results for the estimation of σ 2 for individual strategies are also presented.

2
Table 3.1 shows the σ̂N
for various N and also the true value σ 2 for some random
2
− σ 2 | for GW (i). If a large
strategies for GW (i). Table 3.2 shows the results of |σ̂N

precision value of δ ′ = 0.04 (δ = 400) is considered, and assuming N = 10000
2
for example, the probability that |σ̂N
− σ 2 | ≤ δ given by Chebyshev’s bound is

1−1/(4×10000×0.042) > 0.98. However, as indicated earlier in Figure 3.9(b), the
actual estimation of σ 2 is better than the theoretical value given by Chebyshev’s
2
bound. For example, |σ̂N
− σ 2 | for N = 10000 is much smaller than 400 for a
probability greater than 0.98 (Table 3.2). Similar observations can be made for
GA (i) (Tables 3.3 and 3.4). However, note that results presented in the tables

2
refer in particular to a sample SN of random test strategies, and as such, σ̂N
for
a strategy can fluctuate higher or lower around the true value σ 2 . Regardless, all

empirical results are within theoretical results of Chebyshev’s bounds (e.g., with
a probability at least 0.98 and using N = 10000 random test strategies, δ is no
greater than 400).
2
2
A tighter Chebyshev’s bound can be found if σ̂N
+δ < σM
AX (Chong and Yao,
Conditionally Accepted). For example, for a particular strategy (# 7 in Table 3.1
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Figure 3.9: Figures showing the probability that |D(σ̂N
)| > δ ′ where the sample
2
of random test strategies SN of size N is used to compute σ̂N
for GW (i) for the
three-choice IPD. Each graph is obtained by averaging from results of using 50
independent samples SN with error bars representing 95% confidence interval.
PN gives the curves for the Chebyshev’s bounds with different Ns.
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Figure 3.10: Figures showing the probability that |D(σ̂N
)| > δ ′ where the sample
2
of random test strategies SN of size N is used to compute σ̂N
for GA (i) for the
three-choice IPD. Each graph is obtained by averaging from results of using 50
independent samples SN with error bars representing 95% confidence interval.
PN gives the curves for the Chebyshev’s bounds with different Ns.
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2
Table 3.1: Comparison of σ̂N
for various N with the true value σ 2 for 10 strategies
for GW (i) where σ 2 ∈ [0, 2500] for the three-choice IPD.
N
#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
10
2500 2400 2500 2400 2400
50
2464 2496 2244 1476 2496
100
2304 2484 2059 1344 2464
500
2436 2500 2224 1539 2491
1000
2419 2498 2131 1470 2484
5000
2432 2492 2108 1481 2490
10000
2434 2497 2118 1515 2493
TRUE 2436 2496 2126 1475 2491
N
#6
#7
#8
# 9 # 10
10
2100
0
2400 2500 1600
50
1924 1204 2356 2464 2484
100
1924 1275 2436 2496 2379
500
1895 1317 2477 2497 2375
1000
1875 1218 2482 2500 2278
5000
1849 1341 2476 2499 2220
10000
1816 1321 2473 2500 2231
TRUE 1816 1293 2477 2499 2228

2
Table 3.2: Comparison of |σ̂N
− σ 2 | for various N for 10 strategies for GW (i)
where σ 2 ∈ [0, 2500] for the three-choice IPD.
N
# 1 # 2 # 3 # 4 # 5 # 6 # 7 # 8 # 9 # 10
10
64
96 374 925 91 284 1293 77
1
628
50
28
0
118
1
5
108
89
121 35
256
100
132 12
67 131 27 108
18
41
3
151
500
0
4
98
64
0
79
24
0
2
147
1000
17
2
5
5
7
59
75
5
1
50
5000
4
4
18
6
1
33
48
1
0
8
10000
2
1
8
40
2
0
28
4
1
3
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2
Table 3.3: Comparison of σ̂N
for various N with the true value σ 2 for 10 strategies
for GA (i) where σ 2 ∈ [0, 6.25] for the three-choice IPD.
N
#1 #2 #3 #4 #5
10
2.06 1.63 1.77 1.80 2.48
50
1.54 1.39 1.35 1.28 2.21
100
1.43 1.32 1.24 1.31 2.23
500
1.56 1.33 1.44 1.03 2.11
1000
1.55 1.34 1.40 1.00 2.12
5000
1.55 1.32 1.34 0.96 2.11
10000
1.59 1.34 1.35 0.97 2.15
TRUE 1.59 1.35 1.37 0.96 2.15
N
# 6 # 7 # 8 # 9 # 10
10
1.22 1.72 2.27 0.99 1.11
50
0.90 1.52 2.10 1.21 0.92
100
0.95 1.53 2.04 1.40 0.88
500
0.91 1.38 2.06 1.43 0.89
1000
0.92 1.40 2.03 1.46 0.90
5000
0.88 1.43 1.93 1.47 0.86
10000
0.87 1.46 1.95 1.49 0.87
TRUE 0.88 1.44 1.96 1.48 0.86

2
Table 3.4: Comparison of |σ̂N
−σ 2 | for various N for 10 strategies for GA (i) where
σ 2 ∈ [0, 6.25] for the three-choice IPD.
N
# 1 # 2 # 3 # 4 # 5 # 6 # 7 # 8 # 9 # 10
10
0.47 0.28 0.4 0.84 0.33 0.34 0.28 0.31 0.49 0.25
50
0.05 0.04 0.02 0.32 0.06 0.02 0.08 0.14 0.27 0.06
100
0.16 0.03 0.13 0.35 0.08 0.07 0.09 0.08 0.08 0.02
500
0.03 0.02 0.07 0.07 0.04 0.03 0.06 0.1 0.05 0.03
1000 0.04 0.01 0.03 0.04 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.07 0.02 0.04
5000 0.04 0.03 0.03
0
0.04
0
0.01 0.03 0.01
0
10000
0
0.01 0.02 0.01
0
0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01
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2
for GW (i)), σ 2 = 1293 while σ̂N
= 1321. The corrected estimate is found to be
2
2
2
σ̂N,U = 1337 (where the probability that σ̂N,U
≥ σ̂N
is c1 = 1 − 1/(4 × 10000 ×

2
0.042 ) > 0.98). In this case, we know that σ̂N
overestimates σ 2 . Regardless, with
probability c1 c2 = (1 − 1/(4 × 10000 × 0.042 )) × (1 − 1/(4 × 10000 × 0.042) >

2
2
(0.98) × (0.98) > 0.95, σ 2 ≤ σ̂N,U
+ δ with δ = 400. Here, σ̂N,U
+ δ = 1337 + 400 <
2
σM AX = 2500 is obtained (Fig. 3.11). Figure 3.12 illustrates another example of a

tighter Chebyshev’s bound for GA (i) where σ 2 = 0.88 (strategy # 6 in Table 3.3)
2
and σ̂N,U
= 0.92 where N = 10000.
Theoretical
True
Corrected Estimate

Probability, p (logscale)

0.1

0.01

0.001
0.01

0.02

0.03

0.04

0.05

0.06

0.07

Precision Value, ε’

0.08

0.09

0.1

Figure 3.11: Example of obtaining a tighter Chebyshev’s bound for GW (i) (# 7
in Table 3.1) for the three-choice IPD. The curve “Theoretical” gives the original
2
Chebyshev’s bound if σM
AX is used. The curve “True” gives the actual bound if
2
σ is used. The curve “Corrected Estimate” gives the tighter Chebyshev’s bound
2
if σ̂N,U
+ δ is used. All curves are determined for N = 10000.

3.3.3.3

Impact of Different Games on the Estimation of Generalization Performance

A strategy’s generalization performance depends on its performance with all other
strategies (as in σ 2 following Equation 3.4). Experiments above have shown that
the accuracy of the estimated generalization performance depends on the profile of
a strategy’s performance against all strategies, e.g., σ 2 depends on the distribution
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Theoretical
True
Corrected Estimate

Probability, p (logscale)

0.1
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Precision Value, ε’
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Figure 3.12: Example of obtaining a tighter Chebyshev’s bound for GA (i) (strategy # 6 in Table 3.3) for the three-choice IPD. The curve “Theoretical” gives
2
the original Chebyshev’s bound if σM
AX is used. The curve “True” gives the
2
actual bound if σ is used. The curve “Corrected Estimate” gives the tighter
2
Chebyshev’s bound if σ̂N,U
+ δ is used. All curves are determined for N = 10000.
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of Gi (j) − Gi . However, note that the distribution of Gi (j) − Gi for any strategy
i depends on the game as well. That is, the game may have an impact on the
estimation of generalization performance.
This issue is investigated here with a series of experiments of IPD games
with different payoff matrices: (a) IPD1 (the original game considered), (b) IPD2
(using the following interpolation, pA = 2.5 − 0.5cA + 1.5cB ), and (c) IPD3 (using

the following interpolation, pA = 2.5 − 0.5cA + cB ). By penalizing strategies that
alternate with different choices (IPD1 penalizes the most while IPD3 penalizes the
least), the games can affect the profile of a strategy’s performance with respect
to all strategies in S given that a large proportion of strategies in S alternate
between different choices. We repeat the earlier experiment to find the probability
|DN |′ > ǫ′ for these IPD games and compare the results.
In general, the same results for GW (i) are obtained for all the IPD games. For
GW (i), one counts the number of wins for each pair-wise interaction. Although
the average payoffs received from the pair-wise interaction change, GW (i, j) is the
same because the relationship between g(i, j) and g(j, i) is still the same (note
also that the 150 number of rounds is sufficiently long).
However, for GA (i), results show for all Ns, the empirical probability curves
for IPD3 are lower than IPD2, which in turn, are lower than for IPD1 (Fig. 3.13).
Note that strategies that alternate constitute a large proportion in S and that
different IPD games award payoffs for plays with alternating choices differently.
For example, the payoff differences between neighboring choices (e.g., +1 compared to 0) are reduced in IPD3 compared to IPD1. As such, it is not surprising that |ĜA (i) − GA (i)| is smaller for the same strategy i for IPD3 compared to IPD1 due to the reduction in payoff differences between neighboring
choices (Chong and Yao, Conditionally Accepted). For example, the distribution
of GA (i, j) − GA (i) for individual strategies tends to be more peaky and centers

around GA (i, j) − GA (i) = 0 for IPD3 compared to IPD1 and IPD2 (Fig. 3.14),
resulting in smaller σ 2 s for a more accurate estimation (Equation 3.4).
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Figure 3.13: Comparison of the probability that |DN |′ > ǫ′ where SN of size N
((a) - (d)) is used to compute ĜR (i) for different three-choice IPD games. Each
graph is obtained by averaging from results of using 50 independent samples SN
with error bars representing 95% confidence interval. PN gives the curves for
Chebyshev’s bounds with different Ns. For each subfigure where a particular
value of N is used, the Chebyshev’s bound for N is also plotted.
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Figure 3.14: (a) - (d) shows for four different strategies i, the distribution of
GA (i, j) − GA (i) for N = 500 for IPD1, IPD2, and IPD3 games. Actual calculations for the variance show that the values decrease from IPD1 to IPD2 to IPD3.
2
For example, for strategy # 1, σN
(σ 2 ) for IPD1, IPD2, and IPD3 are 1.56 (1.59),
0.92 (0.95), and 0.47 (0.48), respectively.
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3.4

How to Determine Generalization Performance of Co-evolutionary Learning Systems

This section illustrates how the generalization framework can be applied to the
co-evolutionary learning of IPD games. In particular, the investigation focuses
on simple IPD games, e.g., IPD games with two and three choices, where the
true generalization performance can be computed. Furthermore, given that the
generalization framework was presented with respect to a particular strategy, this
section will also describe how measurements of generalization performance can
be made to a population of co-evolving strategies.

3.4.1

Classical Co-evolutionary Learning Framework

3.4.1.1

Strategy Representation

Several strategy representations have been investigated in the past for deterministic and reactive IPD strategies, e.g., look-up tables (Axelrod, 1987), finite
state machines (Fogel, 1991, 1993, 1996), and neural networks (Chong and Yao,
2005; Darwen and Yao, 2000; Franken and Engelbrecht, 2005; Harrald and Fogel,
1996). Here, the direct look-up table strategy representation (Chong and Yao,
2005) is used. The main advantage with this representation is that the search
space (given by the strategy representation) and the strategy space is the same
(assuming uniform strategy distribution in S), thus simplifying the investigation
on the generalization performance of co-evolutionary learning.
Figure 3.15 illustrates the direct look-up table representation for the strategies with two choices and memory-one (Chong and Yao, 2005). mij , i, j = 1, ..., n
specifies the choice to be made, given the inputs i (player’s own previous choice)
and j (opponent’s previous choice). Instead of using pre-game inputs (two for
memory-one strategies), the first move is specified independently, mf m . For example, for the two-choice IPD (Fig. 3.15), each table element can take any of the
two choices, e.g., +1 and −1. For the three-choice IPD (Fig. 3.16), each table
element can take +1, 0, or −1. Note that values in the table elements are the
same as those used to produce the payoffs in the payoff matrix through a linear
interpolation.
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Figure 3.15: The direct look-up table representation for the deterministic and
reactive memory-one IPD strategy that consider two choices (also includes mf m
for the first move, which is not shown in the figure).
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Figure 3.16: The direct look-up table representation for the deterministic and
reactive memory-one IPD strategy that consider three choices (also includes mf m
for the first move, which is not shown in the figure).
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A simple mutation operator is used to generate offspring from parents (Chong
and Yao, 2005). For the n-choice IPD, mutation replaces the original choice of a
particular element in the direct look-up table (includes mf m and mij ) with one of
the other remaining n − 1 possible choices with an equal probability of 1/(n − 1).
Each table element has a fixed probability, pm , of being replaced by one of the
remaining n − 1 choices. The value pm is not optimized. Crossover is not used

because with the direct look-up table for strategy representation, any variation
operator will introduce variations to behaviors directly (Chong and Yao, 2005).

3.4.1.2

Co-evolutionary Learning Procedure

We refer to the following co-evolutionary learning procedure (Chong and Yao,
2005) as classical co-evolutionary learning (CCL):
1. Generation step, t = 1:
Initialize P OP SIZE/2 parent strategies, Pi , i = 1, 2, ..., P OP SIZE/2,
randomly.
2. Generate P OP SIZE/2 offspring, Oi , i = 1, 2, ..., P OP SIZE/2, from
P OP SIZE/2 parents using a variation.
3. All pairs of strategies compete, including the pair where a strategy plays
itself (i.e., round-robin tournament). For P OP SIZE strategies in a population, every strategy competes a total of P OP SIZE games.
4. Select the best P OP SIZE/2 strategies based on total payoffs of all games
played. Increment generation step, t = t + 1.
5. Steps 2 to 4 are repeated until the termination criterion (i.e., a fixed number
of generations) is met.
All IPD games involve a fixed game length of 150 iterations. A fixed and
sufficiently long duration for the evolutionary process (e.g., t = 300) is used. All
experiments are repeated for 30 independent runs.
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3.4.2

Different Measurements of Generalization Performance for Co-evolutionary Learning

The generalization framework was presented earlier in the context of a complete
solution. However, for a competitive co-evolutionary learning system such as
CCL, there is no prerequisite to choose the best evolved strategy as the representative. The best U evolved strategies from the population, SP OPU =
{spop1 , ..., spopU } (ordered according to their internal fitness values), can be considered, which allows the following measurements of generalization performance
for co-evolutionary learning (Chong and Yao, Conditionally Accepted):
• Best,

Best(GSP OPU ) = Ĝspop1 .

• Average,

U
X

1
Avg(GSP OPU ) =
U

• Ensemble,
1
Ens(GSP OPU ) =
N

X

j∈SN

l

Ĝspopl

(3.10)
!

.

!
U
X

min
Gspopl (j), GM AX
.

(3.11)

(3.12)

l

In particular, “ensemble” allows the measurement of the generalization performance of the co-evolved population rather than the best strategy. That is,
it can be used to determine whether the population as a whole generalizes better compared to an individual strategy (Darwen and Yao, 1997). We assume
an ensemble system that perfectly chooses among the SP OPU evolved strategies against the test strategies. For example, consider the case of an ensemble
of two evolved strategies against five test strategies. Assume the case where
evolved strategy spop1 defeats the first two test strategies and the last test strategy, and that evolved strategy spop2 defeats the last three test strategies. As
such, the ensemble will choose spop1 against test strategies j = 1 and j = 2,
and spop2 against test strategies j = 3 and j = 4. For the last test strategy
j = 5, the ensemble will arbitrarily choose either of the two evolved strategies since both spop1 and spop2 defeat test strategy j = 5. Note that the
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ensemble measurement is only relevant for GW (i), where GM AX = 100 and
GM IN = 0 were defined
earlier. For the example here, Equation 3.12 works out as

1
5

min(100 + 0, 100) + min(100 + 0, 100) + min(0 + 100, 100) +

min(0 + 100, 100) + min(100 + 100, 100) = 51 (100 + 100 + 100 + 100 + 100) = 100.

Ens(GSP OPU ) =

3.4.3

Generalization Performance for Problems with Small
Strategy Space

The following experiments use a CCL with P OP SIZE = 20 and 300 generations
of evolutionary process for the two-choice and three-choice IPD games (note that
for both IPD games, P OP SIZE < M). Only the best strategies of the population (i.e., U = 3) are used for the Avg(GSP OPU ) and Ens(GSP OPU ) measurements
of generalization performance as the entire population may not consist of “good”
strategies.
Figure 3.17 and Tables 3.5 and 3.6 summarize the generalization performance
of CCL for GW (i). Figure 3.18 and Tables 3.7 and 3.8 summarize for GA (i).
Results show that the generalization performance of CCL during the evolutionary process differs for the two-choice and three-choice IPD games. On the one
hand, for CCL of the two-choice IPD, generalization performance decreases as
the evolutionary process continues (e.g., Figs. 3.17(a) and 3.18(a), and Tables
3.5 and 3.7). On the other hand, for CCL of the three-choice IPD, generalization
performance remains around similar levels as the evolutionary process continues
(Figs. 3.17(b) and 3.18(b), and Tables 3.6 and 3.8).
Table 3.5: The following gives the mean and error (95% confidence interval) over
30 independent runs for each measurement for generalization performance defined
by GW (i) at the start and at the end of CCL for the two-choice IPD.
Generation Best(GSP OPU ) Avg(GSP OPU ) Ens(GSP OPU )
0
51.77 ± 6.32
50.28 ± 6.36
65.63 ± 6.41
300
18.54 ± 9.23
15.83 ± 7.86
20.10 ± 9.33
The poor generalization performance of CCL for the simpler two-choice IPD
case is due to the population overspecializing to more naive cooperators, e.g., “all
cooperate”. For GW (i), naive cooperators do not generalize well as they are easily
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Figure 3.17: Generalization performance of CCL defined by GW (i) for two-choice
and three-choice IPDs. The graph “Best” plots the generalization performance
measurement given by Best(GSP OPU ). The graph “Average” plots the generalization performance measurement given by Avg(GSP OPU ). The graph “Ensemble”
plots the generalization performance measurement given by Ens(GSP OPU ). All
graphs are averaged from measurements over 30 independent runs.
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Table 3.6: The following gives the mean and error (95% confidence interval) over
30 independent runs for each measurement for generalization performance defined
by GW (i) at the start and at the end of CCL for the three-choice IPD.
Generation Best(GSP OPU ) Avg(GSP OPU ) Ens(GSP OPU )
0
59.54 ± 7.52
56.12 ± 4.99
77.73 ± 5.21
300
51.98 ± 9.14
50.66 ± 8.79
55.69 ± 8.24

Table 3.7: The following gives the mean and error (95% confidence interval) over
30 independent runs for each measurement for generalization performance defined
by GA (i) at the start and at the end of CCL for the two-choice IPD.
Generation Best(GSP OPU ) Avg(GSP OPU )
0
3.06 ± 0.05
3.02 ± 0.04
300
2.81 ± 0.14
2.81 ± 0.13

Table 3.8: The following gives the mean and error (95% confidence interval) over
30 independent runs for each measurement for generalization performance defined
by GA (i) at the start and at the end of CCL for the three-choice IPD.
Generation Best(GSP OPU ) Avg(GSP OPU )
0
2.87 ± 0.06
2.82 ± 0.05
300
2.85 ± 0.10
2.85 ± 0.10
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Figure 3.18: Generalization performance of CCL defined by GA (i) for two-choice
and three-choice IPDs. The graph “Best” plots the generalization performance
measurement given by Best(GSP OPU ). The graph “Average” plots the generalization performance measurement given by Avg(GSP OPU ). All graphs are averaged
from measurements over 30 independent runs.
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exploited. The average payoff per move is always lower or the same for a naive
cooperator i playing against any opponent j (e.g., g(i, j) ≤ g(j, i)) in S. Given

the definition of GW (i) that registers a “win” for strategy i if g(i, j) > g(j, i), a
naive cooperator will have poor generalization performance in terms of GW (i).
This also explains why CCL generalizes poorly in terms of GW (i) (Fig. 3.17(a))
compared to GA (i) (Fig. 3.18(a)).
CCL tends to overspecialize to naive cooperators for IPD games with less
choices given that the proportion of naive cooperators in the search space is
higher when there are less choices to play. For example, for an “all cooperate”
strategy in the two-choice IPD, it must play full cooperation for the first move,
i.e., mf m = +1, and play full cooperation regardless of the choices for its previous
move and opponent’s previous move. This results with following values in the
direct look-up table:


+1 +1
∗
∗

where ∗ can be +1 or −1 in the two-choice IPD. If mf m = +1 and that the
choices in the first row are all +1, then regardless of the choices in the remaining
element of the table, this strategy will always play full cooperation since it will
never access elements other than those in the first row. Given that there are
22 combinations of such tables, one can easily calculate the proportion of “all
cooperate” in S, which gives 22 /25 since the total number of unique combinations
2

of the table is 22 +1 .
For the three-choice IPD case, the following values in the direct look-up table
are required for “all cooperate” if mf m = +1:


+1 +1 +1
 ∗
∗
∗ 
∗
∗
∗

where ∗ can be +1, 0, or −1. The proportion of “all cooperate” in S is 36 /310
2

since the total number of unique combinations of the table is 33 +1 .
In general, one can easily obtain the proportion of “all cooperate” for the n-

choice IPD, which is given by n(n

2 −n)

/n(n

2 +1)
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= 1/n(n+1) . It can be observed that

3.5 Estimating Generalization Performance in the Case of A Biased
Test Sample

the proportion of “all cooperate” decreases exponentially with n. For the twochoice IPD, the proportion is 12.5%. For the three-choice IPD, the proportion is
approximately 1%.
It is known that CCL leads to the evolution of mutual cooperation (Chong
and Yao, 2005). However, for a population of mutual cooperators, CCL cannot
distinguish between different strategies that are mutually cooperating because
they have similar fitness values calculated from average payoffs of round-robin
tournaments. As such, given that naive cooperators constitute a large proportion
of the search space in the two-choice IPD, it is more likely for the population
to drift to naive cooperators. More importantly, this result highlights why a
simple co-evolutionary learning system does not guarantee to find a solution that
generalizes well. Although CCL searches the whole search space during the entire
evolutionary process, it does not search the entire space in any single generation.

3.5

Estimating Generalization Performance in
the Case of A Biased Test Sample

For some real-world problems such as game-playing, one may not want to consider generalization with respect to an unbiased sample of strategies that is representative of the entire strategy space. A strategy space may consist of a large
proportion of “bad” strategies (e.g., strategies that are defeated most of the time)
such that winning against these strategies does not indicate that one’s strategy is
“good”. Instead, one may want a strategy that generalizes well against a biased
sample of “good” strategies (e.g., strategies that are difficult to defeat and strategies that can defeat a large number of other strategies in the strategy space). The
notion of generalization here is that “good” strategies are more likely to be encountered in a real scenario (e.g., game tournaments) rather than assuming that
any strategy is equally likely to be encountered.

3.5.1

Obtaining A Biased Sample of Test Strategies

One problem with obtaining such a biased sample of test strategies is that “good”
strategies may not be known in advance. That is, the underlying distribution of
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these strategies in the strategy space is not known a priori, which precludes randomly sampling from the strategy space according to the distribution of “good”
strategies. As such, one may need to resort to ad hoc methods of obtaining such
a biased sample of test strategies. One such method is to use strategies developed
with expert human knowledge (e.g., (Axelrod, 1987; Chong et al., 2005; Franken
and Engelbrecht, 2005) used a suite of human designed IPD strategies). However,
there are two limitations with this approach. First, the required expert human
knowledge may not be readily available or easily represented. Second, the use
of expert strategies does not always provide empirical information on how coevolutionary learning generalizes, e.g., evolved strategies may not scale well with
respect to the expert test strategies.
An alternative method is to use the test strategies obtained from a partial
enumerative search of a population of strategies that are randomly drawn from
the strategy space (Darwen, 1996). The population size used in the partial enumerative search is larger than the maximum number of unique strategies that
can be obtained from the learning system during the whole training process for
two reasons. First, from the perspective of generalization, evolved strategies may
have yet to encounter some of the obtained test strategies. Second, given that the
test strategies have competed and outperformed a significantly larger number of
opponents compared to evolved strategies, they are sufficiently challenging. More
importantly, a comparison between evolved and test strategies allows for a practical but principled approach to determine if co-evolutionary learning has managed
to search the strategy space more effectively compared to an enumerative search
with significantly more search points.
However, one possible limitation with this is that the top-performing strategies can be behaviorally similar. As such, results obtained from using these test
strategies can be misleading because evolved strategies that outperformed one
of the test strategies are likely to defeat other test strategies as well. What is
required is a more diverse set of test strategies, which can be obtained by taking
only the best strategy from a partial enumerative search and repeating the process
independently several times, e.g., multiple partial enumerative search (Chong and
Yao, Conditionally Accepted). Note that for the following experiments, the best
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strategy obtained from a partial enumerative search is based on the highest average payoff from a round robin tournament, i.e., similar to the fitness evaluation
used in CCL to allow for a more direct comparison.

3.5.2

Generalization Performance of Biased vs. Unbiased
Samples for Problems with Small Strategy Space

We first compare the generalization performance of biased and unbiased samples
of test strategies for the co-evolutionary learning of the three-choice IPD game.
Each sample of biased strategies consists of 20 strategies obtained from 20 partial
enumerative searches. In particular, different samples are obtained from multiple
partial enumerative search of different population sizes (e.g., one, four, 10, 50,
100, and 10000) to investigate the impact of population size in producing diverse
samples of challenging test strategies. Note that only samples obtained from
multiple partial enumerative search with population size of 10000 satisfy the
requirement of having searched more strategies compared to CCL (e.g., 10000 >
(generation) × (P OP SIZE) = 300 × 20 = 6000).
For simplicity in notation, we refer to the estimated generalization perforB
B
mance using a biased sample of test strategies (e.g., ĜB
i ) as ĜW (i) and ĜA (i)
for definitions corresponding to GW (i) and GA (i), respectively. Results for comB
parisons between GW (i) and ĜB
W (i), and GA (i) and ĜA (i) are summarized in
Figures 3.19 and 3.20, respectively. In general, increasing the population size
in the multiple partial enumerative search leads to a sample of test strategies

that are “harder to defeat”, e.g., evolved strategies have lower generalization performance with respect to the sample of biased test strategies compared to the
generalization performance with respect to unbiased test strategies (Chong and
Yao, Conditionally Accepted). The difference between the two generalization performances is more pronounced especially when the multiple partial enumerative
search with population size of 10000 is used to obtained the biased sample of test
strategies.
Note, however, for ĜB
A (i) and GA (i) (Fig. 3.20), generalization should be
viewed in the context of maximizing average payoff of oneself for any set of opponents. As such, it is not unexpected that evolved strategies obtained the highest
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Figure 3.19: Comparison between GW (i) and ĜB
W (i)s for CCL across the evolutionary process, averaged over 30 independent runs (“Best” measurements only)
for the three-choice IPD. (a) Multiple partial enumerative search with population sizes of one, four, and ten. (b) Multiple partial enumerative search with
population sizes of 50, 100, and 10000.
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Figure 3.20: Comparison between GA (i) and ĜB
A (i)s for CCL across the evolutionary process, averaged over 30 independent runs (“Best” measurements only)
for the three-choice IPD. (a) Multiple partial enumerative search with population sizes of one, four, and ten. (b) Multiple partial enumerative search with
population sizes of 50, 100, and 10000.
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value for ĜB
A (i) when they competed against a biased sample of test strategies
obtained from the multiple partial enumerative search of 10000 strategies. In this
case “good” strategies may include those that can “cooperate” with opponents to
maximize their own average payoffs, which does not necessarily imply minimizing
opponents’ average payoffs.

3.5.3

Generalization Performance of Biased vs. Unbiased
Samples for Problems with Large Strategy Space

Most practical real-world problems in game-playing often involve a very large
strategy space (e.g., chess). In this case, one has to estimate the generalization
performance. For simplicity, the study applies a CCL to the four -choice IPD, with
P OP SIZE = 30 and iterates for 600 generations (a moderate increase of CCL’s
ability to learn strategies for the more complex four -choice IPD). We first consider
a sample of N = 100000 random test strategies (sampled without replacement)
to estimate the generalization performance with respect to an unbiased sample.
From Chebyshev’s bound, and taking ǫ′ = 0.01, P (|DN |′ ≥ ǫ′ ) ≤ (1/(4×100000×
0.012 ) = 0.025 (a probability of at least 1−0.025 = 0.975 > 0.95 that |DN |′ ≤ 0.01

is sufficient for the purpose here, given the high computation cost). However, the
actual estimation may be closer to the true value compared to what one can claim

with Chebyshev’s bound. As such, we conduct further experiments with SN of
different sizes (e.g., N at 500, 10000, and 50000) and investigate the accuracy
with respect to the value obtained from using SN with N = 100000 strategies,
which is assumed as the true value (e.g., Gi ). Only the top five strategies of
the population (i.e., U = 5) are used for the Avg(GSP OPU ) and Ens(GSP OPU )
measurements of generalization performance.
Table 3.9 summarizes results of the comparison between |Ĝi − Gi | for different

definitions of generalization performance taken at the end of the evolutionary
run of CCL with corresponding approximate ǫs given by Chebyshev’s bound for
a probability PN = 0.0125. Note that ǫ is not adjusted since the true value is not
used. The adjusted ǫ can be higher if the worst-case is assumed. Results show
that the actual |Ĝi − Gi | is significantly lower than the ǫ given by Chebyshev’s

bound, which would suggest that a smaller sample of SN can be used to estimate
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the generalization performance and still obtain a sufficiently accurate estimation
for the more complex four -choice IPD (Chong and Yao, Conditionally Accepted).
Table 3.9: Comparison of |Ĝi − Gi | for different definitions of generalization
performance with approximate ǫ given by Chebyshev’s bound for PN = 0.0125
for the four -choice IPD. Values for |Ĝi − Gi | are averaged over 30 independent
runs of CCL with 95% confidence interval.
ĜW (i)
ĜA (i)
N
|ĜW (i) − GW (i)| ǫ
|ĜA (i) − GA (i)|
ǫ
500
1.51 ± 0.52
20
0.040 ± 0.011
1
10000
0.48 ± 0.12
4.5
0.009 ± 0.003 0.23
50000
0.13 ± 0.04
2
0.003 ± 0.001
0.1
Here, we compare the generalization performance of CCL between the cases
using unbiased and biased samples of test strategies for the more complex four choice IPD game. The biased sample of 20 test strategies is obtained using a
multiple partial enumerative search with population size of 106 strategies (note
that at most CCL will search for (600) × (30) = 18000 unique strategies). This
allows us to investigate whether the procedure can produce a biased and diverse
sample of test strategies that are challenging for the evolved strategies.
Results are summarized in Figures 3.21 and 3.22 for GW (i) and ĜB
W (i), and
GA (i) and ĜB
A (i), respectively. Note again that Gi s are obtained from Ĝi s using
SN of N = 100000, which are assumed to be the true values here. In general,
comparison between ĜB
i and Gi for the CCL of the more complex four -choice IPD
is similar to that of the three-choice IPD studied earlier, i.e., evolved strategies
do not perform well against a biased sample compared to an unbiased sample
(Chong and Yao, Conditionally Accepted). For example, evolved strategies that
generalize with respect to an unbiased sample (Fig. 3.21(a)) performed poorly
against the biased sample (Fig. 3.21(b)) for GW (i). However, for GA (i), evolved
strategies were unable to maximize their average payoff against both biased and
unbiased samples (Figs. 3.22(a) and 3.22(b)) compared to the three-choice IPD
case. This suggests that cooperative strategies are less likely to be found after
a search process (whether using CCL or enumerative search) given that the pro-
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portion of naive cooperators in the strategy space is smaller for games with more
choices.
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Figure 3.21: Comparison between GW (i) and ĜB
W (i) of CCL across the evolutionary process with “Best”, “Average”, and “Ensemble” measurements, for the
four -choice IPD. All graphs are averaged over 30 independent runs.
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Figure 3.22: Comparison between GA (i) and ĜB
A (i) of CCL across the evolutionary process with “Best” and “Average” measurements, for the four -choice IPD.
All graphs are averaged over 30 independent runs.
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3.6

Conclusion

Here, a theoretical framework to determine the generalization performance of
co-evolutionary learning has been proposed and studied for the first time. The
generalization framework addresses the need for a general and rigorous means to
determine the generalization performance in co-evolutionary learning. The generalization framework is presented in terms of game learning although results apply
to more general test-based problems. In particular, generalization performance
of a strategy is defined as the average performance against all strategies. The
best generalization performance for a co-evolutionary learning system is the one
that produces evolved strategies with the maximum average performance against
all strategies.
Although the definition is simple, it can be difficult to determine analytically
or is prohibitively expensive to compute the generalization performance. An
alternative of estimating the generalization performance using a sample of random
test strategies drawn from the search space is proposed and studied through a
mathematical analysis. The result is that a statistical claim can be made on
the accuracy of the estimation, which depends on the size of the random test
sample. Further analysis shows that the statistical claim can be improved if the
variance of a strategy’s performance against all strategies is known (which can
be estimated as well).
The chapter has illustrated the utility of the generalization framework for
the co-evolutionary learning of IPD games. One important implication of the
framework is that the actual estimated value can be closer to the true value than is
predicted theoretically. Extensive empirical studies for the IPD games have shown
that a small test sample can be used to provide a sufficiently accurate estimation
of the generalization performance. Furthermore, it is shown that games can affect
the accuracy of the estimation for some sizes of random test samples because they
affect the variance of a strategy’s performance against all strategies.
In the context of game-playing, the generalization performance with respect
to a biased sample of “good” strategies (e.g., those found in tournaments) may
be more important than the generalization performance with respect to an unbiased sample since a large proportion of strategies in the space can be mediocre.
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The chapter has introduced a practical and principled approach to estimate the
generalization performance against a biased sample, which is obtained from the
multiple partial enumerative search to produce a diverse sample of test strategies that are challenging. This approach does not require human expertise, and
provides a more direct and meaningful comparison between evolved strategies
and test strategies that are obtained from enumerative search of a larger population size compared to the maximum that co-evolutionary learning can achieve.
The approach has been demonstrated for the co-evolutionary learning of IPD
games. In particular, experiments show that the generalization performance of
a co-evolutionary learning system against a biased sample is lower compared to
that of an unbiased sample.
The generalization framework introduced here provides two important outcomes for the analysis of co-evolutionary learning. First, it provides an absolute
measure on how well a co-evolutionary learning system is performing with respect
to the problem. Second, it can be used as a means to compare the generalization performance of different co-evolutionary learning systems with respect to
the problem. This chapter focuses first in understanding how the generalization
framework can be applied as a means to provide absolute performance measurements for co-evolutionary learning. The following chapter will focus on using the
generalization framework to compare between different co-evolutionary learning
systems rigorously.
An important future study for the generalization framework is to develop a
theoretically motivated framework to determine the generalization performance
of co-evolutionary learning with respect to a biased sample of test cases. Here,
an empirical study is carried out to estimate this generalization performance.
However, in future studies, a theoretical framework needs to be developed where
the generalization performance against a biased sample is well-defined and can
be estimated.
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Chapter 4
Relationship Between
Generalization Performance and
Diversity in Co-evolutionary
Learning
4.1

Motivation

The search process of EAs can be described using the notion of how EAs maintain
a spread of points in the search space (e.g., the population), which in turn, can
be characterized in terms of exploration and exploitation of the search space.
During the exploration process, EAs spend more search effort on other promising
regions in the search space that are not covered by the current population. During
the exploitation process, EAs spend more search effort in regions covered by the
current population to focus on obtaining the solutions.
One important research issue with EAs pertains to the dynamics of the evolutionary process in relation to the search for solutions. The success of a search
process depends on how and when to explore or exploit the search space such that
solutions that are better in quality are obtained in subsequent generations. There
may be a tradeoff between exploration and exploitation of the search space in any
generation, and understanding this tradeoff may lead to the design of adaptive
search control that improves search performance (Rosca, 1995).
The study of diversity is a common approach used to understand the search
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process in EAs. Here, diversity is concerned with the levels and types of variety
in the population (Burke et al., 2004), which can change depending on the exploration or exploitation phase of the evolutionary process. The use of a population
of solutions is often claimed to provide EAs with advantages over other traditional optimization-based search methods, and that EAs with sufficient diversity
can avoid premature convergence to suboptimal solutions for problems in the context of optimization. For example, studies in (Bessaou et al., 2000; Darwen and
Yao, 1996; Deb and Goldberg, 1989; DeJong, 1975; Goldberg and Richardson,
1987; Mahfoud, 1995; Pétrowski, 1997; Ursem, 2002) have investigated methods
that exploit diversity to further improve the search performance of EAs.
In co-evolutionary learning, there is a special interest in the issue of diversity
and how it can be related to improving generalization performance due to the
nature of the search process that depends entirely on interactions between competing solutions in the population. The lack of diversity is often claimed as a
source of co-evolutionary pathologies, which in turn, have a negative impact on
the generalization performance of co-evolutionary learning. This leads to studies
such as (Cartlidge and Bullock, 2004; Darwen and Yao, 1995b; Ficici and Pollack,
2001; Rosin and Belew, 1997) that attempt to address co-evolutionary pathologies through algorithms that introduce and maintain diversity in the population
through specific use of selection and variation processes and to show subsequent
improvements to the performance of co-evolutionary learning.
Despite encouraging results, it is not known if there is a relationship between
generalization performance and diversity in co-evolutionary learning. The answer
to this question has a broad and significant implication for co-evolutionary learning as it may provide a means by which specific design choices that adaptively
control diversity levels in a co-evolutionary learning system have a positive and
significant impact on improving the system’s generalization performance. However, for many practical real-world problems that co-evolutionary learning is used
to solve, establishing any direct relationship between generalization performance
and diversity through a theoretical framework may not be possible.
As such, many earlier studies turn to the empirical approach to investigate
this issue. However, there is a lack of rigorous analysis carried out in the empirical studies. First, there is no rigorous approach to measure generalization
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performance in co-evolutionary learning previously (Darwen and Yao, 1997; Ficici and Pollack, 2001; Noble and Watson, 2001). Second, many of the studies
made little or no attempt to measure diversity levels in the co-evolutionary learning system despite strong claims that they are increased (Cartlidge and Bullock,
2004; Darwen and Yao, 1997; de Jong and Pollack, 2004; Noble and Watson,
2001).
This chapter aims to address the issue of whether there is a relationship
between generalization performance and diversity in co-evolutionary learning
through a detailed empirical study. In particular, case studies are conducted
to investigate the impact of diversity maintenance on the generalization performance of co-evolutionary learning quantitatively. Here, the chapter addresses the
two shortcomings in previous studies. First, the generalization framework introduced in the previous chapter is applied to co-evolutionary learning with diversity
maintenance to determine its generalization performance. Second, measurements
of diversity levels in the co-evolutionary learning with diversity maintenance are
made to determine if diversity levels are increased.
Observations from the case studies can be used to provide a general understanding of the relationship between generalization performance and diversity
in co-evolutionary learning, and then to identify conditions where diversity can
be exploited to improve generalization performance. The case studies first show
that the introduction and maintenance of diversity do not necessarily lead to a
significant increase in the generalization performance of co-evolutionary learning.
However, results strongly suggest that diversity plays an important role in coevolutionary learning if solutions to the problem can be obtained in the form of an
ensemble. Diversity maintenance that results in a speciated population has a positive and significant impact on the generalization performance of co-evolutionary
learning if an ensemble is constructed from the speciated population.

4.2

Diversity Maintenance Techniques

Diversity maintenance techniques refer to algorithms that are designed to introduce and maintain diversity in the population. Most of the early diversity
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maintenance techniques have been applied in EAs to address difficult optimization problems that involve multiple optima, e.g., multimodal problems (Darwen
and Yao, 1996; Deb and Goldberg, 1989; DeJong, 1975; Goldberg and Richardson, 1987; Mahfoud, 1995). However, the techniques have since been adapted for
use in co-evolutionary learning (Darwen, 1996; Darwen and Yao, 1997) with the
motivation that diversity encourages fitness variations in the population required
for a continued search for the required solution through co-evolution.
Although there are many diversity maintenance techniques based on different
design motivations, they can be broadly classified into two groups, i.e., implicit
or explicit, based on how the algorithm operates in the co-evolutionary learning framework. Implicit techniques emphasize diversity maintenance through the
selection process. Explicit techniques emphasize diversity maintenance through
the variation process. The following describes in general, several well-established
diversity maintenance techniques used in co-evolutionary learning that are investigated here.

4.2.1

Implicit Diversity Maintenance

4.2.1.1

Speciation

One of the early implicit diversity maintenance techniques is speciation (or niching). Speciation is usually implemented through fitness sharing algorithms. The
key idea of fitness sharing pertains to changing fitness evaluations such that fitness
values of solutions are reduced more if they are more similar. This emphasizes
the search for more dissimilar solutions where the population eventually forms a
diverse set of niches with unique solutions.
Fitness sharing of solutions can be implemented by determining the shared
fitness fis from unshared fitness fi for each solution i in the population (Darwen
and Yao, 1996). First, a niche count mi for solution i that measures the number
of solutions that i shares fitness with has to be obtained. The niche count mi is
given as:
mi =

P OP
SIZE
X
j=1
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and is determined using a sharing function sh(dij ) such that solution j that is
further away from i (e.g., larger distance value dij ) will share less.
The sharing function sh(dij ) is given as:
sh(dij ) =



d

1 − ( σijs )α f or 0 ≤ dij < σs ,
0
f or dij ≥ σs ,

where α specifies the shape of the sharing function (e.g., α = 1 gives a linear
sharing function). The sharing radius σs specifies the cutoff distance.
The shared fitness is then obtained as follows:
fis =

fi
.
mi

Speciation can be applied to co-evolutionary learning even though the procedure to determine shared fitness fis from unshared fitness fi based on interaction
outcomes needs to be changed. Two fitness sharing approaches investigated here
for the co-evolutionary learning of games are competitive fitness sharing (Rosin
and Belew, 1997) and implicit fitness sharing (Darwen and Yao, 1997).
In the competitive fitness sharing approach, the shared fitness fis is obtained
based on interaction outcomes. The approach is originally introduced for competitive games with a win or lose outcome (Rosin and Belew, 1997). The shared
fitness for a strategy fis is given as follows:
fis =

X 1
,
N
j
j∈P

(4.1)

x

where Px refers to the set of opponents j, and Nj is the total number of strategies in the population that defeats j. Essentially, the competitive fitness sharing
approach emphasizes the selection of strategies that are unique in terms of defeating specific opponents that few other competing strategies could defeat. These
strategies are rewarded with more fitness values even though they might not
defeat more opponents.
In the implicit fitness sharing approach, the shared fitness for each strategy i
in the population is obtained by repeating the following procedure C times:
1. From the population, select a sample of σ opponent strategies.
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2. Find the opponent strategy in sample σ that achieves the highest score (or
the largest winning margin) against i.
3. The best opponent strategy in σ receives a score. In the case of a tie, the
score is shared equally.
The main advantage of the approach is that it does not require the use of a
sharing function, which can be problem-specific (Darwen and Yao, 1995a). The
approach has also been mathematically shown to approximate the original fitness
sharing scheme (Smith et al., 1992).
4.2.1.2

Pareto Co-evolution

Another implicit diversity maintenance approach that has been given more attention is the pareto co-evolution, which is based on the multi-objective optimization
framework (de Jong and Pollack, 2004; Ficici and Pollack, 2001; Noble and Watson, 2001). Pareto co-evolution is motivated to address the problem of using a
scalar fitness value evaluation in traditional co-evolutionary learning. In particular, assuming that a solution fitness can determined as a simple weighted sum of
values based on interaction outcomes, the fitness can still be misleading as not all
outcomes are of equal importance (assuming a uniform weighting) or are known
in advance (assuming a nonuniform weighting).
Instead, the idea behind pareto co-evolution is to reformulate solution fitness
by using competing solutions in the population to approximate the different,
unknown underlying objectives of the problem that must be addressed. This
avoids the need to estimate whether some objectives are more important than
others given that inappropriate estimates can bias the search away from the
required solutions. For problems where there is no solution that maximizes all
objectives, the aim of the search process is then to obtain a diverse set of pareto
optimal solutions with the best possible compromises, i.e., solutions where any
increase in the quality of one objective leads to a decrease in the quality of the
other objective.
The selection process in pareto co-evolution is based on the idea of the paretodominance relation. Given N objectives, solution i is better than solution j (in
the sense of pareto optimality), if i has at least the same value as j for every one
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of the N objectives, and that there is at least an objective for which i has higher
value than j. That is, i pareto dominates j with respect to a set of N objectives
if (de Jong and Pollack, 2004):
dom(i, j) ⇐⇒ ∀k : O(i, k) ≥ O(j, k) ∧ ∃k : O(i, k) > O(j, k),

(4.2)

where O(x, k) gives the value for the kth objective for x, with 1 ≤ k ≤ N.

Solutions i and j are mutually non-dominating if i is better than j on one objective and that j is better than i in another objective, with both solutions being
equivalent in remaining objectives.
For the co-evolutionary learning of IPD games, O(x, k) gives the IPD game
outcome for strategy x when playing against k. The pareto-dominance relationship allows the ranking of competing strategies according to the respective pareto
layers for selection. The most preferable are mutually non-dominating strategies
in the pareto front with respect to the population. The second pareto layer
is obtained with respect to mutually non-dominating strategies among the subpopulation obtained after removing the pareto front from the population. The
following pareto layers are obtained systematically with respect to subpopulations that do not include strategies in higher pareto layers (Ficici and Pollack,
2001).
4.2.1.3

Reducing Virulence

Both the speciation and pareto co-evolution approaches require more sophisticated algorithmic implementations. Recently, a simple implicit diversity maintenance technique for co-evolutionary learning, reducing virulence, was proposed
(Cartlidge and Bullock, 2004). The algorithm is inspired by the natural interactions between hosts and parasites. The key idea behind the approach is that it is
not in the best interest for the parasites to be as virulent as possible in the long
term of the host-parasite relationship.
The implementation involves rescaling how fitness values are obtained based
on interaction outcomes. The original fitness value fi is assumed to be proportional to the solution’s ability to solve as many test cases as possible in the
population (e.g., a simple weighted sum) and is first normalized according to the
fitness value of the best solution. The virulence level v is defined as the tendency
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to maximize fitness. As such, reducing virulence level v changes a solution’s
original fitness value to:
2fi fi2
fiv =
− 2,
(4.3)
v
v
where 0.5 ≤ v ≤ 1.0 (Cartlidge and Bullock, 2004).

A co-evolutionary learning system with Maximum Virulence level uses v = 1,
while a system with reduced virulence level has v in the range of [0.5, 1.0], e.g.,
Moderate Virulence level v = 0.75. Figure 4.1 compares how fitness values are

rescaled between the use of maximum and moderate virulence level (Cartlidge
and Bullock, 2004). Note that the lowest value for v is 0.5 as any lower value will
indicate fitness is rescaled to encourage solutions to solve fewer test cases.
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Figure 4.1: Comparison of virulence curves between Maximum Virulence (v =
1.0) and Moderate Virulence (v = 0.75).

4.2.2

Explicit Diversity Maintenance

Explicit diversity maintenance techniques involve increasing the level of variation
in the population through variation operators to encourage more fitness variations required for the co-evolutionary search process. In general, there are two
approaches that can be used. First, a fixed mutation probability for the variation operator is used. Here, diversity can be increased by using higher mutation
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probabilities that lead to more variations of the population in the next generation. Second, mutation probabilities can be varied according to some algorithmic
procedures, e.g., increasing variations to the population in the next generation if
the current population has a low diversity level (Ursem, 2002).

4.3

4.3.1

The Impact of Diversity on the Generalization Performance of Co-evolutionary Learning
Experimental Method

Here, case studies are conducted to measure the generalization performance of coevolutionary learning systems using different diversity maintenance techniques.
The four -choice IPD game of deterministic and reactive, memory-one strategies
is specifically considered as it provides an example of a difficult search problem
(i.e., a large search space that cannot be exhaustively searched) that can be easily
implemented for co-evolutionary learning. Two groups of co-evolutionary learning systems are used for the case studies. The first group uses different implicit
diversity maintenance techniques, e.g., speciation, pareto co-evolution, and reduced virulence. The second group used the classical co-evolutionary learning
approach but with different mutation probabilities to investigate the impact of
using explicit diversity maintenance in co-evolutionary learning.
Note that all the co-evolutionary learning systems share the same framework,
i.e., the classical co-evolutionary learning procedure described in Section 3.4.1 of
Chapter 3. This is to facilitate a more direct comparison of the impact of different
diversity maintenance techniques on co-evolutionary learning, whether explicitly
through the variation process, or implicitly through the selection process. The
standard co-evolutionary learning system in terms of comparison for the impact
of diversity maintenance is CCL-PM05 (with details summarized in Table 4.1).
All experiments with different co-evolutionary learning systems are repeated 30
independent times.
For the implicit diversity maintenance techniques, details are summarized in
Table 4.2. Note that the inidividual technique only affects how strategies are
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Table 4.1: Summary of co-evolutionary learning framework.
Strategy Representation Direct Look-up Table (refer to page 54)
Variation Operator
Simple mutation of direct look-up table (refer to
page 54) with probability of mutation, pm = 0.05
Population Structure
Single-population
Population Size
30
Fitness Evaluation
Round-robin tournament
Selection
Best-half of population after ranking, (µ, λ) EP
Selection Scheme
Generation
600

ranked with respect to one another in the population, and that selection always
takes the best-half. For speciation, both competitive fitness and implicit fitness
sharing are studied. Furthermore, two sampling procedures to obtain the set of
opponents σ for fitness evaluation are used, i.e., disassortative sampling that first
obtains a random opponent before choosing successive opponents that are most
different (in terms of edit distance for the direct look-up table representation
described below) (Darwen and Yao, 1997) and simple random sampling. For
pareto co-evolution, the single-population approach (Noble and Watson, 2001) is
used to allow for a more direct comparison with other co-evolutionary learning
systems investigated here that use only one population. For reduced virulence, a
moderate virulence level (Cartlidge and Bullock, 2004) approach is used. For the
explicit diversity maintenance techniques, higher mutation probabilities are used,
e.g., pm = 0.1 (CCL-PM10), pm = 0.15 (CCL-PM15), pm = 0.2 (CCL-PM20),
and pm = 0.25 (CCL-PM25).
4.3.1.1

Measuring Generalization Performance

Experiments for the case studies are limited to measuring generalization performance defined in terms of the number of wins based on individual outcomes
with respect to unbiased and biased samples, i.e., ĜW (i) and ĜB
W (i), respectively
(Chong and Yao, Conditionally Accepted). ĜW (i) is obtained by using a random sample of 100000 test strategies. ĜB
W (i) is obtained by using a sample of 20
test strategies from 20 partial enumerative search, each with a population size of
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Table 4.2: Summary of implicit diversity maintenance techniques used in the
experiments.
CFSD Competitive fitness sharing with disassortative sampling
Fitness values obtained using Equation 4.1
Opponent sample size of 5
CFSR Competitive fitness sharing with random sampling
Fitness values obtained using Equation 4.1
Opponent sample size of 5
IFSD
Implicit fitness sharing with disassortative sampling
Fitness values obtained using procedure outlined in 4.2.1.1
Opponent sample size of 3 and procedure repeated 3 times
IFSR
Implicit fitness sharing with random sampling
Fitness values obtained using procedure outlined in 4.2.1.1
Opponent sample size of 3 and procedure repeated 3 times
PAR
Pareto co-evolution
Ranking based on pareto dominance relation given by Equation 4.2
RV
Reduced virulence
Fitness values obtained using Equation 4.3 with v = 0.75

1000000 strategies.
The experimental results can be analyzed in terms of the generalization performance of the top performing individual strategies in the population (e.g., measurements given by Best(GSP OPU ) and Avg(GSP OPU )) and the generalization performance of the population, i.e., the ensemble of the top performing individual
strategies (e.g., measurement given by Ens(GSP OPU )). For the co-evolutionary
learning of the four -choice IPD, U = 5 top performing individual strategies are
selected from the co-evolving population for measurements of generalization performance.
4.3.1.2

Measuring Diversity

Different diversity measurements obtain different information on the levels and
type of variety from the population of an EA system. Some information may be
more important in comparison to other information for specific problems. Here,
the main motivation is to obtain some general information on the diversity levels
that allows comparison between co-evolutionary learning systems with and with-
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out diversity maintenance. The two diversity measurements from the standard
literature considered here are genotypic and phenotypic diversity measurements.
It is noted that both measurements have been shown to be useful in obtaining general information on diversity levels that reflects the evolutionary search
process with respect to increasing performance (Burke et al., 2004).
Genotypic diversity relates to the level of variety in the genotypic space (e.g.,
solution representation). The genotypic diversity measurement considered here
is based on the edit distance diversity measurement used in (Burke et al., 2004;
de Jong et al., 2001; Ekárt and Németh, 2000), which can be easily adapted
for the deterministic and reactive strategies considered here. The edit distance
between two strategies s and t, e.g., the number of transformations required to
change one strategy’s map to another, is given as follows:
ne
1 X
d(si , ti ),
disted (s, t) =
ne i

where ne is the number of elements in the strategy map that is given by the
direct look-up table and d(si, ti ) is a distance metric. For d(si , ti ), the Levenshtein
distance (O’Reilly, 1997):
d(si , ti ) =



0, si = ti
,
1, si =
6 ti

can be used.
The genotypic diversity measurement based on edit distance disted (s, t) is
obtained by taking the average value of pairwise distances of strategies in the
population (Ekárt and Németh, 2002):
X
2
disted (s, t).
P OP SIZE(P OP SIZE − 1) 1≤s<t≤P OP SIZE

(4.4)

Phenotypic diversity relates to the level of variety in the phenotypic space
(e.g., fitness values used for the selection process) (Burke et al., 2004; Gustafson,
2004). The phenotypic diversity measurement used here is based on the entropy
diversity measurement (Burke et al., 2004; Rosca, 1995), which is given as follows:
X
−
pk · logpk ,
(4.5)
k
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where pk refers to the proportion of a particular fitness value in the population.
For the study here, the particular fitness value is the average payoff obtained
from a round robin tournament of the entire population.

4.3.2

The Generalization Performance of Co-evolutionary
Learning with Implicit Diversity Maintenance

Table 4.3 summarizes results of generalization performance with respect to an unbiased sample, ĜW (i), given by Best(GSP OPU ), Avg(GSP OPU ), and Ens(GSP OPU )
measurements that compare co-evolutionary learning systems that used implicit
diversity maintenance with CCL-PM05 for the four -choice IPD. In particular,
mixed results are obtained for co-evolutionary learning systems with different
implicit diversity maintenance techniques. For example, the generalization performance for RV is actually lower than that of the co-evolutionary learning without diversity maintenance, CCL-PM05.
However, co-evolutionary learning systems that used competitive fitness sharing resulted with higher generalization performance for all measurements compared to CCL-PM05. For example, results in Table 4.3 show that both CFSD and
CFSR have higher generalization performance across all measurements compared
to CCL-PM05 that are statistically significant. There is no significantly higher
improvements for using disassortative sampling in CFSD compared to using simple random sampling in CFSR for the competitive fitness sharing approach.
For co-evolutionary learning systems with implicit fitness sharing (e.g., IFSD
and IFSR) and pareto co-evolution, results from Table 4.3 show that only comparison of Ens(GSP OPU ) measurement with CCL-PM05 shows statistical significant
difference. For both Best(GSP OPU ) and Avg(GSP OPU ) measurements, the comparisons between co-evolutionary learning with and without the particular implicit diversity maintenance do not reveal any statistical significant difference. In
particular, it can be noted that Best(GSP OPU ) and Avg(GSP OPU ) measurements
for both IFSD and IFSR are lower compared to that of CCL-PM05.
Results for co-evolutionary learning systems with implicit fitness sharing verify claims made in previous studies (Darwen and Yao, 1997; Yao et al., 1996) that
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speciation effect on the population of co-evolving strategies can lead to a positive and significantly higher generalization performance if the population is used
as a strategy source for an ensemble. Although the generalization performance
of each individual strategy is not necessarily improved (e.g., each strategy specializes with respect to smaller but different groups of opponents), an ensemble
of these strategies can have significantly higher generalization performance if the
ensemble can consistently choose the best strategy against the opponent from the
available pool of strategies (e.g., through a gating algorithm (Darwen and Yao,
1997; Yao et al., 1996)). In addition, Figure 4.2 indicates that speciation occurs
throughout the evolutionary process given that the difference between measurements for individual strategies and the ensemble is maintained on average across
the generations.
Similar observations can also be made for PAR as to the degree of increase
in generalization performance of the ensemble of evolved strategies compared to
that of individual evolved strategies. The results for PAR are consistent with
the emphasis of pareto co-evolution in selecting non-dominated strategies (each
of which outperforms different group of strategies in the co-evolving population).
One would expect that the population of strategies that has gone through such
a selection process repeatedly will result in strategies that have a higher degree
of specialization.
The same experiments are repeated for measurements of generalization performance with respect to a biased sample, ĜB
W (i). Table 4.4 summarizes results of
measurements of generalization performance for various co-evolutionary learning
systems with implicit diversity maintenance. In general, observations made from
comparison between co-evolutionary learning systems with and without implicit
diversity maintenance for ĜB
W (i) are similar to observations made for the case of
ĜW (i).
For example, both CFSD and CFSR resulted with statistically significant
and higher generalization performance for all measurements compared to that
of CCL-PM05, while all measurements of generalization performance for RV are
lower compared to CCL-PM05’s. Similarly, the same observation can be made
for PAR where the generalization performance given by Ens(GSP OPU ) is statistically significantly higher compared to that of CCL-PM05. The only exception
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Figure 4.2: Generalization performance given by Best(GSP OPU ), Avg(GSP OPU ),
and Ens(GSP OPU ) measurements for co-evolutionary learning systems with implicit fitness sharing across the generations for the four -choice IPD. Figures (a)
and (b) show the results of generalization performance during co-evolutionary
learning for IFSD and IFSR, respectively. Each graph is obtained by averaging
from 30 independent runs.
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Table 4.3: Summary of results for the generalization performance with respect to
an unbiased sample given by Best(GSP OPU ), Avg(GSP OPU ), and Ens(GSP OPU ) for
various co-evolutionary learning systems with implicit diversity maintenance for
the four -choice IPD taken at the final generation. For each system, the average
value and the error at 95% confidence interval over 30 runs are noted. Values in
bold indicate that the particular system has a significantly higher diversity level
compared to that of CCL-PM05 based on the paired Wilcoxon Signed Rank test
for statistical significance difference at the 0.05 level of significance.
Experiment Best(GSP OPU ) Avg(GSP OPU ) Ens(GSP OPU )
CCL-PM05
61.56 ± 5.91
61.17 ± 5.00
73.67 ± 4.56
CFSD
89.98 ± 2.28 90.23 ± 1.27 95.02 ± 0.67
CFSR
88.64 ± 2.62 86.49 ± 2.14 95.01 ± 0.85
IFSD
55.26 ± 7.42
53.63 ± 3.39 91.68 ± 1.61
IFSR
49.63 ± 6.89
50.27 ± 5.27 79.01 ± 4.01
PAR
69.43 ± 6.70
66.96 ± 5.11 91.62 ± 3.37
RV
44.89 ± 7.43
47.72 ± 7.31
68.22 ± 7.20
†
The p-value indicates a statistically significant result for a 0.05 level of
significance that is considered.

is results for co-evolutionary learning systems with implicit fitness sharing (e.g.,
IFSD and IFSR) where the generalization performances given by Ens(GSP OPU )
are no longer statistically significantly different even though the values are still
higher compared to CCL-PM05’s.
Although the relative generalization performance of various co-evolutionary
learning systems with implicit diversity maintenance remains unchanged (e.g.,
they can be ranked in the ascending order of RV, IFSR, IFSD, PAR, CFSR,
and CFSD), it is noted that the overall generalization performance is lower with
respect to a biased sample of “good” test strategies compared to the generalization
performance with respect to an unbiased sample of test strategies. The results are
consistent with the earlier conclusion made in Chapter 3 that it is more difficult
to obtain strategies through co-evolutionary learning that performs well against
strong game-playing strategies.
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Table 4.4: Summary of results for the generalization performance with respect
to a biased sample given by Best(GSP OPU ), Avg(GSP OPU ), and Ens(GSP OPU ) for
various co-evolutionary learning systems with implicit diversity maintenance for
the four -choice IPD taken at the final generation. For each system, the average
value and the error at 95% confidence interval over 30 runs are noted. Values in
bold indicate that the particular system has a significantly higher diversity level
compared to that of CCL-PM05 based on the paired Wilcoxon Signed Rank test
for statistical significance difference at the 0.05 level of significance.
Experiment Best(GSP OPU ) Avg(GSP OPU ) Ens(GSP OPU )
CCL-PM05 31.37 ± 10.15 29.37 ± 8.13
40.17 ± 10.19
CFSD
89.50 ± 6.47 91.43 ± 3.58 100.00 ± 0.00
CFSR
87.17 ± 8.29 80.77 ± 6.14 98.00 ± 3.05
IFSD
22.50 ± 9.06
16.20 ± 4.10
50.00 ± 9.38
IFSR
19.83 ± 10.22 20.00 ± 8.18
43.17 ± 10.97
PAR
36.00 ± 14.15 33.80 ± 10.88 63.83 ± 12.96
RV
12.83 ± 6.10
15.67 ± 6.17
26.33 ± 10.35
†
The p-value indicates a statistically significant result for a 0.05 level of
significance that is considered.

4.3.3

The Generalization Performance of Co-evolutionary
Learning with Explicit Diversity Maintenance

Here, experiments are conducted to investigate the impact of explicit diversity
maintenance on co-evolutionary learning. Table 4.3 summarizes results of generalization performance with respect to an unbiased sample, ĜW (i), that are given by
Best(GSP OPU ), Avg(GSP OPU ), and Ens(GSP OPU ). In general, results show that
the use of explicit diversity maintenance by increasing the pm setting does not
lead to an increase in generalization performance of the top performing individual
strategies obtained through co-evolutionary learning. Instead, Best(GSP OPU ) and
Avg(GSP OPU ) measurements in Table 4.3 show that generalization performance
of individual strategies decreases. However, the generalization performance given
by the ensemble of top performing individual strategies increased significantly if
pm is sufficiently high (Ens(GSP OPU ) measurement in Table 4.5).
As such, although the experimental results suggest that using higher levels
of variation does not lead to the co-evolutionary learning of individual strategies
with higher generalization performance, the generalization performance of a pop-
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ulation that can be combined as an ensemble is increased when more variations are
introduced to the population. It would appear that the population is effectively
speciating such that strategies specialize to outperform different groups of specific
opponents such that the ensemble of such individual strategies can outperform
a larger group of opponents. This can be observed from Figure 4.3 that compares generalization performance given by measurements for individual evolved
strategies and for an ensemble for the co-evolutionary learning system with and
without explicit diversity maintenance. The same observation has been made earlier for co-evolutionary learning systems that implemented diversity maintenance
techniques that speciate the population, i.e., IFSD and IFSR, in Figure 4.2.
Table 4.5: Summary of results for the generalization performance with respect to
an unbiased sample given by Best(GSP OPU ), Avg(GSP OPU ), and Ens(GSP OPU ) for
various co-evolutionary learning systems with explicit diversity maintenance for
the four -choice IPD taken at the final generation. For each system, the average
value and the error at 95% confidence interval over 30 runs are noted. Values in
bold indicate that the particular system has a significantly higher diversity level
compared to that of CCL-PM05 based on the paired Wilcoxon Signed Rank test
for statistical significance difference at the 0.05 level of significance.
Experiment Best(GSP OPU ) Avg(GSP OPU ) Ens(GSP OPU )
CCL-PM05 61.56 ± 5.91
61.17 ± 5.00
73.67 ± 4.56
CCL-PM10 54.15 ± 6.37
55.74 ± 5.62
77.84 ± 4.14
CCL-PM15 51.41 ± 6.68
51.17 ± 5.81
75.09 ± 5.14
CCL-PM20 55.04 ± 5.90
53.63 ± 5.33 82.61 ± 3.13
CCL-PM25 46.78 ± 6.45
45.81 ± 4.07 81.93 ± 2.45
†
The p-value indicates a statistically significant result for a 0.05 level of
significance that is considered.

Measurements for the generalization performance against a biased sample,
are also made for the same set of experiments with results summarized

ĜB
W (i),

in Table 4.6. Although explicit diversity maintenance can provide a positive ad
significant impact in ĜW (i) if an ensemble can be constructed, any improvement
in ĜB
W (i) is not observed to be statistically significant. These results indicate that
explicit diversity maintenance based on a simple implementation of increasing
the variation levels introduced to the population is not effective in improving the
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of generalization performance given by Best(GSP OPU ),
Avg(GSP OPU ), and Ens(GSP OPU ) measurements for co-evolutionary learning systems with and without explicit fitness sharing across the generations for the
four -choice IPD. Figures (a) and (b) show the results of generalization performance during co-evolutionary learning for CCL-PM05 and CCL-PM25, respectively. Each graph is obtained by averaging from 30 independent runs.
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generalization performance of co-evolutionary learning with respect to a biased
sample of strong game-playing strategies.
Table 4.6: Summary of results for the generalization performance with respect
to a biased sample given by Best(GSP OPU ), Avg(GSP OPU ), and Ens(GSP OPU ) for
various co-evolutionary learning systems with explicit diversity maintenance for
the four -choice IPD taken at the final generation. For each system, the average
value and the error at 95% confidence interval over 30 runs are noted. Values in
bold indicate that the particular system has a significantly higher diversity level
compared to that of CCL-PM05 based on the paired Wilcoxon Signed Rank test
for statistical significance difference at the 0.05 level of significance.
Experiment Best(GSP OPU ) Avg(GSP OPU ) Ens(GSP OPU )
CCL-PM05 31.37 ± 10.15 29.37 ± 8.13 40.17 ± 10.19
CCL-PM10 16.17 ± 7.03
18.23 ± 5.83 33.33 ± 8.32
CCL-PM15 18.67 ± 8.02
17.83 ± 6.48 33.33 ± 9.20
CCL-PM20 21.83 ± 8.13
24.93 ± 5.39 48.67 ± 7.90
CCL-PM25 17.67 ± 6.12
17.97 ± 3.88 49.00 ± 8.07
†
The p-value indicates a statistically significant result for a 0.05 level of
significance that is considered.

4.3.4

What is the Impact of Diversity Maintenance on
Diversity Levels in Co-evolutionary Learning

Results from the experiments for various co-evolutionary learning systems with
diversity maintenance show that not all diversity maintenance techniques lead to
co-evolutionary learning with positive and significant improvements in generalization performance. However, before any conclusion can be made, measurements
of diversity levels for the various co-evolutionary learning systems need to be
performed to understand how generalization performance and diversity can be
related in co-evolutionary learning.
Table 4.7 summarizes the genotypic and phenotypic diversity measurements
for these co-evolutionary learning systems. Here, the experimental results provide
a means to determine the impact of diversity maintenance on the diversity levels in
co-evolutionary learning through comparisons of relative diversity levels between
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co-evolutionary learning systems with diversity maintenance and the standard coevolutionary learning system (e.g., CCL-PM05) that is not designed specifically
to produce high diversity levels.
Table 4.7: Summary of genotypic and phenotypic diversities for various coevolutionary learning systems with diversity maintenance for the four -choice IPD
taken at the final generation. For each system, the average value and the error
at 95% confidence interval over 30 runs are noted. Values in bold indicate that
the particular system has a significantly higher diversity level compared to that
of CCL-PM05 based on the paired Wilcoxon Signed Rank test for statistical significance difference at the 0.05 level of significance.
Experiment Genotypic Diversity Phenotypic Diversity
CCL-PM05
0.18 ± 0.02
1.23 ± 0.27
CCL-PM10
0.33 ± 0.03
2.12 ± 0.34
CCL-PM15
0.41 ± 0.02
2.85 ± 0.17
CCL-PM20
0.50 ± 0.02
2.99 ± 0.19
CCL-PM25
0.59 ± 0.02
3.34 ± 0.02
CFSD
0.31 ± 0.02
0.83 ± 0.21
CFSR
0.36 ± 0.03
1.20 ± 0.27
IFSD
0.55 ± 0.03
2.82 ± 0.10
IFSR
0.37 ± 0.03
3.15 ± 0.07
PAR
0.39 ± 0.04
2.42 ± 0.24
RV
0.23 ± 0.03
1.72 ± 0.25
In general, the experimental results are consistent with design motivations
of the co-evolutionary learning systems with diversity maintenance. For explicit
diversity maintenance, it is expected that the use of a more aggresive mutation
scheme that introduces more variation in the population should be reflected by
higher genotypic diversity levels. The significant increase in phenotypic diversity
levels is also consistent with the use of the direct look-up table representation of
strategies where a significantly higher amount of variation genotypically would
lead to more variation in strategy behavioral interactions, which are reflected by
the higher phenotypic diversity levels.
For the co-evolutionary learning systems with implicit fitness sharing, the general increase in diversity levels (e.g., both genotypic and phenotypic) is consistent
with the original design motivation of speciating the population by creating niches
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of strategies with different and unique behaviors (Darwen, 1996; Darwen and Yao,
1997). Furthermore, the experimental results also show the positive impact of
using disassortative sampling compared to random sampling in further increasing
diversity levels. Similarly, pareto co-evolution also results in high diversity levels in general given that a large set of mutually non-dominating strategies (e.g.,
usually the entire population) is maintained (Noble and Watson, 2001).
For the co-evolutionary learning with reduced virulence, experimental results
showing higher phenotypic diversity levels compared to CCL-PM05, but not
higher genotypic diversity levels, are consistent with the design motivation of
the technique. In particular, the technique does not seek to diversify a population into niches, but instead, encourages the population to engage in interactions
(Cartlidge and Bullock, 2004). The increase in phenotypic diversity levels reflects
the increase in fitness variations obtained from a population where strategies respond differently to one another.
The only exception is the co-evolutionary learning with competitive fitness
sharing. In particular, the impact of the technique on phenotypic diversity, which
is similar to the method of counting the number of unique strategy responses
above a significant usage used in (Rosin and Belew, 1997), is observed to be
different here compared to that made previously. This discrepancy may be a
result of using different games. Despite this result, the use of competitive fitness
sharing does lead to a positive and significant impact on genotypic diversity level
in the population. These results are verified through closer inspection of evolved
strategies. It is observed that evolved strategies in the population engaged mostly
with “full defection” play, thus resulting in similar average payoffs that lead to low
phenotypic diversity even though the representation of evolved strategies show
significant differences, which would be reflected by a higher genotypic diversity.
In comparing the relative levels of diversity introduced and maintained by
using these diversity maintenance techniques in co-evolutionary learning, both
implicit fitness sharing and explicit diversity maintenance appear to be particularly effective. For example, Figures 4.4 and 4.5 plot the average genotypic and
phenotypic diversity levels of the various co-evolutionary learning systems across
the generations. Both figures show that co-evolutionary learning systems with
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implicit fitness sharing (especially the implementation that considers disassortative sampling) and explicit diversity maintenance (especially the implementation
with sufficiently high pm settings) can introduce and maintain higher diversity
levels in general in the population throughout the evolutionary process compared
to other techniques.

4.3.5

What is the Relationship Between the Generalization Performance and Diversity in Co-evolutionary
Learning

The experimental results of generalization performance measurements and diversity measurements show that the introduction and maintenance of diversity
through the use of diversity maintenance techniques do not necessarily lead to
improvements in the generalization performance of co-evolutionary learning. A
case in point is the use of co-evolutionary learning with reduced virulence where
the resulting generalization performance is lower compared to the standard coevolutionary learning (e.g., without reduced virulence) regardless of measurements made with respect to individual evolved strategies or with respect to the
population where an ensemble can be constructed.
However, it is also not necessarily true that a diversity maintenance technique that does not introduce and maintain high levels of diversity during the
co-evolutionary learning process will lead to lower generalization performance.
For example, the use of competitive fitness sharing in co-evolutionary learning
has been shown to positively and significantly improve generalization performance
in all measurements regardless of whether an unbiased or biased sample is used.
This is despite co-evolutionary learning systems with competitive fitness sharing not having higher diversity levels compared to other systems with diversity
maintenance.
The success of competitive fitness sharing in improving generalization performance of co-evolutionary learning appears to depend on the approach that is
used to determine strategy fitness in Equation 4.1. The emphasis of the selection
process on evolved strategies outperforming opponents that few others could, lead
to the co-evolutionary learning of strategies that play “full defection” more often.
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of genotypic diversity for various co-evolutionary learning
systems across the generations for the four -choice IPD. Figure in (a) compares
the standard co-evolutionary learning system (CCL-PM05) with systems that
used explicit diversity maintenance, e.g., CCL-PM10, CCL-PM15, CCL-PM20,
and CCL-PM25. Figures (b) and (c) compare CCL-PM05 with systems that used
implicit diversity maintenance, e.g., CFSD, CFSR, IFSD, IFSR, PAR, and RV.
Each graph is obtained by averaging over 30 independent runs.
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of phenotypic diversity for various co-evolutionary learning systems across the generations for the four -choice IPD. Figure in (a) compares
the standard co-evolutionary learning system (CCL-PM05) with systems that
used explicit diversity maintenance, e.g., CCL-PM10, CCL-PM15, CCL-PM20,
and CCL-PM25. Figures (b) and (c) compare CCL-PM05 with systems that used
implicit diversity maintenance, e.g., CFSD, CFSR, IFSD, IFSR, PAR, and RV.
Each graph is obtained by averaging over 30 independent runs.
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Given that an “all defect” strategy would obtain the maximum possible generalization performance that is defined in terms of the number of wins based on
individual outcomes, a co-evolutionary learning system that evolves a population
of strategies that effectively play “all defect” would have the highest generalization performance. In this case, it does not appear that diversity plays any role
in improving the generalization performance of co-evolutionary learning.
Despite these results, one observation that is consistently made is that the
introduction and maintenance of high diversity levels that lead to the speciation of population to unique niches of specialized strategies have a positive and
significant impact on the generalization performance of co-evolutionary learning if an ensemble can be constructed from the population. The speciation of
a co-evolving population is particularly effective with the use of implicit fitness
sharing and pareto co-evolution. More importantly, the results also show that
co-evolutionary learning with sufficiently high levels of variations introduced and
maintained in the population through the variation process can result with speciation, which in turn, can lead to improvements in generalization performance
of co-evolutionary learning if an ensemble can be constructed.
As such, although a positive relationship between generalization performance
and diversity in co-evolutionary learning may not be possibly established, there
is strong empirical evidence that suggests how diversity can be exploited in coevolutionary learning to improve generalization performance. That is, diversity
plays an important role in co-evolutionary learning to obtain an ensemble of a
diverse set of solutions (each solution specializing with respect to different groups
of test cases) that results in higher generalization performance.

4.4

Conclusion

In this chapter, a detailed empirical study has been conducted to investigate
the issue of whether there is a relationship between generalization performance
and diversity in co-evolutionary learning. Understanding this issue is important
given that the lack of diversity can have a negative impact in the generalization
performance of co-evolutionary learning. More importantly, conditions may be
identified with potential implications for design choices for algorithms that can
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exploit diversity to improve the generalization performance of co-evolutionary
learning.
In particular, case studies that compared co-evolutionary learning with and
without diversity maintenance for the IPD have been conducted to investigate
the impact of diversity maintenance on the generalization performance of coevolutionary learning. These case studies addressed two shortcomings of previous studies, e.g., generalization performance of co-evolutionary learning with
diversity maintenance can be determined rigorously and that diversity levels in
co-evolutionary learning with diversity maintenance are measured.
In general, results from the case studies showed that the introduction and
maintenance of diversity in co-evolutionary learning do not necessarily lead to
a significant increase in generalization performance. Although several diversity
maintenance techniques have been shown to improve generalization performance,
there are exceptions where a positive relationship between generalization performance and diversity can be observed.
However, the empirical study strongly suggests how diversity can play an
important role in improving the generalization performance of co-evolutionary
learning for problems where the solutions can be obtained in the form of an
ensemble. In particular, diversity maintenance that effectively speciates the population can have a positive and significant impact in the generalization performance of co-evolutionary learning if an ensemble is constructed from the population. Although the idea of constructing an ensemble from the population of a
co-evolutionary learning system is not new, the study here is the first to investigate this through a series of controlled experiments where both measurements of
generalization performance and diversity are made.
The empirical study here is a first step towards understanding the relationship between generalization performance and diversity in co-evolutionary learning. However, further study is needed to better understand what diversity is and
how it can be related to generalization performance in co-evolutionary learning.
One direction is to use information-theoretic analysis to better measure the relevant diversity in co-evolutionary learning based on actual interactions between
solutions that can be modelled as random sequences.
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Chapter 5
Co-evolutionary Learning of
More Complex Games
5.1

Introduction

The study of co-evolutionary learning for more complex games is important as
it can provide avenues to investigate how co-evolutionary learning scales with
the complexity of the search problem. This chapter focuses on the study of coevolutionary learning of complex behavioral interactions that are abstracted and
modelled by the IPD games. Two main research issues can be considered. The
first issue is to understand how behaviors are learned through an adaptation
process on the strategy representation guided by the strategic interactions that
are more complex than the case of classical IPD with two extreme choices. The
second issue is to investigate whether the behaviors that are learned are robust
with respect to the opponents, e.g., generalization performance.
Given the breadth of possible studies, this chapter focuses on the first issue
to understand how specific behaviors (e.g., cooperation) can be learned through
the co-evolutionary process given the more complex interactions. It is recognized
that certain assumptions and conditions in the classical IPD game need to be
relaxed to investigate how some behaviors can arise (i.e., evolve) from complex,
real-world interactions. Some examples of extended IPD games are those that
involve more choices and noise (Axelrod, 1988). Here, two extended IPD games
are introduced to the study of co-evolutionary learning. The first game considers
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more choices and noise while the second game introduces a further extension,
e.g., reputation, to the behavioral interaction.
The chapter first investigates how certain behaviors are learned from coevolutionary learning of the IPD with more choices and noise. In particular,
it is shown that strategy representation can have a significant impact on the level
of behavioral diversity introduced into the co-evolutionary learning that is important for the evolution of cooperation. Strategy representations that allow direct
variation of behaviors introduce behavioral diversity more effectively to encourage
the co-evolutionary learning of cooperative behaviors even in cases that involve
noisy interactions.
The chapter further investigates how the co-evolutionary learning of cooperative behaviors can be encouraged even for interactions that are more complex.
First, a detailed empirical study is made to find out precisely why more choices
lead to defection play. It is shown that strategies have more opportunities to
exploit others by playing lower cooperation levels when there are more choices
to play, and as such, are less likely to learn highly cooperative plays. Second,
the co-evolutionary learning framework for the IPD game is extended to allow
both direct interactions and indirect interactions, which is motivated by the view
that cooperative behaviors in complex human interactions are not limited to direct interactions only. The extension is achieved by incorporating reputation into
the IPD game. The study shows that the evolution of cooperation can be easily
achieved when strategies use reputation to estimate behaviors of future partners
and as a means to elicit mutual cooperation play right from the start of the
interaction.

5.2
5.2.1

Co-evolutionary Learning of the IPD Game
with More Choices and Noise
Motivation

The majority of early studies on the co-evolutionary learning of the IPD game
such as (Axelrod, 1987; Darwen and Yao, 1995b; Fogel, 1991, 1993, 1996) focused
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on noiseless behavioral interactions with two extreme choices. However, realworld interactions can be noisy and often involve more choices. In this case,
the use of the classical IPD is not appropriate as it does not reflect the actual
behavioral interactions. As such, to bridge the gap between the model and realworld dilemmas, further studies have extended the IPD game.
One particular extension is the IPD with more choices, e.g., multiple levels of
cooperation (Darwen and Yao, 2000, 2002a,b; Harrald and Fogel, 1996; Wahl and
Nowak, 1999a). The IPD with more choices allows modelling of subtle behavioral interactions that are not possible with just two extreme choices. Another
extension to the classical IPD is to consider noise (e.g., misinterpretations or
mistakes) to model uncertainty in behavioral interactions (Axelrod, 1988; Bendor et al., 1991; Julstrom, 1997; Molander, 1985; Neill, 2001; Sainty, 1999; Wahl
and Nowak, 1999b; Wu and Axelrod, 1995).
However, none of the previous studies has investigated the impact of noise on
the co-evolutionary learning of strategies in the IPD with more choices. As such,
it is not known how noise in behavioral interactions can affect the learning of certain behaviors (e.g., cooperation) through co-evolutionary learning. In addition,
previous studies (Darwen and Yao, 2000, 2002a,b) have noted that behavioral
diversity (e.g., how different are behavioral interactions in the population) is important in the co-evolutionary learning of cooperative behaviors for the IPD with
more choices. However, it is not known whether behavioral diversity still plays
an important role in the co-evolutionary learning of the IPD with more choices
and noise.
The motivation of the study here is to investigate the impact of behavioral diversity in the IPD with more choices and noise in a co-evolutionary learning environment through a detailed empirical study. In particular, the study investigates
how behavioral diversity, which can be introduced more easily for some strategy
representations, can have a positive and significant impact in the evolution of
cooperation for the noisy IPD game with more choices through co-evolutionary
learning. Although higher levels of noise are shown to have a negative impact
on the evolution of cooperation, different co-evolutionary learning models from
using different strategy representations exhibit different evolutionary dynamics
and lead to different evolutionary outcomes in the noisy IPD games with more
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choices. Here, behavioral diversity, rather than genetic diversity, is observed to
play a crucial role to encourage the evolution of cooperation.

5.2.2

Experimental Setup

5.2.2.1

IPD with Multiple Levels of Cooperation and Noise

Here, the study considers the four -choice IPD game (payoff matrix given by
Figure 3.3), which is sufficient for the investigation. Noise is modelled as the
mistake that a player makes. It captures the situation where a player intends
to play a choice but ends up with a different choice instead. It has a certain
probability of occurrence, pn , and is fixed throughout a game (Chong and Yao,
2005). Consider an example of a four -choice IPD game with pn = 0.05. Suppose a
player chooses to play at +1/3 cooperation level. There is a 0.05 probability that
this cooperation level is not played. If this occurs, one of the other three possible
cooperation levels, i.e., +1, −1/3, and −1, is played with equal probability. This

simplifies the implementation and ensures that there is no bias of play towards
a specific cooperation level. The noise model here is different from some other

implementations (Wahl and Nowak, 1999b) where noise is modelled as errors that
occur in the interpretation of opponent’s move. As in (Wahl and Nowak, 1999b),
it is noted that the noise model here is an extreme case, where players do not
know that mistakes have occured.
5.2.2.2

Strategy Representation

Neural networks have often been used to represent strategies in co-evolutionary
learning (Darwen and Yao, 2000, 2002a,b; Fogel, 1993; Harrald and Fogel, 1996;
Yao and Darwen, 1999). However, it has been pointed out that the many-to-one
mapping from genotypes (neural networks) to phenotypes (strategy behaviors)
may have contributed to the difficulty in evolving cooperative strategies in the
IPD with more choices. It is unknown whether this would still be the case for the
IPD with both more choices and noise. To study the issue in more depth, two
strategy representation schemes are compared here. The first representation is
based on neural networks. The second representation is based on look-up tables.
Note that to facilitate the analysis of the results and reduce the computational
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cost, strategy representation is restricted to deterministic and reactive, memoryone IPD strategies.
For the neural-network-based representation, the neural network is a multilayer perceptron with four input nodes, ten hidden nodes in the only hidden layer,
and one output node. The input layer consists of the following four input nodes:
1. The neural network’s previous choice, i.e., level of cooperation, in [−1, +1].
2. The opponent’s previous level of cooperation
3. An input of +1 if the opponent played a lower cooperation level compared
to the neural network, and 0 otherwise.
4. An input of +1 if the neural network played a lower cooperation level compared to the opponent, and 0 otherwise.
Note that since the last two inputs are derived from the first two inputs,
the input layer is actually a function of just two variables: the neural network’s
previous choice and the opponent’s previous choice. The reason for the additional
two input nodes is to facilitate learning the recognition of being exploited and
exploiting (Darwen and Yao, 2000; Yao and Darwen, 1999).
The number of hidden nodes used in the experiments is ten and has not been
optimized. The network is fully connected and strictly layered. That is, there is
no short-cut connection from the input layer to the output node. The transfer (activation) function used for all nodes is the hyperbolic tangent function, tanh(x).
With regards to the choice of using a single hidden layer of ten nodes, previous
studies on IPD with multiple choices have shown that the co-evolutionary learning of neural networks with ten hidden nodes is capable of producing cooperative
behaviors (Darwen and Yao, 2002a).
Given the inputs, the neural network’s output determines the choice for its
next move. The neural network output is a real value between +1 and −1. It is
discretized to either +1, +1/3, −1/3 or −1, depending on which discrete value
the neural network output is closest to.
As summarized by Yao (Yao, 1999a), real-valued weights of a neural network

can be evolved using self-adaptive EAs, such as EP (Yao et al., 1999). Here, a
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neural network is associated with a self-adaptive parameter vector [σi (j)] that
controls the mutation step size of the respective weights and biases of the neural
network [wi (j)].
Offspring neural networks ([wi′ (j)] and [σi′ (j)]) are generated from parent
neural networks ([wi(j)] and [σi (j)]) through mutation. Two different mutation
schemes based on Gaussian and Cauchy distributions (there are other distributions used for EAs (Rowe and Hidovic, 2004)) are used to investigate the effects
of the variation operator on evolving IPD strategies.
For the self-adaptive Gaussian mutation, offspring neural networks are generated according to the following equations:
σi′ (j) = σi (j) ∗ exp(τ ∗ Nj (0, 1)); i = 1, . . . , P OP SIZE/2, j = 1, . . . , Nw ,
wi′ (j) = wi (j) + σi′ (j) ∗ Nj (0, 1); i = 1, . . . , P OP SIZE/2, j = 1, . . . , Nw ,
where Nw = 63, τ = (2(Nw )0.5 )−0.5 = 0.251, and Nj (0, 1) is a Gaussian random
variable (zero mean and standard deviation of one) resampled for every j. Nw is
the total number of connection weights ([(4 input weights + 1 bias) × (10 input
nodes)] + [(10 connection weights + 1 bias) × (1 output node)]), and the two
pre-game inputs.
For the self-adaptive Cauchy mutation (Yao et al., 1999), the following equa-

tions are used:
σi′ (j) = σi (j) ∗ exp(τ ∗ Nj (0, 1)); i = 1, . . . , P OP SIZE/2, j = 1, . . . , Nw ,
wi′ (j) = wi (j) + σi′ (j) ∗ Cj (0, 1); i = 1, . . . , P OP SIZE/2, j = 1, . . . , Nw ,
where Cj (0, 1) is a Cauchy random variable (centered at zero and with a scale
parameter of 1) resampled for every j. All other variables remain the same as
those in the self-adaptive Gaussian mutation.
For the look-up-table-based representation, the direct look-up table is used
(Chong and Yao, 2005). Note that the direct look-up table is different from that
used in (Axelrod, 1987; Darwen and Yao, 1995b), where the genotypic representation used is a binary string. An EA depends on the interactions between
variation operators and the representation. Here, the direct look-up table directly represents the strategy behavioral response map. As noted earlier, a simple
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mutation-based variation operator will always generate offspring strategies from
parents directly and explicitly. As such, with the direct look-up table, the evolutionary process is applied directly to the behaviors of IPD strategies. This avoids
potential problems associated with representations such as neural networks with
many-to-one mappings between genotypes and phenotypes (Atmar, 1994; Fogel,
1994).
5.2.2.3

Co-evolutionary Learning Procedure

The co-evolutionary learning system used is based on CCL introduced in Section 3.4.1 of Chapter 3. A small population of 30 is used to reduce the general
level of behavioral diversity in the population, allowing strategies to overspecialize
and thus inducing cycles between cooperation and defection. This is to facilitate
the investigation on the impact of strategy representation in introducing behavioral diversity in the co-evolutionary learning system by emphasizing the direct
behavioral variation when direct look-up tables are used compared to indirect
behavioral variation when neural networks are used.
However, to facilitate a more direct comparison with the earlier study in
(Darwen and Yao, 2000), additional steps are taken to ensure that the initial
population of random strategies do not only play a particular choice. After some
preliminary experimentations, for experiments using neural networks, the weights
and biases of the parent neural networks are initialized randomly by sampling
from a uniform distribution over [−2.45, +2.45], with each component of the selfadaptive parameter vector of the parent neural networks being initialized to 0.5.
However, the initialization requires that the frequencies for the four choices (+1,
+1/3, −1/3, −1) selected for the responses are roughly similar (e.g., parents are
resampled as many times as necessary to satisfy this condition). A similar check
is made for experiments using direct look-up tables.
5.2.2.4

Shadow of the Future

In the IPD, the shadow of the future refers to the situation whereby the number
of iterations of a game is known in advance. In this situation, there is no incentive
to cooperate in the last iteration because there is no risk of retaliation from the
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opponent. However, if every player defects on the last iteration, then there is
no incentive to cooperate in the iteration prior to the last one. If every player
defects in the last two iterations, then there is no incentive to cooperate in the
iteration before that, and so forth. So we would end up with mutual defection in
all iterations.
One popular way to address this issue and to allow for cooperation to emerge is
to have a fixed probability of ending the game in every iteration, thereby keeping
the game length uncertain. Here, it is noted that the representations cannot
count the number of rounds played. As such, a fixed game length of 150 (move
start from 0) can be used, which is comparable with earlier studies in (Axelrod,
1987).

5.2.3

Results

5.2.3.1

Behavioral Diversity Helps the Evolution of Cooperation for
the IPD with More Choices

Earlier studies (Darwen and Yao, 2000, 2002a) showed that behavioral diversity is
important for the co-evolutionary learning of cooperative behaviors for the IPD
with more choices. Here, the impact of strategy representation in introducing
behavioral diversity is examined by comparing two different approaches to introducing behavioral diversity. The first is to introduce behavioral diversity through
genetic diversity. Here, the two co-evolutionary learning models that use neural
network representation are the “co-evolutionary fast evolutionary programming”
(C-FEP) and the “co-evolutionary classical evolutionary programming” (C-CEP).
C-FEP results in more genetic diversity due to the use of the self-adaptive Cauchy
mutation that leads to larger variations in the connection weights of neural networks compared to C-CEP where the self-adaptive Gaussian mutation is used
(Yao et al., 1999).
However, genetic diversity among neural networks may not lead to behavioral
diversity among strategies. As such, the second approach to introduce behavioral
diversity is by directly mutating strategy behavioral response maps through the
use of a direct look-up table representation. Here, the experiments consider
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different pm settings, i.e., 0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 0.20, and 0.25, for CCL-PM05, CCLPM10, CCL-PM15, CCL-PM20, and CCL-PM25, respectively.
The experimental results of the various co-evolutionary learning models for
the four -choice IPD game are summarized in Tables 5.1 and 5.2. In general,
three observations can be made. First, no runs with defection outcomes are obtained for the co-evolutionary learning with direct look-up table representation.
These results indicate the effectiveness of direct and explicit introduction of behavioral diversity through the use of the direct look-up table to encourage the
co-evolutionary learning of cooperative behaviors.
Second, a small pm setting, i.e., CCL-PM05 and CCL-PM10, can introduce
and maintain behavioral diversity significantly better than others to encourage
the co-evolutionary learning of cooperative behaviors without degenerating into
a random search that results with the population alternately playing cooperation
and defection or intermediate choices. However, although high pm settings make
it more difficult for the co-evolutionary learning of cooperative behaviors, the
population is not observed to evolve to play mutual defection in any of the runs.
Third, comparison of results between C-CEP, C-FEP, and CCL-PMs indicates
that increasing genetic diversity through Cauchy mutation of connection weights
is less effective in increasing behavioral diversity that is important for the evolution of cooperation. Furthermore, both C-CEP and C-FEP in general resulted
with fewer runs with cooperative outcomes compared to CCL-PMs (especially
CCL-PM05 and CCL-PM10) (Chong and Yao, 2005). As observed previously in
(Darwen and Yao, 2000, 2002a), an increase in genetic diversity does not necessarily lead to an increase in behavioral diversity that helps in the co-evolutionary
learning of cooperative behaviors. An indirect method of varying a strategy’s behavior (e.g., neural networks) is less effective than a direct method (e.g., look-up
tables) in increasing behavioral diversity.
The effectiveness of the direct look-up table representation in introducing
behavioral diversity that encourages the evolution of cooperation can be further
observed in Figure 5.1, which compares the average plots of how frequencies
of choices change during the evolutionary process. Although the frequencies of
the choices are similar at the start of the evolutionary process on average, in
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Table 5.1: Comparison between co-evolutionary models that use different strategy representations for the four -choice IPD. Results were taken from the final
generation. “Mean” indicates the average over 30 runs. “Std Dev” indicates
the standard deviation. The p-value is obtained from a paired Wilcoxon Signed
Rank test that compares the population average payoffs of individual runs for the
C-FEP experiment with that of other co-evolutionary learning experiments.
Experiment Mean ± Std Dev p-value
C-FEP
3.08 ± 0.75
C-CEP
3.24 ± 1.11
0.4169
CCL-PM05
3.72 ± 0.34
0.0001†
CCL-PM10
3.70 ± 0.37
0.0002†
CCL-PM15
3.57 ± 0.25
0.0054†
CCL-PM20
3.48 ± 0.15
0.0087†
CCL-PM25
3.39 ± 0.19
0.0523
†
The p-value indicates a statistically significant result for a 0.05 level of
significance that is considered.

Table 5.2: Comparison between co-evolutionary models that use different strategy representations for the four -choice IPD. Results were taken from the final
generation. “No ≤ 1.5” indicates the number of runs that ended with defection.
“1.5 < No < 3.5” indicates the number of runs that ended with intermediate
payoffs. “No ≥ 3.5” indicates the number of runs that ended with full cooperation.
Experiment No ≤ 1.5 1.5 < No < 3.5 No ≥ 3.5
C-FEP
1
19
10
C-CEP
4
6
20
CCL-PM05
0
5
25
CCL-PM10
0
3
27
CCL-PM15
0
6
24
CCL-PM20
0
16
14
CCL-PM25
0
20
10
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CCL-PM05 (Fig. 5.1(a)) more “full cooperation” choices are played on average
compared to C-CEP (Fig. 5.1(b)) and C-FEP (Fig. 5.1(c)).
5.2.3.2

How Noise Affects the Co-evolutionary Learning of Strategies

Here, a series of experiments is used to investigate the impact of noise on different
co-evolutionary learning models for the four -choice IPD game. In general, two
noise levels are considered. For low noise levels, the pn settings used are 0.05%
(i.e., pn = 0.0005), 0.10%, 0.15%, 0.20%, 0.25%, 0.50%, and 1.50%. For high
noise levels, the pn settings used are 5%, 10%, 15%, and 20%.
Tables 5.3 and 5.4 summarize the results for different co-evolutionary learning models with pn set to 0.05%. Comparing Table 5.3 and Table 5.1, one can
observe that there are no significant differences in the evolutionary outcomes for
the various co-evolutionary learning models with the introduction of noise into
the behavioral interaction. The same observation is made for other sets of experiments where other low pn settings are used. These results indicate that the
co-evolutionary learning models used here are robust against low noise.
Table 5.3: Comparison between co-evolutionary models that use different strategy representations for the four -choice IPD with pn set at 0.05%. Results were
taken from the final generation. “Mean” indicates the average over 30 runs. “Std
Dev” indicates the standard deviation. The p-value is obtained from a paired
Wilcoxon Signed Rank test that compares the population average payoffs of individual runs for the C-FEP experiment with that of other co-evolutionary learning
experiments.
Experiment Mean ± Std Dev
p-value
C-FEP
3.21 ± 0.77
C-CEP
3.49 ± 0.94
0.0732
CCL-PM05
3.86 ± 0.21
< 0.0001†
CCL-PM10
3.80 ± 0.12
0.0001†
CCL-PM15
3.64 ± 0.22
0.0121†
CCL-PM20
3.50 ± 0.13
0.1142
CCL-PM25
3.39 ± 0.16
0.4645
† †
The p-value indicates a statistically significant result for a 0.05 level of
significance that is considered.
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(b) C-CEP
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(c) C-FEP

Figure 5.1: Comparison of the frequencies of choices played for (a) CCL-PM05,
(b) C-CEP, and (c) C-FEP for the four -choice IPD. All graphs are averaged from
measurements over 30 independent runs.
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Table 5.4: Comparison between co-evolutionary models that use different strategy
representations for the four -choice IPD with pn set at 0.05%. Results were taken
from the final generation. “No ≤ 1.5” indicates the number of runs that ended
with defection. “1.5 < No < 3.5” indicates the number of runs that ended with
intermediate payoffs. “No ≥ 3.5” indicates the number of runs that ended with
full cooperation.
Experiment No ≤ 1.5 1.5 < No < 3.5 No ≥ 3.5
C-FEP
2
15
13
C-CEP
3
4
23
CCL-PM05
0
2
28
CCL-PM10
0
0
30
CCL-PM15
0
3
27
CCL-PM20
0
16
14
CCL-PM25
0
25
5

However, there is a difference between co-evolutionary learning models with
different strategy representations in terms of the evolutionary process. For example, for the co-evolutionary learning models with neural networks (C-CEP
and C-FEP), there were more runs that exhibited large fluctuations between full
cooperation and full defection when noise was introduced (Fig. 5.2). For the
co-evolutionary learning models with direct look-up tables (CCL-PMs), no runs
exhibited large fluctuations between full cooperation and full defection (Fig. 5.3).
These results suggest that co-evolutionary learning with a direct look-up table
representation is more robust in the face of low noise compared to the case where
a neural network representation is used.
Although evolution to cooperation is possible in noisy interactions through
generosity in strategies, it is unlikely that a population evolves to mutual cooperation play when noise levels are sufficiently high. Axelrod (Axelrod, 1988) earlier
noted that with increasing noise in the IPD, cooperation becomes less likely as
generosity invites more exploitation. Here, results from experiments show that
the evolution of cooperation is less likely when noise levels are sufficiently high.
Regardless of the co-evolutionary learning models, the number of runs that ended
with cooperative outcomes are reduced in experiments with high noise levels (e.g.,
Tables 5.5, 5.6, and 5.7).
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Figure 5.2: Five sample runs of (a) C-CEP and (b) C-FEP for the four -choice
IPD with pn set to 1.50%. All graphs are averaged from measurements over 30
independent runs.
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Figure 5.3: Five sample runs of (a) CCL-PM05 and (b) CCL-PM25 for the four choice IPD with pn set to 1.50%. All graphs are averaged from measurements
over 30 independent runs.
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Table 5.5: Comparison of C-FEP between various high pn settings for the four choice IPD. Results were taken from the final generation. “Mean” indicates the
average over 30 runs. “Std Dev” indicates the standard deviation. “No ≤ 1.5”
indicates the number of runs that ended with defection. “1.5 < No < 3.5”
indicates the number of runs that ended with intermediate payoffs. “No ≥ 3.5”
indicates the number of runs that ended with full cooperation. The p-value is
obtained from a paired Wilcoxon Signed Rank test that compares the population
average payoffs of individual runs for the noiseless case with that of noisy cases.
pn Mean ± Std Dev No ≤ 1.5 1.5 < No < 3.5 No ≥ 3.5
p-value
0
3.08 ± 0.75
1
19
10
5
2.40 ± 0.96
9
18
3
0.0047†
10
2.10 ± 0.77
11
19
0
0.0001†
15
1.87 ± 0.72
17
13
0
< 0.0001†
20
1.58 ± 0.43
26
4
0
< 0.0001†
†
The p-value indicates a statistically significant result for a 0.05 level of
significance that is considered.

Table 5.6: Comparison of C-CEP between various high pn settings for the four choice IPD. Results were taken from the final generation. “Mean” indicates the
average over 30 runs. “Std Dev” indicates the standard deviation. “No ≤ 1.5”
indicates the number of runs that ended with defection. “1.5 < No < 3.5”
indicates the number of runs that ended with intermediate payoffs. “No ≥ 3.5”
indicates the number of runs that ended with full cooperation. The p-value is
obtained from a paired Wilcoxon Signed Rank test that compares the population
average payoffs of individual runs for the noiseless case with that of noisy cases.
pn Mean ± Std Dev No ≤ 1.5 1.5 < No < 3.5 No ≥ 3.5
p-value
0
3.24 ± 1.11
4
6
20
5
3.12 ± 0.90
4
11
15
0.3184
10
2.77 ± 0.97
7
14
9
0.0879
15
2.52 ± 0.93
8
15
7
0.0071†
20
2.04 ± 0.83
18
11
1
< 0.0001†
†
The p-value indicates a statistically significant result for a 0.05 level of
significance that is considered.
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Table 5.7: Comparison of CCL-PM05 between various high pn settings for the
four -choice IPD. Results were taken from the final generation. “Mean” indicates
the average over 30 runs. “Std Dev” indicates the standard deviation. “No ≤ 1.5”
indicates the number of runs that ended with defection. “1.5 < No < 3.5”
indicates the number of runs that ended with intermediate payoffs. “No ≥ 3.5”
indicates the number of runs that ended with full cooperation. The p-value is
obtained from a paired Wilcoxon Signed Rank test that compares the population
average payoffs of individual runs for the noiseless case with that of noisy cases.
pn Mean ± Std Dev No ≤ 1.5 1.5 < No < 3.5 No ≥ 3.5
p-value
0
3.72 ± 0.34
0
5
25
5
3.44 ± 0.24
0
14
16
0.0030†
10
3.14 ± 0.24
0
30
0
< 0.0001†
15
2.93 ± 0.16
0
30
0
< 0.0001†
20
2.55 ± 0.24
0
30
0
< 0.0001†
†
The p-value indicates a statistically significant result for a 0.05 level of
significance that is considered.

However, it is observed that not all co-evolutionary learning models resulted
with many runs where population evolved to play mutual defection. For example,
Tables 5.5 and 5.6 show that for co-evolutionary learning models that used the
neural network representation, there is an increasing tendency for population
to evolve towards mutual defection as pn increases (which is observed in closer
inspection of individual runs). For the experiments where direct look-up table
representation is used, there are no runs where population evolved to play mutual
defection (e.g., Table 5.7). The results indicate that CCL-PMs can better resist
evolution to defection compared to C-CEP and C-FEP for noisy interactions
even though cycles between full cooperation and full defection are observed for
CCL-PMs when noise levels are further increased (Chong and Yao, 2005).

5.2.4

Discussion

Here, behavioral diversity has been shown to be important in co-evolutionary
learning of strategies for the IPD with more choices and noise. In particular, a
detailed empirical study has been carried out to find out how different strategy
representations that introduce behavioral diversity differently can affect the co-
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evolutionary learning of cooperative strategies for noisy IPD games.
The study first showed that stable evolution of cooperation can be achieved
in the IPD with more choices and low noise levels if behavioral diversity is maintained. It is noted earlier in (Wahl and Nowak, 1999b) that evolution of cooperation is unstable with cycles between cooperation and defection when noise is introduced for the IPD with more choices. Here, experiments for the co-evolutionary
learning models with a neural networks representation showed similar cycles between cooperation and defection. These cycles are observed to be a result of
the population overspecializing to a particular strategy during co-evolutionary
learning, which is vulnerable to mutant strategies and noise. For example, the
population is observed to evolve first naive cooperators that are vulnerable and
invaded by defectors. The population is then replaced by retaliatory cooperators
such as “tit-for-tat” that evolves towards naive cooperators again.
Although overspecialization in co-evolutionary learning using a neural networks representation can be addressed by using larger population sizes, a smaller
population can avoid cyclic evolutionary dynamics if behavioral diversity is maintained. In particular, the empirical study showed that co-evolutionary learning
models that used a direct look-up table easily results with stable evolution of cooperation for the noisy IPD with more choices. Analysis of individual strategies
evolved by CCL-PMs showed that the populations included a mixture of different strategies. That is, the populations did not overspecialize. Naive cooperators
were not observed to dominate the population at any time of evolution.
More importantly, the empirical study has shown that strategy representations
have a significant impact on the evolutionary outcomes because of the different
levels of behavioral diversity that they generate. A co-evolutionary learning model
that uses direct look-up tables can introduce higher levels of behavioral diversity,
which is observed to encourage the co-evolutionary learning of cooperative behaviors even when noise is present in the IPD game (Chong and Yao, 2005).
This is different compared to co-evolutionary learning models that use neural
networks since not every weight change will lead to a behavioral change. With
direct look-up tables, every mutation of table elements will result in a behavioral
change.
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The results of the study are consistent with the general conclusion made in
(Mcnamara et al., 2004) where variations in strategy behaviors are crucial for
stable evolution of cooperation. The only exception is that the empirical study
here showed that mutation and noise produce behavioral diversity differently. In
(Mcnamara et al., 2004), noise is claimed to be a source of variation in behaviors
that can encourage cooperation. Here, the experimental results showed that noise
does not necessarily promote behavioral diversity in the population that lead to
the evolution of cooperation. Increasingly higher levels of noise did not further
encourage the evolution of cooperation at all. Instead, co-evolutionary learning
of defection play is encouraged.

5.3
5.3.1

Co-evolutionary Learning of the IPD Game
with More Choices and Reputation
Motivation

Many studies concluded in general that cooperation can still be evolved in the IPD
with more choices, although the evolution of cooperation is unstable and more
difficult to achieve compared to the classical IPD game (Darwen and Yao, 2000,
2002a,b; Harrald and Fogel, 1996). In particular, Harrald and Fogel (Harrald and
Fogel, 1996) argued that a minimum complexity level in the strategy representation is required to evolve cooperative play. Darwen and Yao (Darwen and Yao,
2000, 2002a,b) argued that behavioral diversity of strategies in the population,
not genetic diversity, is the important factor for the evolution of cooperation. The
study in the previous section further shows that introducing behavioral variations
in the population also depends on the choice of strategy representation because
some representations can introduce behavioral variations more effectively.
However, this raises the question as to why co-evolutionary learning models
are rather unsuccessful in evolving cooperative play in the IPD with more choices.
Regardless of the available number of choices to play in the IPD, strategies still
engage in repeated interactions. As in the case of the classical IPD with two
choices, cooperative behaviors can emerge among the population of strategies in
the IPD with more choices by reciprocating cooperation during their interactions.
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Despite this, it is known that cooperation can be achieved in complex human
interactions that are not limited to direct interactions only (Nowak and Sigmund,
1998a). This may explain the limitation with the current co-evolutionary learning
framework for IPD that only involves direct interactions. With a co-evolutionary
learning model, cooperative behaviors are more difficult to learn for the IPD
with more choices (Darwen and Yao, 2000, 2002a,b; Harrald and Fogel, 1996),
which strongly suggests that the mechanism of direct reciprocity (e.g., repeated
encounters) is less effective in promoting cooperation when the number of choices
increases.
A solution to this problem is to use the idea that cooperation between two
players depends on prior interactions with other players, i.e., indirect reciprocity,
where the mechanism for evolving cooperative behaviors is reputation (Nowak
and Sigmund, 1998b). Yao and Darwen (Yao and Darwen, 1999) have earlier
investigated incorporating reputation into the existing co-evolutionary learning
model for IPD games. They showed that with the addition of reputation, cooperative outcomes are possible and more likely even for the case of the IPD with
more choices and shorter game durations.
However, there are still two important issues that have not been fully addressed in (Yao and Darwen, 1999). First, it is not clear why with increasingly
more available choices for play, the co-evolutionary process is less likely to recover from the early drop to defection play starting from a random population.
Although the lack of behavioral diversity was shown to be a cause (Darwen and
Yao, 2000, 2002a,b), it is still not known why this outcome is more likely to occur
when there are more available choices for play. Second, it is not known precisely
why and how reputation helps with the evolution of cooperation even in cases of
the IPD with more choices and also shorter game durations.
The study is motivated to address these two issues. First, an investigation is
made to understand why the mechanism of direct reciprocity is less effective in
promoting the learning of cooperative behaviors for the IPD with more choices.
The empirical study suggests that the evolution of defection may be a result
of strategies effectively having more opportunities to exploit others when there
are more choices. Second, an investigation is made to understand why and how
the addition of reputation in the IPD game makes the evolution of cooperation
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more likely. The study shows that the evolution of cooperation is possible when
strategies use reputation as a mechanism to estimate behaviors of future partners
and to elicit mutual cooperation play right from the start of interactions. In
addition, the impact of the accuracy of reputation estimation in reflecting strategy
behaviors and why it is important for the evolution of cooperation is studied.
Lastly, the impact of noise in the form of misperception of reputation to the
co-evolutionary learning of cooperative behaviors is also studied

5.3.2

Why More Choices Lead to Defection

5.3.2.1

Co-evolutionary Learning Model

The co-evolutionary learning model used to investigate why more choices lead to
defection outcomes is based on C-CEP. However, since some experiments use the
IPD with significantly more choices than four, two changes are made to the CCEP procedure for simplicity in implementation. First, the procedure to ensure
during initialization of the random population that the frequencies for choices
selected for possible responses are roughly similar is not used. Second, each of
the two pre-game inputs is mutated separately. Mutation is of the form of adding
the original value with the step value having an approximately standard Gaussian
distribution. The new value does not wrap around, e.g., values exceeding +1 are
changed to +1 while values that are lower than −1 are changed to −1 (Chong
and Yao, In Press).
5.3.2.2

Revisiting the IPD with More Choices: Evolution of Defection

Two experiments are conducted to investigate why the mechanism of direct reciprocity is less effective in promoting the learning of cooperative behaviors through
co-evolution. The first experiment uses the 64-choice IPD, while the second experiment uses the four -choice IPD. Both experiments have a game duration of
ten rounds. Note that in the first experiment, the number of choices is larger
than the number used for the game duration (e.g., 64 choices compared to ten
rounds) while the opposite applies in the second experiment where the number
used for the game duration is larger than the number of choices. These experiments allow the study of whether the mechanism of direct reciprocity for the
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co-evolutionary learning of IPD games with significantly more choices (e.g., the
number of choices is more than the game duration) is as effective as the case of
IPD games with a small number of choices (e.g., the number of choices is less
than the game duration, which is the case for most studies that considered the
classical IPD).
Tables 5.8 and 5.9 summarize the results of the experiments. Results show
that populations are more likely to evolve to mutual defection play for the case
of the 64-choice IPD game where the number of choices is larger compared to
the game duration than for the case of the four -choice IPD (Table 5.9). The
comparison of population average payoffs of individual runs between the two
experiment sets shows a statistically significant difference in the outcomes of the
two experiments (Table 5.8).
Table 5.8: Comparison of results from the experiments that used the IPD with
four choices and 64 choices. Results taken at the end of the co-evolutionary learning runs. “Mean” indicates the average over 30 runs of population average payoff.
“Std Dev” indicates the standard deviation. “Max” indicates the highest population average payoff. “Min” indicates the lowest population average payoff. The
p-value is obtained from a paired Wilcoxon Signed Rank test that compares the
population average payoffs of individual runs for the four -choice IPD experiment
with that of the 64-choice IPD IPD experiment.
Choices Mean ± Std Dev Max Min p-value
4
2.27 ± 1.13
3.98 1.01
64
1.37 ± 0.84
3.87 1.00 0.0010†
†
The p-value indicates a statistically significant result for a 0.05 level of
significance that is considered.

Table 5.10 summarizes statistics that describe behavioral responses of final
evolved and most fit strategies in the populations. Results indicate that highly
cooperative play is more difficult to sustain for the case of the 64-choice IPD
compared to the four -choice IPD since strategies are less willing to continuously
engage in mutual cooperation. For example, there are more runs where evolved
strategies play lower cooperation levels at the start of the game, and that evolved
strategies respond with lower cooperation levels if previous moves indicated mutual cooperation play for the case of the 64-choice IPD. Closer inspection on
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Table 5.9: Comparison of results from the experiments that used the IPD with
four choices and 64 choices. Results taken at the end of the co-evolutionary
learning runs. “No ≤ 1.5” indicates the number of runs where the populations
evolved to mutual defection play. “1.5 < No < 3.5” indicates the number of runs
where the populations evolved to alternate in their play or to play intermediate
choices. “No ≥ 3.5” indicates the number of runs where the populations evolved
to mutual cooperation play.
Choices No ≤ 1.5 1.5 < No < 3.5 No ≥ 3.5
4
9
13
8
64
25
4
1

strategy behavioral responses in populations of runs that evolved to defection for
the 64-choice IPD experiment revealed that strategies mostly started the game
with low cooperation levels and continued to respond with lower cooperation
levels.
Table 5.10: Comparison of final evolved and most fit strategy properties in the
experiments that used the IPD with four and 64 choices. The “First Move” column collects the number of runs, out of 30, where the strategy starts a game with
a “nice” move (e.g., cooperation levels ≥ 0), or a nasty move (e.g., cooperation
levels < 0). The “CC Response” column collects the number of runs, out of 30,
where the strategy responds to previous mutual cooperation play a “cooperate”
move (e.g., cooperation levels ≥ 0), or a “defect” move (e.g., cooperation levels < 0). Similarly, the “DD Response” column collects statistics for strategy
response to mutual defection play.
First Move
CC Response
DD Response
Choices Nice Nasty Cooperate Defect Defect Cooperate
4
11
19
17
13
30
0
64
4
26
6
24
30
0

Results from the two controlled experiments suggest that the mechanism of
direct reciprocity is less effective in promoting the evolution of cooperative behaviors when the number of choices increases (which is more apparent when
the number of choices is more than the game duration). Two more controlled
experiments are conducted to illustrate this point further. In particular, the
equation to generate the payoff matrix is changed from pA = 2.5 − 0.5cA + 2cB
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to pA = 2.5 − 0.25cA + 2.25cB . This results with IPD payoffs that reduce the
penalty given for playing higher cooperation levels (e.g., for the classical IPD,
T = 5, R = 4.5, P = 0.5, and S = 0), and should encourage the evolution of
cooperation.
Results from these two experiments are summarized in Tables 5.11, 5.12, and
5.13. Comparing results from these two new experiments (Tables 5.11, 5.12,
and 5.13) that use payoffs that penalize higher cooperation levels less than the
previous two experiments (Tables 5.8, 5.9, and 5.10), cooperation outcomes are
more likely for the new experiments regardless of the number of choices in the IPD.
However, even with payoffs that encourage more cooperation play, the increase
in the number of choices leads to the evolution of defection. Tables 5.12 and 5.13
show that strategies tend to play lower cooperation levels when the number of
choices increase from four to 64, and that comparison of the outcomes from the
two experiments shows a statistical significant difference (Table 5.11).
Table 5.11: Comparison of results from the experiments that used the IPD with
four choices and 64 choices with payoffs that penalize higher cooperation levels
less. Results taken at the end of the co-evolutionary learning runs. “Mean” indicates the average over 30 runs of population average payoff. “Std Dev” indicates
the standard deviation. “Max” indicates the highest population average payoff.
“Min” indicates the lowest population average payoff. The p-value is obtained
from a paired Wilcoxon Signed Rank test that compares the population average
payoffs of individual runs for the four -choice IPD experiment with that of the
64-choice IPD IPD experiment.
Choices Mean ± Std Dev Max Min p-value
4
2.79 ± 1.57
4.49 0.50
64
1.72 ± 1.60
4.50 0.50 0.0076†
†
The p-value indicates a statistically significant result for a 0.05 level of
significance that is considered.

5.3.2.3

More Choices Create More Opportunities to Exploit Opponents

Earlier, experiments showed that populations are more likely to evolve to play
mutual defection when there are more choices available for play in the IPD game.
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Table 5.12: Comparison of results from the experiments that used the IPD with
four choices and 64 choices with payoffs that penalize higher cooperation levels
less. Results taken at the end of the co-evolutionary learning runs. “No ≤ 1.5”
indicates the number of runs where the populations evolved to mutual defection
play. “1.5 < No < 3.5” indicates the number of runs where the populations
evolved to alternate in their play or to play intermediate choices. “No ≥ 3.5”
indicates the number of runs where the populations evolved to mutual cooperation
play.
Choices No ≤ 1.5 1.5 < No < 3.5 No ≥ 3.5
4
8
9
13
64
19
4
7

Table 5.13: Comparison of most fit, final evolved strategy properties in the experiments that used the IPD with four and 64 choices with payoffs that penalize
higher cooperation levels less. The “First Move” column collects the number of
runs, out of 30, where the strategy starts a game with a “nice” move (e.g., cooperation levels ≥ 0), or a nasty move (e.g., cooperation levels < 0). The “CC
Response” column collects the number of runs, out of 30, where the strategy
responds to previous mutual cooperation play a “cooperate” move (e.g., cooperation levels ≥ 0), or a “defect” move (e.g., cooperation levels < 0). Similarly,
the “DD Response” column collects statistics for strategy response to mutual
defection play.
First Move
CC Response
DD Response
Choices Nice Nasty Cooperate Defect Defect Cooperate
4
18
12
21
9
25
5
64
11
19
11
19
29
1

Here, the study investigates why more choices lead to the evolution of defection.
Statistical evidence is collected for general observations on how strategies explore
or sample choices during game-play in experiments that used the 64-choice and
the four -choice IPD games.
In particular, closer inspection of individual runs reveals that the populations
evolved to play lower cooperation levels more frequently after starting from initial
random populations. For example, Figure 5.4 shows for four sample runs, the
initial, well-spread distribution of sampling frequency of choices played by the
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population that changes to a narrower distribution of lower cooperation levels
during the early period of the evolutionary process. This change in play towards
lower cooperation levels is observed in almost all runs where populations evolved
to mutual defection for the 64-choice IPD experiment (Table 5.9). However, for
the experiment with the four -choice IPD, one can observe that in addition to
individuals runs where the population evolved to mutual defection, there are
runs where populations also evolved to play intermediate choices and mutual
cooperation (Fig.5.5).
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Figure 5.4: Sampling distribution of choices of the populations in the 64-choice
IPD experiment. In general, most runs converged to defection play within 40
generations, e.g., (a)-(d). Choices are represented from 0 (full defection) to 63
(full cooperation). A higher vertical line for a particular choice and a particular
generation indicates a higher sampling frequency for the choice.
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Figure 5.5: Sampling distribution of choices of the populations in the four -choice
IPD experiment. Different changes to the sampling distribution can be observed,
e.g., changes to intermediate choices, mutual cooperation ((b) and (c)), and mutual defection (d). Choices are represented from 0 (full defection) to 3 (full cooperation). A higher vertical line for a particular choice and a particular generation
indicates a higher sampling frequency for the choice.
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With more choices, one would expect equal opportunities for encouraging cooperation and for exploiting partners. That is, one would expect that there are no
large changes to the proportion of mutual cooperation and mutual defection outcomes from the evolutionary process. However, as with the other past studies, our
experiments show that this is not true. Results always show that mutual defection outcomes are always more likely compared to mutual cooperation outcomes
when there are more choices to play.
In the IPD, payoffs are higher for exploiting a cooperative partner than mutual cooperation in the short term (e.g., for that particular round itself). With
two choices and repeated interactions, the mechanism of direct reciprocity allows
for the learning of cooperative behaviors as strategies can evolve to reciprocate
cooperation and to punish defectors, which would discourage evolution to mutual
defection due to lower average payoffs.
However, with more choices, it is more difficult to evolve strategies to reciprocate cooperation and to punish defectors (to avoid being exploited) as it may
not be entirely clear what a particular intermediate choice will signal. That is,
strategies are less able to resolve an intermediate choice as a signal to engender further cooperation or a subtle exploitation. This is despite having repeated
interactions because even a moderate increase in the number of choices lead to
a substantially larger increase in the possible sequences of choices that makes
resolving the intention of choices played earlier much more challenging. Further
experiments where the game duration is increased did not result in more runs
with cooperation outcomes.
Given that the co-evolutionary process is driven by strategic interactions defined by the average payoff of all IPD games played, it would appear that there
are more incentives for strategies to adapt their responses to further exploit their
partners rather than to engender cooperation in the short term when they are
unable to resolve the intention of opponents (Chong and Yao, In Press). These
observations would be more apparent when the number of choices is higher than
the number used for the game duration. An interpretation of these observations
is that when there are more choices, there are effectively more opportunities to
exploit partners. The mechanism of direct reciprocity becomes less effective in
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promoting the learning of cooperative behaviors as strategies learn to play lower
cooperation levels.
5.3.2.4

Is Cooperative Play Still Possible?

At this point, it is of interest to find out whether it is possible for strategies to
engage in highly cooperative play through some other mechanisms for the IPD
with more choices rather than descending to lower cooperation play and staying
there (e.g., Fig. 5.4). Here, the study considers the “Raise-the-Stakes” mechanism
proposed by Roberts and Sheratt (Roberts and Sherratt, 1998) and attempts to
find evidence of strategies employing this mechanism for cooperative play.
According to the study (Roberts and Sherratt, 1998), cooperative behaviors
are possible if strategies increase their cooperation levels over the duration of
their encounters (including self-play where both players raise their cooperation
levels until they reach mutual cooperation play). However, a “Raise-the-Stakes”
strategy can win more, or lose more, depending on how it balances raising the
cooperation levels in the following moves with similar strategies to quickly obtain
the benefit of a mutual cooperation play without being vulnerable to exploitation
by others that stop raising their cooperation levels midway.
For the 64-choice IPD experiment, only one out of 30 runs was observed where
the population evolved to mutual cooperative play at the end of the run after
initial lower cooperation play. In that particular run, the final evolved and most
fit strategy used a form of “Raise-the-Stakes” strategy (Fig. 5.6). The population
at the end of this run is also observed to consist of “Raise-the-Stakes” strategies.
However, closer inspections on the evolution of this particular run showed that
cooperative play did not emerge from “Raise-the-Stakes” strategies invading the
population. Consider Figure 5.7, which plots the three most indicative properties
(e.g., the first move, the response to mutual cooperation, and the response to
mutual defection) for the evolved and most fit strategies throughout the evolutionary run. The figure shows that the transition from low to higher cooperation
plays first began with idiosyncratic behaviors where strategies started their games
playing nice, but which were quickly followed with low cooperation play. For example, Figure 5.7 shows that evolution of full cooperation play started with the
full cooperation play for the first move at around generation 256 (top graph).
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Figure 5.6: Most fit evolved strategy’s behavioral response that evolved to highly
cooperative play in the 64-choice IPD experiment. 0 indicates full defection, while
63 indicates full cooperation. This strategy started with a move of 34.
However, it was only nine generations later (middle graph) that full cooperation
play was evolved for the response to previous mutual cooperation play. A large
number of offspring strategies playing idiosyncratically around generation 256 is
also observed.
After that, strategies evolved to a “tit-for-tat” strategy that started the game
with a full cooperation play, and then reciprocated the opponent’s cooperation
levels. It was only around 60 generations later that “Raise-the-Stakes” strategies
that were similar to that shown by Figure 5.6 appeared in the population. The
transition from lower to higher cooperative play can also be seen in Figure 5.8,
which plots the sampling distribution of choices played by the population.
Although “Raise-the-Stakes” strategies were evolved towards the end the run
(Fig. 5.6), cooperation did not emerge from these strategies, but instead, was the
result of the population first introducing a large number of idiosyncratic strategies
that later became stepping stones for evolution of cooperative strategies that
play “Raise-the-Stakes.” There are two possible reasons as to why it is unlikely
for a co-evolving population to climb its way back to mutual cooperation from
mutual defection using mechanisms such as “Raise-the-Stakes.” First, there is
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Figure 5.7: Properties of most fit evolved strategies in the run that evolved to
cooperation for the 64-choice IPD experiment. The top graph plots the choices
played for the first move. The middle graph plots the choices played if previous
moves are mutual cooperation (full cooperation play of both the strategy and
the opponent). The lower graph plots the choices played if previous moves are
mutual defection (full defection play of both the strategy and the opponent).
a delicate balance that needs to be met in how fast a strategy can raise the
level of cooperation without making itself vulnerable to exploitation (Roberts
and Sherratt, 1998). Second, the strategy representation that is used here allows
for complex nonlinear responses that can exploit some form of “Raise-the-Stakes”
strategy.
Instead, the co-evolutionary learning of cooperative behaviors from mutual
defection play seems to depend first on strategies engaging in highly cooperative
play right from the start of the interaction. Strategies later evolved to cooperative
play through a form of “Raise-the-Stakes” strategy. There are other studies that
also reported similar observations. For example, Wahl and Nowak (Wahl and
Nowak, 1999b) also concluded that offering high cooperation levels at the start
of the interaction is important for the evolution of cooperative plays because it
avoids the need for “building up trust” by raising the stakes.
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Figure 5.8: Sampling distribution of choices of the population in the 64-choice
IPD experiments throughout the evolutionary process of the only run that converged to cooperation. Choices are represented from 0 (full defection) to 63 (full
cooperation). A higher vertical line for a particular choice and a particular generation indicates a higher sampling frequency for the choice. The graph plots the
sampling distributions from generations 250 to 280 to show the transition from
mostly defective play to higher cooperative play.

5.3.3

Incorporating Reputation into the IPD

5.3.3.1

Related Work

Complex human interactions are not limited to direct interactions only. One
mechanism that allows the evolution of cooperation, but does not require direct
interactions, is reputation (Nowak and Sigmund, 1998a, 2005). Reputation is
argued and shown to be the mechanism for indirect reciprocity to occur (Leimar
and Hammerstein, 2001; Nowak and Sigmund, 1998b). Indirect reciprocity is understood to occur when cooperation between current partners depends on their
prior behaviors to others. Unlike the case of direct reciprocity where cooperation
depends on repeated encounters between individuals (e.g., cooperative behaviors
in interactions modelled as IPD games), in the case of indirect reciprocity, an individual receives cooperation from third parties due to the individual’s cooperative
behaviors to others.
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In (Nowak and Sigmund, 1998b), Nowak and Sigmund studied how cooperative behaviors can be evolved through indirect reciprocity using image scoring
strategies. The two-player interaction is modelled as a single-round donation
game. Strategies are randomly selected to be donors and recipients. When strategies are selected to be donors, they are given two choices: cooperate (help) and
defect (not help). For any donor-recipient pair, the donor pays a cost of c if it
cooperates, while the recipient receives the benefit b, with b > c. If the donor
defects, both donor and recipient receives zero payoff.
Each strategy is given a value for reputation that is known to the strategy
and its opponents. There are two ways for calculating reputation: image scores
(Nowak and Sigmund, 1998b) and standing (Leimar and Hammerstein, 2001). For
both methods, an individual’s reputation score increases if the donor cooperates.
The two methods differ in terms of how reputation score is decreased when the
donor defects. For image score, the reputation score decreases whenever the
donor defects (Nowak and Sigmund, 1998b). For standing, the reputation score
only decreases when the defection is unjustified (e.g., the recipient has a good
reputation score). Otherwise, the reputation score remains unchanged (Leimar
and Hammerstein, 2001).
A strategy’s behavioral response depends on the reputation score and some
additional parameters used for decision-making. Depending on how strategies
use information from reputation scores, there are three broad classes of strategies
(Leimar and Hammerstein, 2001). First, a strategy can consider its own reputation score only for decision-making (e.g., “offer help when own reputation score is
less than h”). Second, a strategy can consider the recipient’s reputation score for
decision-making (e.g., “offer help when recipient’s reputation score is at least k”).
Third, a strategy can consider both its own and the recipient’s reputation scores
(e.g., “offer help when own reputation score is less than h and when recipient’s
reputation score is at least k”) (Leimar and Hammerstein, 2001).
For the co-evolutionary learning framework, Yao and Darwen (Yao and Darwen, 1999) first studied an extended framework where strategies may learn cooperative behaviors without relying entirely on the mechanism of direct reciprocity.
Here, the main motivation to incorporating reputation in the IPD game is to
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explore complex interactions where both mechanisms of direct and indirect reciprocity exist together, with the mechanism of indirect reciprocity occuring as
a result of direct reciprocity between other individuals (Nowak and Sigmund,
1998a).
There are three important differences between the co-evolutionary learning
approach and other studies in (Leimar and Hammerstein, 2001; Nowak and Sigmund, 1998b). First, in terms of the interaction, the IPD game with multiple
levels of cooperation is used rather than a single-round donation game with only
two extreme choices. Second, strategy’s behavioral responses depend on both
previous moves and reputation. Third, a co-evolutionary learning model is used
whereby strategies can adapt their behaviors over a range specified by the representation rather than a population of predetermined strategies with their replacement depending on the current proportions of existing strategies.
5.3.3.2

Implementation of Reputation

Here, a binary reputation case, i.e., good and bad reputation, is considered. How a
strategy decides whether its opponent has good or bad reputation is by comparing
their reputation scores. If the opponent has an equal or higher reputation score
compared to the strategy’s, then the strategy considers the opponent as having a
good reputation. Otherwise, the strategy considers the opponent as having a bad
reputation. This implementation that considers relative scores is motivated from
the view of the mechanism of indirect reciprocity as a sort of moral or cultural
system that is imposed on the interacting individuals to encourage cooperation
rather than being an emergent property from evolutionary processes (Leimar and
Hammerstein, 2001; Nowak and Sigmund, 1998b). The use of relative values
of reputation scores provides a well-defined and efficient means for strategies to
indentify partners that have earlier paid the cost (e.g., leaving themselves open to
exploitation) through highly cooperative plays to obtain a large reputation score
that are not possible if the implementation uses absolute values of reputation
scores.
Since the strategy considers both previous moves and reputation for inputs,
the strategy’s reputation score has to be determined first. How a strategy’s
reputation is estimated depends on how reputation is interpreted to reflect a
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strategy’s possible behaviors to future opponents in light of choices it made with
past opponents. Here, the study first examines the two-stage procedure first
proposed in (Yao and Darwen, 1999). In the first stage (reputation estimation),
a strategy’s reputation score is calculated based on choices the strategy played
in some random n-choice IPD games in the current generation. After obtaining
reputation scores, strategies compete in the second stage of the n-choice IPD with
reputation.
It should be noted that this approach may not be realistic due to two assumptions made about how reputation is estimated. First, it is assumed that there is
no memory of games played in previous generations, i.e., a strategy’s reputation
score is always calculated anew every generation, and choices it made in the past
has no impact on its current reputation. Second, it is assumed that a strategy
reputation is static for the duration of its interactions with other strategies in
the population until the next round of update, which occurs in the next generation. However, the approach does simplify analyzing the dynamics of the game
by separating the procedure for estimating reputation from the strategy interactions that involved both previous moves and reputation scores. However, further
experiments will be carried out to investigate the issue of the accuracy of reputation estimation and how it may be related to memory of games and frequency
of updates in providing feedback to other strategies in the population.
The procedure for calculating reputation score is described in more detail
here. In particular, consider that in a population of N strategies, there are
(N 2 + N)/2 unique pairwise interactions. Each of these pairwise interactions has
a fixed probability of being sampled (without replacement) for the reputation
estimation stage. Note that some strategies may play more games than others,
in which case, normalization based on the number of games played is required.
The reputation score for each strategy is calculated as follows (Chong and Yao,
In Press):
• Each choice is given a weight. Weights are assigned in the same way as in
calculating the payoffs (e.g., for four choices, −1, −1/3, +1/3, +1).
• The number of times a choice is played by the strategy during interactions
is recorded.
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• Reputation score for each strategy is obtained by taking the sum of choices
played, normalized over the total number of plays the strategy makes in all
the random encounters for this stage.
A formal way to describe how reputation is estimated for each strategy is to
consider the distribution of choices the strategy plays in all the random encounters
during the reputation estimation stage. If f (x) gives the frequency distribution
of the n choices, x = {x1 , x2 , ..., xn }, played by a strategy during the reputation
estimation stage, and that the value of x specifies the weight for each choice, then
the reputation score, R, is given by:
R=

n
X
i=1

xi ∗ f (xi ).

(5.1)

The most important difference between our implementation and that of (Yao
and Darwen, 1999) is how reputation score is calculated. In (Yao and Darwen,
1999), a strategy’s reputation score is calculated based on the payoffs received.
Here, a strategy’s reputation score is calculated based on the choices that a strategy plays. This approach may be more accurate as it better reflects the actual
cooperativeness of strategies. In (Yao and Darwen, 1999), the use of average payoffs as an indication of cooperativeness can be misleading, e.g., higher average
payoff can be a result of mutual cooperation or that one strategy is exploiting
the other.
5.3.3.3

Co-evolutionary Learning Model for the IPD with More Choices
and Reputation

In the case of experiments whereby strategies also consider reputation in addition
to previous moves, the following model based on C-CEP is used (Chong and Yao,
In Press):
1. Generation step, t = 0:
Initialize N/2 parent strategies, Pi , i = 1, 2, ..., N/2, randomly. For each
strategy i:
(a) Weights and biases, [wi (j)], are initialized with random values uniformly distributed in the range of [−1, 1].
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(b) Each component for the self-adaptive parameter vector, [σi (j)], is initialized to 0.05, e.g., a small value compared to the magnitude of the
initial random connection weights.
(c) The two pre-game inputs are initialized randomly and can take only
the n-choices value uniformly distributed in that range of [−1, 1].
2. Generate N/2 offspring, Oi , i = 1, 2, ..., N/2, from N/2 parents. For each
offspring, Oi ([wi′ (j)] and [σi′ (j)]), generated from parent, Pi ([wi (j)] and
[σi (j)]) through self-adaptation:
σi′ (j) = σi (j) ∗ exp(τ ∗ Nj (0, 1)); i = 1, . . . , N/2, j = 1, . . . , Nw ,
wi′ (j) = wi (j) + σi′ (j) ∗ Nj (0, 1); i = 1, . . . , N/2, j = 1, . . . , Nw ,
where Nw = 71, τ = (2(Nw )0.5 )−0.5 = 0.2436, and Nj (0, 1) is a Gaussian
random variable (zero mean and standard deviation of one) resampled for
every j. Nw is the total number of weights, and biases for the neural
network. Each of the two pre-game inputs is mutated separately. Mutation
is of the form of adding the original value with the step value having an
approximately standard Gaussian distribution. The new value does not
wrap around, e.g., values exceeding +1 are changed to +1 while values that
are lower than −1 are changed to −1.
3. Reputation score, Rcurrent, for each strategy in the population (parent and
offspring), is initialized to 0. In addition, each strategy’s frequency distribution of choices played, f (x), x = {x1 , x2 , ..., xn }, is initialized to 0 for all
x.

4. Strategies compete with each other in a two-stage game:
(a) Stage 1 (Reputation Estimation):
i. For every unique (N 2 + N)/2 pairwise interactions (games) between N strategies (N/2 offspring + N/2 parents), there is a fixed
probability, pr , a pair is sampled (without replacement) for this
stage.
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ii. Interactions are in the form of n-choice IPD game.
iii. For each strategy, reputation score is calculated after the strategy
has finished competing with all the randomly selected opponents,
which is given as follows:
Rcurrent =

Sum of all choices made
Total number of moves made

=

Pn

i=1

xi ∗ f (xi ),

which is obtained from Equation 5.1. Strategies that have not
obtained reputation scores are treated as having 0 for their reputation scores.
iv. Each strategy is also given IPD payoffs from the interactions.
(b) Stage 2 (n-choice IPD with reputation):
i. For the remaining pairs not sampled for Stage 1, interactions are
in the form of n-choice IPD with reputation.
ii. Each strategy is given IPD payoffs from the games.
5. Select the best N/2 strategies based on combined payoffs from Stage 1 and
2. Increment generation step, t = t + 1.
6. Step 2 to 5 are repeated until the termination criterion (i.e., a fixed number
of generation) is met.
It should be noted that selection of strategies are based on combined payoffs
of games from both stages (reputation estimation and n-choice IPD with reputation) of the two-stage procedure described earlier. In general, the probability for
selecting random games for the reputation estimation stage, pr , should be small
and less than 0.5. This procedure is consistent with the motivation of explicitly
modelling both mechanisms of direct and indirect reciprocity in the interaction,
and how the mechanism of indirect reciprocity occurs as a result of direct reciprocity between other individuals (Nowak and Sigmund, 1998a). We will discuss
the implication of combining payoffs of games from the two stages later.
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5.3.3.4

Why and How Reputation Helps

Here, an empirical study is carried out to understand why and how reputation
can help with the evolution of cooperation in IPD games with more choices and
even for the case of short game durations. For more direct comparisons between
experiments with and without reputation, the 64-choice IPD with ten rounds of
game duration is considered. Tables 5.14 and 5.15 summarize the results of the
comparison.
In general, the results show that the evolution of cooperation is more likely
when reputation is included. For the experiment with reputation, there are less
outcomes with mutual defection play and more outcomes with mutual cooperation play compared to the experiment without reputation (Table 5.15). This is
despite a possible tradeoff in the pr setting, e.g., initial increase of pr from 0.05
to 0.15 leads to more cooperative outcomes but further increase does not lead
to more cooperative outcomes. Regardless, comparable results can be observed
between the outcomes for the experiment with the 64-choice IPD with reputation (Table 5.15) and that of the four -choice IPD without reputation (Table 5.9).
This suggests that the impact of more choices in evolving mutual defection play
is mitigated when reputation is incorporated.
Closer inspection on individual runs for the experiment with reputation reveal
the populations evolving to play binary choices, i.e., full cooperation and full
defection. For example, in all runs with cooperative outcomes, the population
evolved to play mostly binary choices in less than 100 generations (Fig. 5.9). The
higher frequency of full cooperation play compared to that of full defection play
indicates a cooperative outcome for the population. For runs that evolved to
defection, the plots show the opposite.
In terms of how strategy behavioral responses change during the evolutionary process, it can be observed for runs with cooperative outcomes, strategies
evolved to be naive, highly cooperative players for the reputation estimation
stage (Fig. 5.10), e.g., nice (top graph), respond with full cooperation regardless
of whether previous moves are mutual cooperation (middle graph) or mutual defection (bottom graph). For the second stage that considers reputation, the same
strategies evolved to play highly cooperative choices (Fig. 5.11) if the opponent
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Table 5.14: Comparison of results of the experiments that consider the 64-choice
IPD game with and without reputation. Results taken at the end of the coevolutionary learning runs. “Mean” indicates the average over 30 runs of population average payoff. “Std Dev” indicates the standard deviation. “Max” indicates
the highest population average payoff. “Min” indicates the lowest population average payoff. The p-value is obtained from a paired Wilcoxon Signed Rank test
that compares the population average payoffs of individual runs for the experiment with a game duration of ten rounds and that of experiments with other
game durations.
Experiment
Mean ± Std Dev Max Min
p-value
NoRep
1.37 ± 0.84
3.87 1.00
Rep, pr = 0.05
2.20 ± 1.31
4.00 1.00
0.0751
Rep, pr = 0.15
2.93 ± 1.40
4.00 1.00 < 0.0001†
Rep, pr = 0.25
2.60 ± 1.51
4.00 1.00
0.0038†
Rep, pr = 0.50
2.08 ± 1.45
4.00 1.00
0.2660
†
The p-value indicates a statistically significant result for a 0.05 level of
significance that is considered.

Table 5.15: Comparison of results of the experiments that consider the 64-choice
IPD game with and without reputation. Results taken at the end of the coevolutionary learning runs. “No ≤ 1.5” indicates the number of runs where the
populations evolved to mutual defection play. “1.5 < No < 3.5” indicates the
number of runs where the populations evolved to alternate in their play or to
play intermediate choices. “No ≥ 3.5” indicates the number of runs where the
populations evolved to mutual cooperation play.
Experiment
No ≤ 1.5 1.5 < No < 3.5 No ≥ 3.5
NoRep
25
4
1
Rep, pr = 0.05
16
6
8
Rep, pr = 0.15
10
0
20
Rep, pr = 0.25
14
0
16
Rep, pr = 0.50
19
0
11
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Figure 5.9: Sampling distribution of choices of the population in the case of the
IPD with 64 choices and reputation throughout the evolutionary process of a
typical run that converged to cooperation. Choices are represented from 0 (full
defection) to 63 (full cooperation). A higher vertical line for a particular choice
and a particular generation indicates a higher sampling frequency for the choice.
The graph plots the sampling distributions from generations 1 to 50 to show the
transition from mostly alternative choices play to that of binary choices play.
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has a good reputation (equal and higher reputation scores). However, for the case
of opponents with bad reputations (lower reputation scores), the same strategies
(Fig. 5.12) evolved to be unforgiving, defective players, starting with full defection play for the first move (top graph), and then continue to respond with full

Choice

defection regardless of the case of mutual cooperation (middle graph) or mutual
defection (bottom graph) in the previous moves.
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Figure 5.10: Properties of most fit evolved strategies in the run that evolved
to cooperation for reputation estimation for the 64-choice IPD. The top graph
plots the choices played for the first move across generations. The middle graph
plots the choices played if previous move is full cooperation across generations.
The lower graph plots the choices played if previous move is full defection across
generations.
It is observed that for the experiment with reputation, strategies evolved to
be highly cooperative during the reputation estimation stage to obtain a good
reputation since the score is calculated from the distribution of choices played.
During the second stage that considers reputation scores, the strategy evolved to
be “discriminatory” based on reputation of opponents, i.e., plays “all cooperate”
with the opponent that has a good reputation, but plays “all defect” against
opponents with bad reputation.
The experimental results suggest reputation acting as a sort of signalling
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Figure 5.11: Properties of most fit evolved strategies in the run that evolved
to cooperation for opponent with good reputation for the 64-choice IPD. The
top graph plots the choices played for the first move across generations. The
middle graph plots the choices played if previous move is full cooperation across
generations. The lower graph plots the choices played if previous move is full
defection across generations.
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Figure 5.12: Properties of most fit evolved strategies in the run that evolved
to cooperation for opponent with bad reputation for the 64-choice IPD. The
top graph plots the choices played for the first move across generations. The
middle graph plots the choices played if previous move is full cooperation across
generations. The lower graph plots the choices played if previous move is full
defection across generations.
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mechanism for strategies to engage in mutual cooperation. High reputation scores
reflect a strategy’s willingness to engage in highly cooperative play. Lower reputation scores are indicative of a strategy’s unwillingness to engage in highly
cooperative play. As such, by comparing reputation scores, a “discriminatory”
strategy knows beforehand, which strategy to trust by playing all cooperate, and
which strategy it should not trust by uncompromisingly playing all defect.
The evolution of “discriminatory” strategies is a result of higher selective pressure during evolution on traits connected to reputation scores. This higher selective pressure on reputation inputs can be explained by considering that there are
more games where a strategy use reputation (i.e., second stage) that contribute
to its fitness compared to games without considering reputation (i.e., first stage)
when pr is less than 0.5. As such, there is a feedback to evolution to place higher
selective pressure on traits associated with reputation. With pr = 0.5, there is
no distinction between games with and without reputation in their contribution
to a strategy’s fitness because both games are played in similar numbers on average. Strategies in the experiment with pr = 0.5 are observed not to be fully
“discriminatory” with respect to the opponent’s reputation.
More importantly, it is observed in all runs with cooperative outcomes, not
only the most fit strategy has high reputation scores, but that the majority of
strategies in the population have high reputation scores as well. Furthermore, the
rise of the average population payoff coincides with the rise of reputation score
of the most fit evolved strategy (Fig. 5.13). The experimental results suggest
that it pays to maintain a good reputation as strategies are able to elicit mutual
cooperative play from similar strategies with comparable reputation scores, but
defect against other strategies with lower reputation scores because they are more
likely not to engage in highly cooperative play. In this way, reputation helps
with cooperation because it discourages strategies from playing other alternative
choices that lead to lower cooperation levels, especially in the situation of games
with more choices and shorter durations.
This evolution of “discriminatory” strategies also explains the impact of pr
on the level of cooperation in the population, which is measured by the average
population payoff. For small values of pr such as 0.15, the higher selective pressure on traits associated with reputation leads to an evolutionary process where
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Figure 5.13: Evolutionary dynamics for a sample run that evolved to cooperative
play for the 64-choice IPD. The top graph plots the average population payoff
across generations. The lower graph plots the reputation score of the most fit
evolved strategy of the population across generations.
population is more likely to evolve to fully “discriminatory” strategies that mutually cooperate, resulting in many evolutionary runs with high average population
payoffs (Tables 5.14 and 5.15). However, with further increase of pr to 0.5, the
selective pressure on traits associated with reputation reduces. The population
is less likely to evolve to fully “discriminatory” strategies that mutually cooperate, resulting in fewer number of evolutionary runs with high average population
payoffs (Tables 5.14 and 5.15).
At this point, it is noted that results of the experiments here are similar
and also justify the motivation of previous studies (Leimar and Hammerstein,
2001; Nowak and Sigmund, 1998b) that modelled behavioral responses based
solely on reputation for input and decision-making. As mentioned by the same
authors in (Nowak and Sigmund, 1998a), the mechanism of direct reciprocity was
removed from their experiments both for simplicity and also to focus on how the
mechanism of indirect reciprocity can result with cooperation. However, they also
pointed out that indirect reciprocity is a result of direct reciprocity that occurs
between other individuals. Here, this process that connects these two mechanisms
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is made explicit: reputation scores of strategies are estimated from choices that
they made in a small number of interactions that do not involve reputation in the
population, which are then used in interactions that involve reputation with other
remaining strategies (Chong and Yao, In Press). From these two mechanisms,
the co-evolutionary process produces strategies with cooperative behaviors.
5.3.3.5

More Accurate Reputation Estimation

Although the study above shows that reputation can help the evolution of cooperation in the IPD with more choices, the two-stage procedure might not be
a realistic implementation. First, no memory of games played in previous generations is used to determine a strategy’s reputation score, and as such, choices
made in the past have no impact on current reputation. Furthermore, a strategy’s
reputation is static for the duration of its interactions with other strategies in the
population until the next round of update in the next generation. In addition,
the two-stage procedure introduced an additional parameter pr that can have an
affect on the evolutionary outcome.
As such, an alternative implementation is studied. In particular, a single-stage
procedure is introduced where in every generation, all strategies in the population
compete in the n-choice IPD with reputation. This removes adding an additional
parameter (e.g., pr in the original, two-stage procedure). More importantly, the
main motivation of the this new procedure is to investigate the impact of more
accurate reputation estimation by incorporating memory of games from previous
generations and with more frequent updates to the evolution of cooperation.
The single-stage procedure is first used to investigate the impact of incorporating memory of games from previous generations but with the original generational
update to reputation scores (referred as RepA1). Here, each strategy now also
stores its frequency distribution of choices played, f (x), x = {x1 , x2 , ..., xn }, which
is initialized to 0 for all x. The offspring inherits the parent’s frequency distribution of choices played, f (x). Reputation score for each strategy is also calculated
using Equation 5.1 at the start of every generation, which is unchanged once
it is calculated. At the start of the evolutionary process, due to the initialization of strategies’ f (x)s, all strategies are arbitrarily assigned random reputation
scores from a uniform distribution in the range of [−1, 1]. Note that given how
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reputation is assigned based on comparison of reputation scores (a strategy has
good reputation if it has the same reputation score as its partner’s), a uniform
assignment such as initializing all strategies with zero reputation score is not
implemented because all strategies will only access their behavioral maps corresponding to good reputation opponent only.
Tables 5.16 and 5.17 summarize the experimental results. Comparing the population average payoffs of individual runs of the experiment without reputation
(NoRep) and the experiment with RepA1, results show a statistically significant
difference (Table 5.16). Although there is no statistically significant difference
between the alternative reputation estimation approach RepA1 and that of the
original two-stage procedure (Rep), the alternative approach did result with more
cooperative outcomes (e.g., 15 for RepA1 compared to eight for Rep as shown in
Table 5.17).
In addition, further experiments are conducted to determine the evolutionary
outcome in situations where not all games are used to update f (x) to model the
situation where choices that a strategy played in some games are forgotten or
unknown. A simple implementation is used where every game has a probability
of not being registered for updating f (x), pf . Results in Tables 5.16 and 5.17
show that evolution of cooperation is still possible even though the number of
cooperative outcomes is reduced given the decrease in the accuracy of the estimation when not all games are registered in updating f (x). However, there are still
more cooperative outcomes in comparison with the original two-stage procedure
(Rep) (Chong and Yao, In Press).
In terms of how strategy behaviors evolve, analysis reveals strategies evolving
to play mostly binary choices of either full cooperation or full defection (Figures
5.14 and 5.15). However, unlike evolved strategies from the two-stage procedure,
strategies here did not evolve to purely “discriminatory” play based on reputation
alone. One likely explanation as to why “discriminatory” strategies are evolved
using the two-stage procedure, but not with the single-stage procedure, is to note
that in the two-stage procedure, the fitness of a strategy is the average payoff
from games without (first stage) and with (second stage) reputation. Given that
the number of games from the two stages are not equal, i.e., more games for
the second stage with reputation, one would expect a selective pressure on the
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Table 5.16: Results of the 64-choice IPD experiments that use alternative reputation estimation based on frequency distribution of choices played, f (x), that
is accumulated for surviving strategies throughout evolution. RepA1 evolved
strategies to play the game of IPD with more choices and reputation directly.
Experiments are also conducted to determine the evolutionary outcome in situations whereby some games are not registered for updating f (x) by setting a
probability, pf . Results taken at the end of the co-evolutionary learning runs.
“Mean” indicates the average over 30 runs of population average payoff. “Std
Dev” indicates the standard deviation. “Max” indicates the highest population
average payoff. “Min” indicates the lowest population average payoff. The p-value
is obtained from a paired Wilcoxon Signed Rank test that compares the population average payoffs of individual runs for the NoRep experiment with that of
other RepA1 experiments. Statistical tests between Rep and RepA1 (not shown
in table) showed no statistical significant difference for a 0.05 level of significance
that is considered.
Experiment
Mean ± Std Dev Max Min p-value
NoRep
1.37 ± 0.84
3.87 1.00
RepA1
2.63 ± 1.42
4.00 1.00 0.0007†
RepA1, pf = 0.1
2.17 ± 1.38
4.00 1.00 0.0281†
RepA1, pf = 0.2
2.33 ± 1.45
4.00 1.00 0.0396†
RepA1, pf = 0.3
2.32 ± 1.39
4.00 1.00 0.0127†
RepA1, pf = 0.4
2.40 ± 1.43
4.00 1.00 0.0374†
RepA1, pf = 0.5
2.40 ± 1.41
4.00 1.00 0.0218†
RepA1, pf = 0.6
2.55 ± 1.44
4.00 1.00 0.0037†
RepA1, pf = 0.7
2.24 ± 1.38
4.00 1.00 0.0647
RepA1, pf = 0.8
2.36 ± 1.47
4.00 1.00 0.0400†
RepA1, pf = 0.9
2.25 ± 1.43
4.00 1.00 0.0294†
†
The p-value indicates a statistically significant result for a 0.05 level of
significance that is considered.
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Table 5.17: Results of the 64-choice IPD experiments that use alternative reputation estimation based on frequency distribution of choices played, f (x), that
is accumulated for surviving strategies throughout evolution. RepA1 evolved
strategies to play the game of IPD with more choices and reputation directly.
Experiments are also conducted to determine the evolutionary outcome in situations whereby some games are not registered for updating f (x) by setting a
probability, pf . Results taken at the end of the co-evolutionary learning runs.
“No ≤ 1.5” indicates the number of runs where the populations evolved to mutual defection play. “1.5 < No < 3.5” indicates the number of runs where the
populations evolved to alternate in their play or to play intermediate choices.
“No ≥ 3.5” indicates the number of runs where the populations evolved to mutual cooperation play.
Experiment
No ≤ 1.5 1.5 < No < 3.5 No ≥ 3.5
NoRep
25
4
1
RepA1
12
3
15
RepA1, pf = 0.1
17
2
11
RepA1, pf = 0.2
16
2
12
RepA1, pf = 0.3
15
4
11
RepA1, pf = 0.4
15
2
13
RepA1, pf = 0.5
15
2
13
RepA1, pf = 0.6
14
2
15
RepA1, pf = 0.7
16
1
10
RepA1, pf = 0.8
16
0
14
RepA1, pf = 0.9
17
0
13
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input for reputation. However, for the single-stage approach, there is no such
selective pressure for the input for reputation because all games are played with
reputation.

Player’s Choice
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8
0

56
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Player’s Previous Move
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24
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48
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Opponent’s Previous Move

Figure 5.14: Most fit evolved strategy’s behavioral response if the opponent has a
good reputation at the end of an evolutionary run that resulted in highly cooperative play for the 64-choice IPD experiment that used the alternative reputation
estimation based on choices played in previous generations, RepA1. 0 indicates
full defection, while 63 indicates full cooperation. This strategy started with a
move of 63.
Further experiments are conducted that build on top of the new implementation where reputation scores are updated after every game played (RepA2).
Results are summarized in Tables 5.18 and 5.19, and suggest that updating reputation scores on the fly as each game is played has a positive impact on cooperative
outcomes, even when compared to the original Rep approach. Analysis indicates
evolved strategies with similar mutually cooperative responses compared to that
shown earlier by Figures 5.14 and 5.15. In addition, further experiments show
that evolution of cooperation is still possible even when moves in a game have a
probability pf of not being used to update f (x).
The experimental results here suggest the importance of accumulating memory of games from previous generations to calculate reputation scores and having
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Figure 5.15: Most fit evolved strategy’s behavioral response if the opponent has a
bad reputation at the end of an evolutionary run that resulted in highly cooperative play for the 64-choice IPD experiment that used the alternative reputation
estimation based on choices played in previous generations, RepA1. 0 indicates
full defection, while 63 indicates full cooperation. This strategy started with a
move of 43.
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Table 5.18: Results of the 64-choice IPD experiments that use a second alternative reputation estimation based on frequency distribution of choices played,
f (x), that is accumulated for surviving strategies throughout evolution. With
RepA2, reputation score for a strategy is updated every time f (x) is updated
for every game played in a generation. Experiments are also conducted to determine the evolutionary outcome in situations whereby some moves in a game
are not registered for updating f (x) by setting a probability, pf . Results taken
at the end of the co-evolutionary learning runs. “Mean” indicates the average
over 30 runs of population average payoff. “Std Dev” indicates the standard
deviation. “Max” indicates the highest population average payoff. “Min” indicates the lowest population average payoff. The p-value is obtained from a paired
Wilcoxon Signed Rank test that compares the population average payoffs of individual runs for the NoRep experiment with that of other RepA2 experiments.
Statistical tests between Rep and RepA2 (not shown in table) showed statistical
significant difference for a 0.05 level of significance that is considered.
Experiment
Mean ± Std Dev Max Min
p-value
NoRep
1.37 ± 0.84
3.87 1.00
RepA2
3.24 ± 1.06
4.00 1.00 < 0.0001†
RepA2, pf = 0.1
3.14 ± 1.13
4.00 1.00 < 0.0001†
RepA2, pf = 0.2
3.61 ± 0.84
4.00 1.00 < 0.0001†
RepA2, pf = 0.3
3.27 ± 1.03
4.00 1.00 < 0.0001†
RepA2, pf = 0.4
3.34 ± 1.06
4.00 1.00 < 0.0001†
RepA2, pf = 0.5
2.94 ± 1.08
4.00 1.00 < 0.0001†
RepA2, pf = 0.6
2.95 ± 1.09
4.00 1.00 < 0.0001†
RepA2, pf = 0.7
2.95 ± 1.24
4.00 1.00 < 0.0001†
RepA2, pf = 0.8
3.20 ± 1.14
4.00 1.00 < 0.0001†
RepA2, pf = 0.9
3.34 ± 1.00
4.00 1.00 < 0.0001†
†
The p-value indicates a statistically significant result for a 0.05 level of
significance that is considered.
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Table 5.19: Results of the 64-choice IPD experiments that use a second alternative reputation estimation based on frequency distribution of choices played,
f (x), that is accumulated for surviving strategies throughout evolution. With
RepA2, reputation score for a strategy is updated every time f (x) is updated for
every game played in a generation. Experiments are also conducted to determine
the evolutionary outcome in situations whereby some moves in a game are not
registered for updating f (x) by setting a probability, pf . Results taken at the
end of the co-evolutionary learning runs. “No ≤ 1.5” indicates the number of
runs where the populations evolved to mutual defection play. “1.5 < No < 3.5”
indicates the number of runs where the populations evolved to alternate in their
play or to play intermediate choices. “No ≥ 3.5” indicates the number of runs
where the populations evolved to mutual cooperation play.
Experiment
No ≤ 1.5 1.5 < No < 3.5 No ≥ 3.5
NoRep
25
4
1
RepA2
5
5
20
RepA2, pf = 0.1
5
7
18
RepA2, pf = 0.2
2
1
27
RepA2, pf = 0.3
4
6
20
RepA2, pf = 0.4
3
5
22
RepA2, pf = 0.5
6
9
15
RepA2, pf = 0.6
6
9
15
RepA2, pf = 0.7
7
5
18
RepA2, pf = 0.8
6
4
20
RepA2, pf = 0.9
4
5
21
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them updated after every game, which lead to further increase in the accuracy of
reputation estimation, for further evolution of cooperation (Chong and Yao, In
Press). This is different compared to the two-stage procedure where the incorporation of memory based on raw reputation scores has no significant and positive
impact on the evolutionary outcome. However, it is noted that for comparisons
between the two single-stage alternatives and the original two-stage procedure,
only a significant and positive impact on evolutionary outcomes (e.g., cooperation) is obtained when reputation is updated after every game, not when it is
updated after every generation. Given that every decision-making for games involves previous moves and reputation scores simultaneously for the single-stage
procedure, further increase in the accuracy of reputation estimation to affect the
evolutionary outcome will depend on how frequently reputation is updated.
5.3.3.6

Does Reputation Still Help to Promote Cooperation Despite
Misperception

Leimar and Hammerstein (Leimar and Hammerstein, 2001) had earlier studied
two possible implementations of errors in the evolution of strategies based on reputation only, i.e., errors in implementation (mistakes that occur during a strategy’s
prior choice that affect the calculation of reputation scores, and hence, its reputation) and in perception (a strategy misperceives the opponent’s reputation, e.g.,
instead of good reputation, it is perceived as bad reputation). Here, the impact
of error in perception for the co-evolutionary learning of IPD with reputation is
investigated for simplicity since only reputation is affected by the error.
All three implementations of reputation (Rep, RepA1, and RepA2) are investigated for error in perception, which is implemented by considering a small probability (e.g., 0.01) that a strategy might misperceive its opponent’s reputation.
In general, results show that with a small possibility of strategies misperceiving
opponents’ reputation, evolution to cooperation is still possible. Figures 5.16,
5.17, and 5.18 show that although the introduction of the error results with a
slightly lower average payoff compared to the error-free experiments, comparison
between error and error-free experiments for each corresponding implementation
of reputation estimation show that the difference in results are not statistically
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significant. However, comparison between experiments with error and the experiment without reputation, the difference in results are statistically significant.
These results suggest that evolved cooperative strategies are robust even when
errors in perception can occur (Chong and Yao, 2006a).
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Figure 5.16: Comparison of the average payoff of 30 runs over 600 generations
between the 64-choice IPD games for Rep with and without error in perception
of reputation.

5.3.4

Discussion

A detailed empirical study has been carried out to understand why more choices
lead to defection outcomes in the co-evolutionary learning of IPD strategies,
and how the implication of the results motivates to introducing an extended
framework for co-evolutionary learning where evolution of cooperation is possible. Based on the study, it appears that when there are more choices, strategies
have more opportunities to exploit others by playing lower cooperation levels.
With more choices, strategies are less able to resolve the intention of an intermediate choice, i.e., whether it is a signal to engender further cooperation or a subtle
exploitation. Strategies adapt to play defection because they provide higher payoffs in the short term when they are unable to resolve the intention of opponents.
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Figure 5.17: Comparison of the average payoff of 30 runs over 600 generations
between the 64-choice IPD games for RepA1 with and without error in perception
of reputation.
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Figure 5.18: Comparison of the average payoff of 30 runs over 600 generations
between the 64-choice IPD games for RepA2 with and without error in perception
of reputation.
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In effect, strategies are less likely to learn highly cooperative plays as cooperative plays are sampled less often compared to plays with lower cooperation levels
(Chong and Yao, In Press).
Based on this result, and motivated from the view that complex human interactions are not limited to direct interactions only, the study has further investigated other mechanisms known to promote cooperation without depending
on repeated encounters (direct reciprocity). One such mechanism is indirect reciprocity. The co-evolutionary learning of cooperative behaviors are possible and
more likely when strategies use reputation as a mechanism to estimate behaviors of future partners prior to interactions. Through reputation, cooperative
strategies are able to elicit mutual cooperation play right from the start of the
interaction, which is essential for mutual cooperation in the IPD game with more
choices and short game durations.
A strategy’s reputation can be estimated in many different ways. One major issue in investigating the impact of different implementations of reputation
estimation on the evolution of cooperation is the accuracy of reputation estimation. Experiments have shown that incorporating memory of games from previous
generations using actual choices played from games leads to a higher accuracy
in reputation estimation that has a positive impact on the evolution of cooperation. Further evolution of cooperation is obtained when one considers an almost
instantaneous feedback of a strategy’s behavior to others in the population by
updating reputation score for every game played (Chong and Yao, In Press).
Lastly, the impact of error in perception on the evolution of cooperation has
been studied. Experiments have shown that even with strategies misperceiving
opponents’ reputation with a small probability, evolution of cooperation is still
possible. That is, cooperative strategies learned through co-evolutionary learning
are robust to such errors (Chong and Yao, 2006a).

5.4

Conclusion

The study of co-evolutionary learning for the more complex games is important
as it can provide avenues to investigate how co-evolutionary learning scales with
the complexity of the search problem. For the co-evolutionary learning of more
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complex IPD games, there are two main research issues that can be investigated.
The first issue is to understand how certain behaviors can be learned through coevolutionary learning. The second issue is to investigate whether the behaviors
that are learned are robust. Here, the chapter has addressed the first issue to
understand the co-evolutionary learning of certain behaviors when interactions
are more complex with two extended IPD games given that many past studies
only considered the IPD with two choices.
The study first investigated how certain behaviors are learned from the coevolutionary learning of the IPD with more choices and noise. Results from the
empirical study has shown that strategy representation can have a significant
impact on the level behavioral diversity that is important for the co-evolutionary
learning of cooperative behaviors. Strategy representations that allow direct variation of behaviors can introduce behavioral diversity into the population more
effectively to encourage to co-evolutionary learning of cooperative behaviors.
However, it is still not known precisely why with more choices introduced
to the game, co-evolutionary learning in general is more likely to produce outcomes where the population engages in mutual defection. A further study has
been carried out to understand this issue and has shown that with more choices,
strategies have more opportunities to exploit others by playing lower cooperation
levels. As such, strategies are less likely to learn highly cooperative plays as plays
with higher cooperation levels are sampled less often.
It is known that cooperative behaviors are possible in complex human interactions, which are not limited to only direct interactions. As such, the coevolutionary learning framework for the IPD may need to be extended to allow
for indirect interactions as well to better reflect the learning of behaviors that
involve complex interactions. Here, the framework has been extended by incorporating reputation to the co-evolutionary learning of IPD with more choices.
The study has shown that the evolution of cooperation can be easily achieved
when strategies use reputation to estimate behaviors of future partners and as a
means to elicit mutual cooperation play right from the start of the interaction.
Further evolution of cooperation can be achieved through accurate reputation estimation that involves incorporating memory of games from previous generations
and frequent updating of reputation score after every game is played. Lastly, the
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co-evolutionary learning of cooperative behaviors is robust to errors in the form of
misperception of an opponent’s reputation that is introduced into the interaction
with a small probability.
Given the breadth of issues that can be investigated, the chapter has first focused on the issue of understanding how certain behaviors can be learned through
co-evolutionary learning. There are other issues that should be studied for the
co-evolutionary learning of more complex games. Future studies should focus on
determining the robustness of evolved strategies for the more complex games.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
This chapter summarizes the main contributions of the thesis with remarks for
future studies. Section 6.1 reiterates the importance and need to determine generalization performance in co-evolutionary learning, and summarizes the conclusion
of the study in Chapter 3 that proposed a theoretically motivated framework to
measure generalization performance. Section 6.2 summarizes the motivation and
conclusion of case studies in Chapter 4 that determine the relationship between
generalization performance and diversity in co-evolutionary learning quantitatively and then identify the conditions where diversity can be exploited to improve generalization performance. Section 6.3 summarizes the study in Chapter 5
to understand how certain behaviors are learned through co-evolutionary learning
that involves complex interactions. Section 6.4 concludes the thesis with remarks
for future studies on co-evolutionary learning.

6.1

Theoretical Framework to Determine Generalization Performance in Co-evolutionary
Learning

Co-evolutionary learning is proposed as an alternative search method for difficult, real-world problems which traditional approaches such as optimization-based
search algorithms cannot solve as it is very difficult or impossible to construct
the absolute quality measure of solutions that is required for these search algorithms. Although many studies have been conducted to investigate the viability
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of co-evolutionary learning as a general methodology for search problems, there
is a lack of a general and rigorous approach to analyzing the performance of
co-evolutionary learning with respect to the problem it is applied to solve.
The thesis addressed this need of a general and rigorous approach to determine
the performance of co-evolutionary learning through the framework of generalization from machine learning. In particular, it is noted that co-evolutionary
learning involves a training process where training samples are instances of solutions that interact strategically to guide the evolutionary process. The generalization performance of co-evolutionary learning can then be obtained with
respect to the evolved solutions in terms of the notion of how solutions can best
predict the required output for any new input that has not been seen during the
co-evolutionary learning process. In the context of game-playing explored in the
thesis, the notion of generalization refers to how well a strategy (solution) can
best predict the necessary strategic responses (output) to any new opponent’s
play (input). With this notion, a definition of generalization performance can be
formulated. For example, one definition investigated in the thesis is the average
performance in terms of individual game outcomes (win or lose).
In particular, the thesis proposed a theoretical framework for determining generalization performance of co-evolutionary learning for the first time. Although
the thesis studied the generalization framework for the co-evolutionary learning
of IPD game-playing strategies, the framework can be applied in general irrespective of the particular implementation of the co-evolutionary learning system
or the problem of interest. Two important outcomes are obtained from the generalization framework. First, it is now possible to determine the generalization
performance of a co-evolutionary learning system with respect to any problem
at hand in a principled manner. Second, it is now possible to compare the generalization performance of different co-evolutionary learning systems through a
rigorous, quantitative means.
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6.2

Determining the Relationship Between Generalization Performance and Diversity in Coevolutionary Learning Quantitatively

Previous studies have demonstrated how co-evolutionary learning can fail to find
the required solutions due to the lack of diversity in the population during the
evolutionary process, and have proposed algorithmic techniques to address this
problem based on the introduction and maintenance of diversity. Despite encouraging results, there is a lack of a rigorous analysis to determine if the use of
these diversity maintenance techniques leads to improvements in the generalization performance of co-evolutionary learning. It is not known whether there is a
relationship between generalization performance and diversity in co-evolutionary
learning, or that the conditions where diversity can be exploited to improve generalization are established through rigorous quantitative analysis. As such, there is
no strong motivation to encourage the introduction and maintenance of diversity
as a general approach in the design of algorithmic techniques aim at improving
the generalization performance of co-evolutionary learning.
This thesis has provided a detailed empirical study to investigate the issue of
whether there is a relationship between generalization performance and diversity
in co-evolutionary learning and then to identify the conditions where diversity can
be exploited to improve generalization performance. In particular, results from
case studies that compared co-evolutionary learning with and without diversity
maintenance showed that the introduction and maintenance of diversity do not
necessarily lead to a significant increase in the generalization performance of coevolutionary learning.
However, diversity plays an important role in co-evolutionary learning where
solutions to the problem of interest can be obtained in the form of an ensemble.
Results strongly suggested that diversity maintenance that leads to speciation
among individual solutions in the population during the evolutionary process can
result with a positive and significant impact to the generalization performance
of co-evolutionary learning if an ensemble is constructed from the speciated population. Although the idea of constructing an ensemble from the population of
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a co-evolutionary learning system is not new, the thesis has provided a first attempt to study this approach with a rigorous quantitative analysis where both
measurements of generalization performance and diversity can be determined.

6.3

How Behaviors are Learned Through Coevolutionary Learning For More Complex
Games

The study of co-evolutionary learning for the more complex games provides avenues to investigate how co-evolutionary learning scales to the complexity of the
search problem. The thesis studied the co-evolutionary learning of more complex IPD games as many past studies only considered the simple IPD with two
choices. Here, there are two main research issues of interest, e.g., to understand
how certain behaviors are learned through an adaptation process on strategy
representation guided by strategic interactions that are more complex, and to determine if behaviors that are learned are robust with respect to opponent strategies. The thesis focused on the first issue with detailed empirical studies for the
co-evolutionary learning of two extended IPD games.
The study first investigated how certain behaviors are learned from the coevolutionary learning of the IPD with more choices and noise. In particular, it
has been shown that strategy representation can have a significant impact on the
level of behavioral diversity introduced into the co-evolutionary learning process
that is important for the evolution of cooperation. Strategy representations that
allow direct variation of behaviors can introduce behavioral diversity to the population more effectively to encourage the co-evolutionary learning of cooperative
behaviors even in cases that involve noisy interactions.
Although the co-evolutionary learning of the IPD leads to defection outcomes
when more choices are introduced to the game, it is not known precisely why
this occurs. As such, further studies have been conducted to find out why more
choices lead to defection play. In particular, it has been shown that strategies
have more opportunities to exploit others by playing lower cooperation levels
when there are more choices to play, and as such, are less likely to learn highly
cooperative plays.
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However, cooperative behaviors are possible in complex human interactions
that are not limited to direct interactions only. As such, the co-evolutionary
learning framework for the IPD game has been extended to allow both direct
interactions and indirect interactions. This is achieved by incorporating reputation into the IPD game and that strategy reputation is determined based on
behavioral interactions. The study showed that the evolution of cooperation can
be easily achieved when strategies use reputation to estimate behaviors of future
partners and as a means to elicit mutual cooperation play right from the start of
the interaction. It has been further shown that the accuracy of reputation, which
depends on memory of previous games and how frequent reputation update is
performed, is important for further evolution of cooperation.

6.4

Future Studies

Further studies are required to understand more deeply a number of research
issues for co-evolutionary learning that the thesis has studied. First and most
important is the need to extend the generalization framework to determine generalization performance with respect to a biased sample of test cases for coevolutionary learning. There are many problems such as learning game strategies
where one is interested with the performance with respect to a biased sample of
difficult test cases. In the thesis, generalization performance with respect to a
biased sample of test cases is determined empirically. The theoretical framework
that is introduced applies only with respect to an unbiased sample of test cases
(i.e., generalization performance is the average performance with respect to all
test cases). As such, future studies are needed to develop the framework where
generalization performance with respect to a biased sample is well-defined and
a theoretical analysis is carried out to show how this generalization performance
can be estimated.
In addition, there is a need to further understand how diversity affects the
generalization performance of co-evolutionary learning. The case studies conducted in the thesis are only a first step to understanding the issue of whether
there is a relationship between generalization performance and diversity in coevolutionary learning through a rigorous quantitative analysis. One direction for
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future work is to better measure relevant diversity in co-evolutionary learning,
i.e., behavioral diversity, through an information-theoretic analysis of behavioral
interactions modelled as random sequences.
Finally, further studies on co-evolutionary learning with respect to more complex problems are required. Here, the thesis has focused on the more complex
IPD games. One issue that has been addressed in this thesis is to investigate
how certain behaviors are learned based on an adaptation process that is guided
by strategic interactions that are more complex. However, another important
issue that requires further work is to study the robustness of strategy behaviors
obtained through co-evolutionary learning. Here, the generalization framework
can be applied to determine strategy robustness in the co-evolutionary learning
of more complex IPD games.
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Appendix A
Applying Chebyshev’s Theorem
Chebyshev’s Theorem (Gnedenko and Gnedenko, 1998):

Consider a

random variable U distributed according to the probability density p(u). Given a
positive number a > 0, we can bound the probability that U ≤ −a or U > a, i.e.,

the probability that U falls outside [−a, +a], by
P (|U| ≥ a) ≤

E[U 2 ]
,
a2

where E[U 2 ] is the mean of the new random variable V = U 2 with respect to p.
First,
DN = Ĝi − Gi
1 X
Gi (j) − Gi
=
N j∈S
N
1 X
1 X
=
Gi (j) −
Gi
N j∈S
N j∈S
N
N

1 X
=
Gi (j) − Gi
N j∈S
N
1 X
=
gj
N j∈S

(since Gi is a constant)

N

where gj = Gi (j) − Gi . Applying Chebyshev’s Theorem with DN as the random
variable, we obtain the following:

 2

EPN (SN ) DN
(SN )
P (|DN | ≥ ǫ) = P (|Ĝi − Gi | ≥ ǫ) ≤
ǫ2
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 2

where EPN (SN ) DN
(SN ) is with respect to distribution PN = P1 × ... × P1 = P1N
|
{z
}
N times

for a positive number ǫ > 0.
 2



Next, we need to determine EPN (SN ) DN
(SN ) = EPN (SN ) (Ĝi (SN ) − Gi )2 ,
which is given as follows:


2
EPN (SN ) DN
(SN )



= EPN (SN )
= EPN (SN )
=

"
1 X
N

"

j∈SN

1
N2

 1 X 
gj ·
gk
N k∈S

X

j,k∈SN
j6=k

N

#

!#
h
i X
EP2 (j,k) gj · gk +
EP1 (j) [gj2 ]
j∈SN

h
i
1 X
E
g
·
g
k .
P2 (j,k) j
N 2 j,k∈S
N

We note the following points:
1. We pick strategies j and k (j 6= k) into sample SN independently, which
implies

EP2 (j,k)[gj · gk ] = EP1 (j) [gj ] · EP1 (k) [gk ].
2. We use the same rules to pick j and k (j 6= k), which implies,
EP1 (j) [gj ] = EP1 (k) [gk ].
3. We can obtain the following:
EP1 (j) [gj ] = EP1 (j) [Gi (j) − Gi ]
= EP1 (j) [Gi (j)] − Gi

(since Gi is a constant)

= 0

(since EP1 (j) [Gi (j)] = Gi )

and that the same applies to EP1 (k) [gk ] as well.
4. As such,
EP2 (j,k) [gj · gk ] =



0,
if j 6= k,
2
EP1 (j) [gj ], if j = k.
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 2

Given the above, we can now obtain EPN (SN ) DN
(SN ) as follows:

 2

EPN (SN ) DN
(SN ) =

1 X
EP1 (j) [gj2 ]
N 2 j∈S
N

1
=
· N · EP1 (j) [gj2 ]
N2
EP1 (j) [gj2 ]
=
N
σi2
=
,
N

where σi2 = EP1 (j) [gj2 ].
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(since EP1 (j) [gj2 ] is a constant)
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